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LE PROTECTIONNISME REGIONAL VIS-A-VIS 
DES EAUX DE L'OUEST 

Uexpérience américaine et ses implications 
pour le Canada 

RESUME 

Le grand public s’est tellement intéressé aux 
proiefs intefiiationaux et inter-régionaux de detour- 
nement des eaux que Ies protestations actives des 
habitants des r'é’gio'ns aclversement touchées par ces 
travaux, ont passe presque inapercues. Les régions 
bien poilrvues en eau de l’Ol.'le'st.améric‘ain n'ont 
iamais accepté volontairement de partager cette 

ress_ou_rce.- S'il ét_ait_ impossible d’écarter la menace, on 
cherchait p"o'u’r le moins 5 fixer des limites, a obtenir 
des concess_ions.- 

La présente étude ne prét_e_n_d pas évaluer Ies 

mérites du détournement des cours d'eau s'ur de 
Iongues distances et. ne contient pas de recommenda- 
tions en vue d'améliorer le_s attitudes publiques. Son 
but est d'exposer les réalités historiques et politiques 
dont il taut t_eni_r corrlpte dans tout programme 
d'action. L"auteur traite des motifs qui ont animé Ies 
l'l_a_l;J_i_ta_n,ts des régions-sources, des succés obtenus en 
m'a‘tiér'e de législation et d’accords entre Etats, des 
moyens de pression mis-en oeuvre au Congrés et 

ailleurs et enfin des perspectives dans cette perpé- 
tuelle controverse. Au Canada, Ia lutte n’a été engagée 
que ‘fécemment. et l'auteur n'e‘ réserve que les derniers 
c_ha_pit_res au probléme canadien. 

lie détournement des cours d'eau a été pratiqué 5 
g'ra'l"ide ééhelle dans l'0uest ‘américain, 5 tel point que 
Ie ‘quart d_e la popu_|at_io,n jouit d’u_n systéme 
d’adduction dont la source est éloighée de cent milles 
ou plus. Vu le dés'équili,br,e croissant entre la disponi- 
bilité de I"e'a‘u et la hapsse de la population dans les 
régions plus-aflrides du Sud-ouest des Etats-Unis, et la 

nétice'ncedés au'torirés locales 5 satisfaire aux besoins 
de l'urbanisa_tion e_n _ré_du_isant la quantité d'eau 
consacrée 5 |’a§ricultu're, il est prévoir que d"autres 
trava_u_x de détournement _s'imposeront_. ll s'agirait 

arors de frafi¢hir' Ies frbfitiéres entre Etats, voire la 

frontiére nationale, projet sans précédent et qu_i, 5 en 
iuger par |'attitude des gouvernements du Canada et 
des Etats du Nord-ou‘e'st américain, n'e sera pas 
_d'exécution fa.¢.i|e. 

En ce qui co_nc_erne Ies régions-sources, la majeu re 
partie de l'expérience a été aoq'uis'e 5 l’échelle des 
bass'i,n_s. Les conflits qui ont opposé Ies habitants de 

l'amont et de l'aval sur les cours du Colorado, du 
Missouri, du Rio Grande et de la Saskatchewan ont 
permis d'établi_r certains principes de distributions des 
eaux entre competences adrninistratives qui consti- 
tuent des précédents de protectionnisme des bassins 
devant la demande provenant de l’extérieur. Le"s 

limites imposées par la loi rivera_ine 5 l’échelle des 
bassins ont cependant été repoussées progressivement, 
non seu_lement pa_r les tenants de_s projets de detour- 
nement mais aussi par les habitants memes des 
régions-sources, qui doivent ordonner leurs moyens 
de défense selon des théories de compétence plus 
conventionnelles. ' 

ll n'existe pas de meilleur exemple de ce type de 
protectionnisme que le succés qu’ont connu les Etats 
de la cote nord-ouest du Pacifique dans leur lutte 
contre l'adoption d’une loi prévoyant des études sur 
la possibilité .d'alimenter le bassin du Colorado. 
L'auteur décrit la lutte qu’ont menée les chefs des 
Etats du Nord-ouest su_r deux f_ront‘s,: réorga_n_i,sati,on 

et réunification des élémerts locaux et exploitation 
de. la cons_ci_ence nationale en_ matiére de conservation 
et de planification globale, en vue de contrecarrer les 
projets de détournement devant le Congrés. 

La multiplication des propositions visant divers 
détou_rnem_ents 5 l’échelle continentale fait ressortir 
non seulement des nuances de grandeur mais aussi des 
différences entre conjonctures politiques.~L'auteur' 
étudie Ies compétences fédérale et provinciales au 
Canada. ll conclut qu'i| est mal A propos de chercher 
a tracer un paralléle entre la situation du détourne- 
ment des cours d'eau et celle de la vente de certaines 
autres richesses naturelles canadiennes aux Etats-U nis, 
puisque l’eau s’ins_crit dans le cadre d_e la protection 
de l’environnement, sujet qui éveille beaucoup plus 
l'opinion pulique. 

On n’attend aucune action de la part des gouver- 
nements canadien et américain dans le domaine du 
détournement des cours d'eau avant la fin des années 
1970, époque 5 |aqu_eIle s_eront terminées les études 
sur la demande et les réserves d'eau El l’échelle 
régionale. Toute décision visant la redistribution des 
ressou_rces en eau serait a_|ors fo_nd_ée sur des options 
natlonales plutbt que sur leréglement de dissensions 
entre régions ou localités. 

ADDENDUM 
This study was undertaken as an academic 

requirement by the author and deals mainly with 
experience in the American West. It is published in 

the Social Science Series (Inland Waters Directorate) 
for the relevance this experience (resistance to water 
export) has for Canada.
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Foreword 

3077)? D¢O_Pl.€_. it is said, look at things through 
arose-colored glasses; others have blinders on; and some 
never see the forest for the trees. However it» is, the way we 
look at things to a cor_1§idera_b_|e extent determines what we‘ 
S99 ahd. v.v.ha_t~ we do. This is as true of flowing waters‘ as of 
anything else. 

Possibly as a reflection of the ambiguities of multiple 
use, river basin development: means many things to many 
people. Those who are convinced th_at water in abundance 
is, was, and ever shall ‘be the key to survival and success in 
the dry West a_re unlikely to welcome the dispassionate 
employment of efficiency analysis to public expenditures; 
neither of these perspectives, in turn, relates easily to the 
ecological and esthetic values which are sometimes 
associated "with no development at all. The current con- 
troversy over proposed long-distance water diversions brings 
into play all of'these‘ways of looking‘ at the resource. 

Out. QT t.h.eir common confrontation, one might expect 
.a closer approximation of national consensus. All indica- 
tions, however, do not point in that direction.— Consider the 
areas of origin of We_ster_n_ streamflow: profiting incidentally 
from the growing public hostility to privilege elsewhere in 
the form of subsidized water redVistri'buti'on, they pursue, 
their own privilegfe to the e,x_cJu.si,ve or preferential use of 
"'theii_r-"W waters__.- Aollocating water among its political regions 
will apparently remain, for some time to com__e,- the real 
business of the West. Plus ca.cI_1a_ng_e,_ plus c'est la meme 
chose. v 

This study was conc_:ei_ved out of a number of ideas 
gathered during courses and seminars at the University of 
Washington in Seattle. Several faculty members helped me 
to cover the waterfront of social issues 2 Richard A. 
Cooley and Marion E. Marts (Geography). Ralph W. 
Johnson (Law), Robert Warren (Political Science), James A. 
Crutchfield (Economics) and Vernon Carstensen (History). 
Professor Cooley, as my advisor, encouraged me to take a 
broad, independent ’aD;Pf,03.C.h of which this study is the 
result. ’ 

Most of the research into a_rea’-of:-origin_ considerations 
proceeded in the year 1967-68. A Canada Council pre- 
do_ctoral grant allowed me to follow‘ up earliejr rnail 
inquiries by visiting numerous government agencies in the 
‘Western states. 

The writing itself was completed in Qttawfa. I am most 
grateful to E. Roy Tinney, _at that time Acting Director and 
my c'o’l'l'ea"gjues in the former Policy and Planning Branch, 
Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, a‘n’d to the 
professionals, typists and draftsjrnen vvho ajssistedin one 
way or other to see the effort through. I hope "that the 
contents will provide useful reference to the Government of 
Canada. The responsibility for the ‘use and inte_rpret_a_t_i_o,n of 
all information provided and the _c_oncl,usions: reached is 
mine alone. 

A belated expression of gratitude I owe my wife for 
sending me "back, to works nightafter night until now it is 

done. V 

F.J.Q. 
June, 1970. 
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Abstract 

Public interest has focused so. completely on proposals 
for interregional and international water diversion, few h_ave 
noticed the effective o'pposition to them put forth by those 
areas with t_he most to lose. No area of streamflow origin in 
the North American West has ever parted willingly with its 
water. If the challenge could" not be turned back, at least 
some concessions or lirnitationns might be secured. 

This study is not an evaluation of the merits of 
long—distance diversion, nor is it essentially a recommend- 
ation for irn'pr'over‘ne_,nts in public policy. It is designed to 
bare the framework of historical and political realities wit_h 
which any serious statement on public policy must 
contend. Area-of-origin motivations, past successes in state 
statutes and _i_n_t_erst_ate.compac’ts, strategies employed in and 
out of Congress, and prospects in the continuing struggle 
are discussed in turn. This st'ru‘ggle is of more recent origin 
in Canada‘ to which major attention is withheld until the 
closing chapters. 

The American West has seen many streams diverted out 
of their natural basins; already one out of every four 
‘persons living in the region is served by a water supply 
system which imports from a source 100 miles or more 
away. A widening imbalance between water availability and 
population in the drier e’nvir'on'mentfs of the Southwest and 
a reluctance ‘therein to accommodate urban growth by 
reducing Water a_lloc,ations to agriculture has led to expecta~ 
tions of further diversions. But these would cross state 
and/or national borders, something which has never before 
been achieved and, judging from the attitudes of the 
governments of the Northwest states and of Canada, will 
not. come easily. 

Much of the early area-of-origin experience obtained 
within the b_a_sin. Upstream-downstream confrontations on 

the Colorado, Missouri, Rio Grande and Saskatchewan 
Rivers evolved some of the principles for interju_risd,ic_tio_na,l 
water allocation which continue to stand as precedents for 
protectionism by separate basins of origin against external 
demand. The basin limitations of riparian law, however, 
have been progressively weakened, not only at the hands of 
diversion proponents but by areas of origin themselves 
which must organize their defenses along more traditional 
jurisdictional lines. 

No better example of protectionist strategy exists than 
that of the Paci_fi_c Northwest states in successfully opposing 
legislation providing for studies of means to augment the 
water supplies of the Colorado Basin. The two-pjronged 
effort of Northwestern leaderséto reorga_ni_ze and close 
divisions in their‘ ownranks at home while taking advantage 
of national sentiment for conservation and comprehensive 
planning to counteract diversion proposals in Congress—is 
followed in detail. 

What becomes apparent with the escalation of 
diversion proposals to continental levels is a difference not 
just in scale but in political context. Federal‘ and p_rovi_n_cial 
jurisdictions in Canada are exp|oi"ed,. Analogies with the sale 
of other Canadian resources across the international border 
are found not to be very relevant, given the stronger 
environmental context of water. 

No significant action on diversion is expected to be 
taken by either of the two national governments before the 
late 1970's, when completion of regional supply and 
demand studies is expected. If at that time any major 
redistribution of water supplies is approved, it will more 
likely derive from a consideration of national alternatives 
than from local or interregional power struggles.



CHAPTER 1 

The Area of Origin in Modern Context 

E_X:'PAN,D|l\_lG SYSTEMS OF RESOURCES TRANSFER 
Americans take pride in their contributions to making 

the world smaller. The accelerated movement of people, 
goods and ideas has long since steeped the consumer in 
wider contexts of supply and demand than his immediate 
neighbor-hood. Sometimes, of course, he is urged to ”Buy 
A'f‘nerican’”', but- seldom do his interests revert to a wholly 
provincial level. The fruits of the good life now‘ draw from a 
larger harvest. 

Ever longer supply lines‘ make this result both possible 
and profitable. Today's rail, tanker, highway, pipeline and 
transmission systems recognize few boundaries in distribu- 
ting the products of forest, field and mine. Many people, it 
now appears, would like to see a similar system esta_b|ished 
forwater supply. 

To be sure, nature offers a means of supply of her own 
in the river and stream courses which everywhere drain t_he 
land; but her deliveries seldom come at the times or places 
which are convenient for modern society. Increasingly, 
public attent_ion_ is drawn to a, possible water crisis.‘ To 
those regii’o‘n;s Where present or impending scarcity of 
available water is assumed to threaten economic growth, 
the prospect of importing more has considerable appeal. An 
elaborate -system of water control might well reach across 
the divides of several river basins, tapping the runoff that is 
little developed elsewhere for use in growth centers. Carried 
out on a large enough scale, such manipulation might even 
overcome, once and for all, the whole range of drought, 
flood and pollution problems which have continually 
frustrated local solution. Or so it is claimed. 

The capture and diversion of streamflow, even over 
long di_sta_nees,- requires no technological breakthrough; 
small interbasin diversions were accomplished longer ago 
than the nine aqueducts which served Rome, and con- 
veyance methods have improved considerably since those 
times. What have normally been considered fixed features 
of the r1aturja_l environment, namely the divides separating 
major dra'inag'es, do fall within m_an’s capacity to rearrange. 
That the construction effort required for a continental or 
interregional plumbing system might be more massive than 
anything in previous experience and that it might override 
the usual lir'n_it,s of territorial sovereignty make it only the 
more im'pr‘essive for those who a_re used to thinking on a 
scale to match the challenges of their vast landscape. For a 
‘few, it may even carry an element of vision or romance in 
correcting the "mistakes" made by nature in distributing 

water where people aren't; no longer will major rivers have 
to "waste" into the sea unused. 

Without a doubt, there are alternatives to transferring 
water between basins and regions. But weather modifica- 
tion and seawater desalination still appear too remote for 
widespread application. More localized solutions, such as 
reallocation of existing rights to higher-valued uses and 
waste-water reclamation and reuse, involve difficult 
political choices in assigning costs among affected interests; 
all of which seem to establish i_nterbasi_n water transfer as 
the course of least resistance.’ 

Apparently, it is a tempting course. The world now 
abounds with large-scale water schemes, if not with the 
means of carrying them out. Lake Vattern in southern 
Sweden is eyed as a possible source for Danish and Gerrnan 
use; the Snowy Mountains project in Australia may at some 
future date be dwarfed by increased transfers from the 
eastern coastal region. The Soviets in abandoning plans for 
an even larger scheme, have .appa.rent|v d.eeid.e.d on blocking 
the northward cou'r's'es of the Pechora and Vychegda _Rivers 
in order to restore the Caspian Sea to historic levels. A 
south-to-north transfer of waters from the Yangtse to the 
Huang (Ho has been under invest_igat_io_n, in China. Other 
proposals cover large parts of the A‘fric_a'n and Sfouth 
American continents. For one enthusiast, "the conjunction 
of Congo and Sahara offers more P°\ssibilities, to mankind 
than journeys to the moon, a_nd is altogetther a much 
simpler and less costly project.’'3 It has become fashionable 
to speak of coordinating governments interregionally and 
internationally for the purpose of conveying millions of 
acre-feet (cubic meters) of water over distances of» 

thousands of miles (kilometers) and pumping lifts of 
thousands of feet (meters) for costs in billions of clol|_a_rs 

(francs, rubles, pounds, yen, pesos, etc.).-4
' 

Someday, networks for water supply of the same 
magnitude as those already existing for road, electricity and 
pipeline transport may criss-cross the world map. Today, 
the impetus for long-distance water transfer is nowhere 
further advanced than‘ in the American West. Indeed, many 
of the schemes proposed for other lands have their roots in 
American experience. 

The expanding scale of water and related systems in 
the American West can be illustrated by recent develop- 
ments along the Pacific slope. In late 1967, a brief news 
release announced several power contracts which utilities in 
the U.S. Pacific Northwest had signed with the state of



California.5 The power in question was to come out of 
Canada's sha_re of international Columbia River Treaty 
hydropower benefits; bought by these Northwest utilities, 
it would be resold and transmitted southward, along with 
other surplus seasonal water power available in the North- 
west, via the new Pacific Northwest — Southwest lntertie; 
in California it would help to pu_mp State Water Project 
s‘t‘rearn'f|ows from northern California in a journey of over 
400 miles, across the Tehachapis and into the populous 
south. All three stages of this integrated water and water 
power transfer system, stretching from interior British 
Columbia almost to the Mexican border, were said to result 
in significant savings over local investment alternatives. 
Renewed interest now centers on sending water itself over 
the longer route pioneered by its electric power derivative. 
Some proposals reach even as far north as the Mackenzie 
and Yukon Rivers of the Western Arctic for water inputs to 
an international distributing system.‘ (‘See Fig. 1)

C 

AREA~O F-ORIG I N PROTECTIONISM 

What the news report described above did not mention 
was the long-standing reluctance on the part of areas of 
origin to export either their water or their water power. 
Area-of-origin resistance resulted in some degree of 
modification of the eventual system in each of the three 
stages to be discussed. 

At the northern end of the transfer system, Canadian 
negotiators had refused for years to consider storing upper 
Columbia River flows without sharing in U.S. power and 
flood control benefits downstream; after long debate they 
had their way. A further issue developed within Canada 
between provincial and federal authorities when British 
Columbia insisted on the removal of a federal ban on 
long-’ter‘r’n power export, thereby allowing the sale of 
Canada's share of the power benefits to the U.S.; in this 
case, the province p'revailed.7 

The Pacific Northwest — Southwest Intertie by which 
this power and other power supplies generated by Columbia 
River plants will move to California was itself an issue. 
among:'Northwesterners for a number of years. Doubts 
continued even though potential secondary and peaking 
energy had been casc‘a‘d'in'g over the spillways of Columbia 
River dams for lack of a local market and the federal 
marketing agency, Bonneville Power Administration, was in 
financial di,fficu_Ity. The Northwest states insisted that a 
regional preference clause be inserted in any Congressional 
intertie legislation. Without this protection, public power 
users in the distant Southwest would gain preference to 
Columbia federal power over private utilities and industri_es 
within the generating region. The Northwest states were 
successful in this effort.‘ 

In California, the State Water Project was approved by 
the legislatu_re in principle in 1959 and given a boost in the 

1960 bond election which voted funds for the first stage of 
construction. Opposition to_ water export in the northern 
areas of origin was ove’rwhel,med by ma_ssi,ve support for it 

in the heavily-populated southern desert. Some of this 
opposition, however, had already been neutralized by a 
provision which authorized fundsfor water development in 
the northern counties themselves.9 

This example is but a brief preview of the areaof-origin 
sentiment which fills the body of the present study. If 

separate segments of the waterand power system described 
above were each the subject of lengthy controversy, 
negotiation and compromise, one can well imagine how 
much mo_re u_nrest a_,t-tends recent proposals for large-scale, 
long‘-distance water tra_nsfers which would pay little respect 
to political borders at any level. Interestingly enough, of all 
the man-made diversions which presently c"_:ar'ry water 
outside the basin of origin, none cross provincial, state or 
national borders. Thus far, political lines, drawn as 
arbitrarily as they often were on the North American map, 
seem to have withstood such movements more effectively 
than the mountains, deserts and other barriers erected.by 
nature. 

The conflict between water "surplus" and "deficit” 
areas is of long standing. In the past, it obtained mostly 
within the basin, typically between the upper reaches where 
most of the streamflow "originates and downstream areas 
which often develop earlier and faster. Attorney General 
Harmon gave as his opinion in 1895 that the United States 
was under no obligation to respect Mexican water uses 
existing downstream on the _Rio Grande.‘° After the" First 
World War“ the Upper Basin‘ states of the Colorado moved to 
protect their long-term interests in the river agatinst their 
lower neighbors who were ready to put it immediately to 
work. The defensive. nature of the Upper Colorado 
campaign was not unlikethe campaign more recently joined 
against the whole Colorado Basin by the .U‘._S.'Pa‘cific 

Northwest and other projected source areas of water for the 
Southwest. It was, in. fact, the ups_tream-downstream 
confrontation in many Western tbasins which evolved the 
majority of the statutes, c'om'pa'cts and principles of water 
allocation which stand today as precedents for fgrther 
protection by separate basins of origin against external 
demands. 

The continuing water struggle among basins and 
regions involves much more, however, than the simple 
application of laws and principles already ineffect. It also 
encompasses the rationales offered, the motivations 
uncovered and the strategies employed by areas of 
streamflow origin toward the accomplishment of self- 

protection. The term "protectionism" would therefore 
seem to be an appropriate description of their resistan,ce,.- 

S_eIf-interest features of protectionism can be found, of 
cou_rse, in virtually every kind of commercial activity. At 
the national level, protectionism has always played a strong 
hand in foreign trade policy. Embargoes, tariffsand quotas
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are usu,aJ,|y employed against imports from other countries 
in the i_n’_t_e_re§ts of domestic producers, sometimes against 
domestic producer's. "who would export ematerials considered 
essential for national_.dev.elop‘me'n‘t. The quotas on foreign 
oil and sugar imports fall into the former category, the ban 
on long-term power export until recently in effect in 
Canada i_nt_o the latter. 

At the regional level also, the export of resources in 
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their natural cond_it_ion is frequently resisted. Most regions, 
like nations, have no wish to remain "h_ewers of wood, 
drawers of water." The states of the CoIu‘rhbia River Basin 
in the American West are as unwilling to become a water 
colony for the Southwest as Switzerland is said to be for 
the rest of. Europe.” This kind of thinking has been 
applied at one time or another to most resource ma,teria,ls. 
The difference is that other resources do move as‘ goods i_n 
interregional andinternational trade and water does ‘not.



IS WATER DIFFERENT? 
When other natural resources are bought, sold a_nd 

transported to distant markets, and even electrical energy 
generated from falling water finds its way into national and 
,interna.tiona| grids, there are still no comparable markets 
for water itself. A review of the literature reveals few 
people who think there should be.” What distinguishes 
water from other resources? Why should a region guard 
thi_s perpetually renewable resource more jealously even 
than those like oil or coal which are non-renewable? 

The evidence suggests that water is managed different_ly 
than most other resources in matters of ownership and 
pricing. The developers’ right to water is a property right, 
but under both common law and statutory provision it is 

di'rec’ted more to use (u_suf,ructuary) than to the body of 
water itself (corpus) which ‘remains a public responsibility. 
Constitutionally, the provincial and state governments of 
North America are the proprietors of water inside their 
borders,” Individuals or firms wanting to develop water 
rights must operate within a complex administrative frame- 
work and thus without the same freedom to alter or dispose 
of water rights that they would have wit__h other k_inds of 
property. In other words, publicconsiderations which are 
found on the circumference of land law seem to come 
closer to the center of water law.’ 4 

The second difference applies to the procedure by 
which water rights are allocated and reallocated among 
users. When the land was empty, almost all resources were 
made readily available on the frontier as part of a public 
policy which encouraged settlement and development. 
Early homestead, mining, timber, and grazing, as well as 
water acts carried this policy westward.” Of all these 
resources, however, only water has retained the status of a 
virtually free good. There is, of course, a’ nominal license or 
permit fee and a‘ governmental requirement for beneficial 
(or at least not flagrantly wasteful) use, but a constant 
two-dollar or five-dollar fee may reflect less with each 
passing year the real value of water among those who are 
now competing for its use. 

Therein lies a challenge that will not go away, of 
establishing a suitable meeting ground between law a_nd 
econorhics,- where property rights are not exclusive and 
marketable in the usual sense. The result has been 
governmental regulation of water uses, carried out with the 
best of intentions but struggling with difficulty to equate 
private with social costs and benefits. 

A number of rationales has been offered both to 
support and to attack the special status accorded water. 
Responsible officials frequently dismiss any suggestion of 
competitive pricing on the ground that water is the key to 
man's survival, without which no’ life would be possible.‘ ° 

That is, of course, the case, but as other authorities have 
pointed out, food, clothing and she_lter are ju_st as important 
to survival, and no one suggests that they be either kept out 

of commercial channels or restricted to their area of origin. 
The same reluctance to consider the value of water beyond 
the sense of sur’viv'al seems to lie behind the suggestion that 
water which flows to the sea without full control and use is 
thereby ’-‘wasted”. 

At the other extreme, there are‘ those who, with -an eye 
on export markets, hold that water should be handled like 
any other‘ commodity in international trade. To use their 
argument, if Canada is willing to export strategic resources 
like petroleum and electrical energy, then surely little 

trauma should attend the export of some of its renewable 
water supply.” Allusions are frequently made to current 
oil and gas exports and to the change in national energy 
policy during the Columbia Treaty negotiations which 
permitted long-term sale of electricity from Canada.” 
These analogies. however. are not a.|t.oge.t.he.r appropriat_e.; 
Most of the energy resources whether renewable or not are 
readily substitutional, either one for anoth'er'or one area of 
supply. for another; whereas water for many purposes is 

dist_inct_ly less so. With compet,ing sources of energy from 
conventional and nuclear "fuels and with emerging grid 
systems which can wheel electricity back and forth across 
the continent, national concern for scarcity and for 
terminating specific energy" ex'por?t's is no longer the critical 
issue it once was. It is presently‘ possible and may 
eventually be practical to interconnect drainage systems 
with NAWAPA in the same man_ner as energy systems. But 
the prospects are not all pleasing. 'water, as Nace has said,’ 9 

has more dimensions. 

A reasonable posvituion, one which would rationalize 
some degree of public regulation over market procedures 
for acquiring and developing water rights, will make this 
allowance: water by its nature cannot be as "readily divorced 
as most other resources at any given location or in any 
given volume from its larger natural and economic 
environment. Interrelationships in the d_ra_i_na_ge basin" are 
such that the sarne water may serve many different uses at 
one location and many different locations of use along its 
cou_rse. What one party uses for irrigation or dornestic 
supply returns in large part to the lake or river where others 
depend upon it for their own, more or l_ess consumptive 
uses; if that party is to alter‘ the timing of flow by storage, 
its quantity by diversion, or its quality by pollution, public 
welfare demands that some consideration be given to those 
who may be adversely affected; 

That poses a horrendous enough problem of 
accountability and acc'om'n1odation‘ among recognized 
water right owners whose interests are diregyt and 
measurable. But what about the growing numbers among 
the public whose measures in.- cm and by -the water C>pui.r.se 
extend well beyond consideration of economics? And what 
about the survival of other forms of life which have limited 
tolerance to changes in the water balance? Large.-sca_le 
transfer‘ of streamflows out of their natu_ra| basins cannot- 
help but disturb ch_'a'nneI‘ equiliibriunw, estuarine fertility, 
fish and wildlife populations and the enjoyment of natural



beauty, in a way which is commonly diffuse, selective and 
intangible, but nonethe|e_s_s real. 

Whatever the outcome of the current export 
controversy, in the wider scheme of things water must 
emerge as more than a commodity to be harvested, 
processed and transported like a bushel of wheat or a barrel 
of oil. It is an integral element of the environment. 
Manipulating the distribution, timing or quality of flow on 
a large scale consequently becomes not just another 
exercise in trade and commerce;I it has the effect of 
manipulating the environment itself.” Because‘ the river or 
lake has always been there, because it permeates so many 
aspects of their daily lives, directly and indirectly, small 
wonder that the people of a region or country perceive 
water as their heritage, to which they have first, if not 
exclusive right.“ 

As far as they are concerned, as far as most people are 
concerned, water is different. 

THREE CONCEPTS AT ISSUE 

How water should be allocated among competing 
interests and ‘regions, and whether it should be manipulated 
beyond its natural drainage patterns, depends on the way 
one looks at it. Basically, there are three approaches or 
concepts at issue: efficiency, equity and environmental 
quality., 

Efficiency 

Economic e‘ffi’cienc'y requires the allocation of 
resources among various alternative uses in such a way as to 
maximize national benefits. This is the purpose behind 
tec_h_n_iq_u_es like benefit-cost analysis. In terms of efficiency, 
a lerge-scale water‘ transfer plan should be implemented 
only if (1) the economic demand in the importing‘ area is 

sufficient to pay for the benefits foregone in the area of 
origin because 

i 

of water export, as well as for the 
con_s_tructio_n and maintenance of the physical works for 
transfer (and any negative effects arising therefrom), and 
(2) transfer is cheaper than any other means of satisfying 
water demands in the importing area. Professional 
economists have challenged the need for long-distance 
water transfers under both of these conditions.” 

Most of the water proposed for diversion in engineering 
sohernes is earmarked for agriculture, which also returns the 
least net value per’ unit among various kinds of use and 
which, accordingly, is least able to pay for diversion 
costs.” Owing to the continuing surplus of agricultural 
otjit_put in America, the price support program for many 
oorfimoditaies a_nd the interest-free construction of U.S. 
federal irrigation projects, which are commonly further 
subsidized by power or other water users, the cost of any 
large increment in farm output would likely be borne by 

the taxpayer nationally and by other users regionally rather 
than by the i_rrigators themselves. In other words, inter- 
regional transfer might result merely in a redistribution of 
income along with water, rather than in a net benefit to the 
country. 

Even in those cases where water transfer promises 
substantial national benefits, the question remains of 
whether some other means of meeting water demands 
might not be more efficient. These include means of 
conserving existing supplies locally, like evaporation 
suppression, reallocation to higher-valued uses through 
realistic pricing, and waste water reclamation a_nd reuse; an_d 
other means which may be preferable in some areas at some 
future date, like desalination and weather modification. 
Further to this search for the least-cost alternative, it has 
been suggested that the goals of regional economic growth 
might better be served by investments entirely outside 
water development — in health, education, urban renewal 
or other programs.;" 

Proponents of efficiency in public spending tend to 
react to the atmosphere of crisis in water supply with some 
disbelief. But they have little inclination to favor the area 
of origin as such either. Water has no intrinsic economic 
value in the basin as opposed to its use outside; it should 
flow to the highest bidder, to wherever the marginal returns 
are greatest, unrestricted by legal or emotional taboo. 
Economists instinctively recoil from regional preference to 
any article insofar as it upsets the price system for 
allocating resources. The competition between basins and 
regions in this case is thought to be not substantially 
d_ifferent from that between political u_nits and interests 
within the same river basin. In the latter case, efficviency 
under the aegis of "integrated development” has been more 
concerned with development -of the basin as a unit to 
maximize total benefits than with which participating state 
or province or cou_nt_ry shares what propor_tio,n of the 
benefits and costs.’ 5 

In fact, when so much of the litigation and controversy 
in Western waters seems to have. a fixation on allocation 
among political units, the economist is tempted to ask: 
Why divide the river at all? Why should each state through 
which a river passes have a right to a specific portion of its 
flow? Why should a basin of origin have a right to 
preferential or exclusive use over other, possibly more 
profitable, uses outside? 2 6 

Indeed, regional protection is hard to defend on 
economic grounds. A claim to unused water for some 
indefinite future use in the area of origin may interfere with 
its application elsewhere for ir_nrnediat_e_ benefit. California 
could quite probably have used all the waters of the Lower 
Colorado Basin‘ more efficiently than could Arizona which 
has yet to build a conveyance system;'the Lower Basin with . 

its more developed economy and superior agricultural 
climate could doubtless achieve a higher-valued use of the 
whole river than ca_n users higher in the watershed. But the 
nation has never taken ef-ficiency that far.



Equity 

The national interest includes many components — 
foreign aid, public housing, the race into space — which 
may be judged des_irable although not necessarily economic 
when compared with alternative ways of sustaining prod- 
uctivity. So too in resources development, it is not 
economic growth alone which public policy encourages, but 
as well the "equitable" sharing ‘of that growth and its 

attendant. social effects. For example, public power was 
encouraged as a means of regulating private producers and 
extending service to rural areas; flood control has been 
justified to ‘save lives, irrigation to foster democratic 
comrnunities of family-size farms, and TVA to uplift a 
depressed region.’ 7 

The intention, clearly, is that all parts of a nation 
should progress, that the nation gains from a policy under 
wh_i_ch, no a_rea loses. Among states and regions as among 
people, a certain distribution of wealth may seem prefer- 
able to the accumulation of maximum wealth; a spatial 
balance of development may seem preferable to maximizing 
development. To this extent, the notion of equity serves as 
a political counterbalance to economic efficiency.’ 8 

A nation is built of states (or provinces), each of which 
holds some power and hope of self-deve|opment_. States 
have made claims to water rights on behalf of their 
populations which have been respected in-court decisions 
and interstate compacts, and to development funds which 
have been validated in Congressional appropriations. The 
Upper Bas_i_n states of the Colorado, contributing perhaps 
90% of the total runoff, refused to be told that they should 
not reserve a large part of the river for their future growth 
just because downstream users could make more immediate 
a_nd better use of the water. Their 50-50 split with the 
Lower Basin represented -a consensus for "equitable ap- 
portionment" more than for scientific or efficient allo- 

cation, a consensus which continued unto the subsequent 
funding of the Colorado River Storage Project." Today 
the Columbia Basin states claim that it is only fair that their 
future. be protected_; with their abundant» water supplies, 
they stand ‘preparred to take up whatever slack might be left 
by the incapacityof water-limite_d areas to maintain current 
growth rates.” 

Some confusion is inevitable, of course, when areas 
a_nt_icipating water import, as well as those resisting export, 
try to employ equity arguments to advantage. The dry 
Southwest claims to have a basic right to continue growing 
without any limitation in water availability; otherwise, 
going economies will be stranded, Arizona might dry up 
and blow away, at‘ a trernendous social cost to the 
nation.“ 

Such arguments are, more than not, a cover. for 
regional self-interest. Regardless, regionalism and states 
rights, efficient or inefficient, are the law of the land and a 
fact of life. No doubt they will continue to operate as 
political constraints upon‘ the economic system of America. 

Environment 

The third perspective, which places water within an 
environmental context, is suggestive of changing times. It 
implies a fundamentally different motive than ‘national or 
regional economic gain, confident that society can afford to 
do things beautifully as well as efficiently. In the words of a 
recent report by a committee of the National Academy of 
Sciences in the United States: 

When much of the country was still wilderness and 
when all the nation sought economic ad:v‘an‘tjage, 

priority in the Halls of Congress, as in the minds of the 
people, was given to land settlement, navigation 
improvement. and the exploitat_io.n of tangible re- 
sources. Now that the wilderness has all but dis- 
appeared, now that many of the people have both 
comfort a_nd l_eisure, there is a greater appreciation of, 
and a willingness to pay for,- certain qualitoies of the 
environment which formerly were more common and 
therefore less valued than they are today.3 2 

A number of writers today seem less concerned with 
what can be harvested from the environment in material 
goods and services than with what happens to that 
environment in the process. There is a growing feeling that 
society cannot continue to_eat, drink, spend, extract, 
pollute and generally be merry, with the comforting 
thought that technology will somehow make everything 
come out alright. Diversion from east Texas rivers during 
dry years, or even from the larger Mississippi, could have a 
detrimental impact on the marine life in the coastal 
estuaries, where such life has a narrow tolerance to changes 
in environ_ment.533 The alteration of channels and the filling‘ 
of huge reservoirs along the Pacific slope may stabilize 
water levels; they may also disrupt salmon runs, threaten 
crustal stability and degrade natural beauty. What creates 
recreation for some may destroy it for others who prefer 
wilderness to water skiing. 

Many of these kinds of changes have been going on for 
a long time with lit_t|e al_ar_m or even avvareness. But a stage 
appears to have been reached where the.number of natural 
scenic wonders, wilderness experiences, and unpo_l_l_uted, 
free-flowing rivers has declined in the face of mass 
encroachment to the extent that conservation organizations 
are gathering popular support. The assumption by the US. 
Senate Select Committee in 1961 that- ‘’.comprehensive 
planning should be undertaken on the premise that full 
regulation of nearly all the nation's streams is necessary 
over the long run and that substantial progress toward this 
end will have to be made before the end of the present 
c_e_n‘tu'ry"3‘ is not ever”y‘wher‘e ac‘cepted.‘Should not some 
‘of these areas and streams be saved from manipulation, at 
least those which are exceptional in some way and whose 
alteration may be irreversible? Must all the "West be 
wat_ered and developed or is there some value in variety of 
landscape and life? 35 ’ 

This way of thinking, as one might'e.Xpect-,- is not 
strongest in the areas where people depend on water



~ 
control and use for their livelihood. Ecological and esthetic 
values have a wide constituency‘ but one with little regional 
concentration. 

This constituency is growing. In a m_ajor turnabout to 
his Administration's previous stance on pollution abate- 
ment expenditures, President Nixon's first act of the 1970's 
decade was to sign the National Environmental Policy 
Act.“ In Canada, the federal responsibil_ity for water 
management was proposed in late 1970 to a new De- 
partment. of the Environment.“ Probably nowhere else is 

the confrontation between environmental and de- 
velopm,ent_a_l forces more marked than in the management 
of viater resources.” 

The three concepts or objectives are not usually as 
neatly distingui_shed a_s one might expect from the above 
account. In attacking the Colorado River Ba_sin Project bills 
in Congressional hearings, the Sierra Club argued not just 
for preserving a natural wonder but against an inefficient 
allocation of development funds in dam construction.” 
And a few economists see ecological limit_s beyond which 
efficiency goals are meanin'gless.“° Finally, areas hoping to 
protect or import water are likely to emphasize their 
contribution to national development. 

Mostly, these and other possible objectives have been 
implied, rather than defined and compared, in the planning 
process for water management. In one departure from past 
tradition, however, the U.S. Water Resources Council is 

considjering multiple-object,ive planning, illuminating the 
range of choice among combinat_ions of national income, 
regional development, environmental quality, and well- 
bei_ng of people possibilities.“ 

THIS STUDY, PURPOSE AND PLAN 
This study is not a_n evaluation of the merits of 

Iong—distance water diversion schemes, nor is it essentially a 
recommendation for improvements in public policy. It is 

less ccrmerned with the way things should be on grounds of 
efficiency, equity or ecology than with understanding the 
way they are. Promotionism on the part of transfer 
aspirants and protectionism by areas of origin may each be 
criticized as detrimental to the national interest, but too 
often those who are ready to level charges are insufficiently 
aware of the circumstances which surround them. Tradi- 
tions, attitudes and motivations are not easily overcome. 
The present study, therefore, is designed to bare the 
fr'ar“nework, of historical and political realities with which 
any serious statement on public policy must contend. 

The question of long-distance water diversions is an 
important one both to the areas direct_ly affected and to the 
nations of this continent. A panel on needed research 
convened by the federal Council for Science and Techno- 
logy in the United States notes that Congress has in effect 
declared itself unprepared to come to grips with major 

interregional water transfer possibilities.“ The panel also 
notes that considerable experience with diversions and 
diversion plans has been amassed, and suggests that this 
experience be examined by "post audit" in»order‘to 
determine under what conditions such diversions could be 
mutually advantageous to the exporting and importing 
parties. Thisstudy might be considered part of such a "post 
audit,” with emphasis on one side of the controversy.‘ 

Singled out for investigation are the principal areas of 
origin of streamflow in the Western United States and ‘their 
efforts to prevent or limit the loss of water which may be 
surplus to their im_mediate needs. 

Area-of-origin motivations, past successes in state 
statutes and interstate compacts, present st_rategies_i_n a_nd 
out of Congress, and prospects‘ in the continuing struggle 
are discussed in turn. This struggle is of more recent origin 
in Ca_nada, to which major attention is withheld until the 
closing chapters. 

The reader may find it useful to carry these overall 
questions with him through the pages which follow: is 
previous, smaller-scale, area-of-origin experience relevant to 
presently proposed interstate, interregional and inter- 
national diversions? How much is the difference primarily 
of scale and how much of genuinely different political 
milieu? How much simply a difference in the times? 

The study will proceed along the following lines_: In 
Chapter 2 the designs on areas of abundant water supplies 
by faster-growing centers in the dry West are described. 
Local alternatives proving unacceptable, the popular trend 
to long-distance importation is represented as extending 
gradually from intrastate to interregional and international 
scales. Summarized information on engineering proposals 
indicates which source areas are under pressure and what is 
being offered as compensation; the same proposals can be 
used as an index of attitudes to water in the dry West. The 
thrust of recent strategy on the part of the states of the 
Colorado Basin and Southwest stands out in the series of 
bills which they have sponsored in Congress since 1965. 

Chapter 3 considers the interplay of river basins and 
political units in defining the area of origin. The basin is 

investigated for its relevance in the natural order, in the 
evolution of political patterns in the West, and i_n water 
management by government today. Continued 
experimentation with basin commissions, authorities and 
accounting systems suggests the difficulty of representing 
public interest on a drainage basis. 

What were the early experiences from which present 
claims for area-of-origin protection derive? Chapter 4 
provides a record of successes and failures. Attorney 
General Harmon could find no limit to U.S. sovereignty on 
the Rio Grande; Owens Valley residents fa_red less well 
against Los Angeles' water needs The early doctrines 
governing Western water use and diversion are pertinent but



“Of 9D’é¢lfié t0 this l$$_ile- Ql.I’e'1‘th¢ 13$! Years. however. a 
number of interstate compacts, together with statutes 
enacted in California, Colorado, Nebraska, Oklahoma, and 
"‘"l'exa_s, have _legiti_m_at_ize_d, area-of-origin demands in whole 
or i5art:. .Generall“v=speaki.n9. the: degree of protection seems 
to reflect the relative autonomy of’ the political ujhit 
involved. Thus, a hierarchy of areas of origin emerges, 
paralleling that of governments themselves. 

Chapter 5 narrows the focus to the o'n-going ooh- 
frontation between the states of the Pacific Northwest and 
those of the Southwest. Attempts toward a Westwide 
f9¢0fi6l|i8Ti0fi 3'76 dléscffibédi affifl Nhfthwefi sttétegv 
analyzed over a period of five years preceding the legislative 
outcome of 1968. With national conservationist sentiment 
atta.ek.ih9 S_9u_t.hwestern dsesiglzjs. on an9t.her front. the 
Northwest is seen to have played its hand well, both in 

Congress and .outs.ide..— A new u.n_i.tv among the st.ates of the 
Columbia Basin seems to have jel|e'd. 

with the escalation of water planning to continemal 
levels, it becomes pertinent to explore the "Canadian scene. 
What is -at once apparent ‘in, Chapter 6. is a difference not 
lust in scale but in po|itiea.l eontexe; The diiSt.in¢t.ie.n in 
Canada between fecl'era'l and provincial jurisdictions in 
resource matters is vital to understanding‘ water problems 
and opportunities. US. markets‘ for Canadian water? The 
question appears p.rema.tu.rer at .best:.- Some jr'e_aj.s_on§ behind 
5a_]llf.i'lf.i:.i==l.l_1 .iie.|u.¢tél‘flCé '60 éfitefféifi éXD°|‘t iifUD0T§31§ 3“? 
suggested. Investigation of alternative possibilities for 
diversion within the country are described. 

Chapter 7 su'rn'm_arifz_es' and concludes the study.



CHAPTER 2 

The Spreading Thirst of the Drylands 

The American drylands include at least parts of all 
s'e‘v’erltee'n contiguous states which stretch westward from 
the tier connecting the Dakotas with Texas. Through the 
heart of the drylands, in the Southwest, runs the Colorado 
River. Its basin i_s large in area but small in water 
production compared with the Co|um_bia, the Missouri, the 
Mississippi, or the accumulated coastal drainage along its 

margins Nevertheless, a population of 27 million now live 
in the seven states drained to a greater or lesser degree by 
the Colorado. Considerable rearrangement of natural 
drainage patterns has been effected already in this century 
to accommodate this growth. Further changes are widely 
anticipated. 

This chapter describes the widening differences in the 
distribution of Western water‘ and people, the changing 
rural-urban balance in the drylands, and the failure thus far 
to su_bs_titut_e local for distant water supply horizons. Also 
discussed are ex/isting and proposed interbasin diversion 
projects, persisting attitudes to, and images of water in the 
dryland economy of the Southwest. Finally, a preview is 

given of obstacles, to expanded diversions, including the 
un'ex‘pec't‘éd'ly strong intrusion of national politics into 
traditionally Western matters. 

PATTERNS OF PREFERENCE FOR THE OASES 

The magnitude of migration to the dry Southwest since 
the outbreak of World War II can only be described as 
phenomenal in the experience of the United States. Its 
implications for future regional planning may be in as much 
doubt today as the possibility of its occurrence obviously 
was to Lieutenant G.C. Ives who commanded the first 
navigation up the Colorado over a century ago and 
reported: 

The region. . . is, of course, altogether valueless. it can 
b_e approached only from the south and after entering 
it-, there is nothing to do but leave. Ours was the first-, 
and will doubtless be the last party of whites to visit 
thissprofitless locality‘. It seems intended by nature that 
the Colorado River, along the greatest portion of its 
lonely way, shall forever be unvisited and 
undisturbed.” - 

The population challenge in the West is all the more 
compelling for its distributional pattern, which is out of 
sorts with water supply in terms of both time and space. In 
California, for example, urban and agricultural needs are 
greatest in the late summer, when water levels are lowest; 

and most of these needs rise south of the latitude of 
Sacramento, whereas most of the available supplies are 
north of it. Fortunately, nature's regimen lends itself to 
some degree of alteration on both counts, through seasonal 
(and annual) storage and areal diversion, to acoogmrnodate 
preferred patterns of human oocupance. Within this frame- 
work it is possible to trace the progressive stages by which 
water supplies have been expanded and the changing nature 
of demands on them. 

Stages of expansion 

1. First occupance. This was the period, roughly the 
latter half of the nineteenth century, of original settlement, 
based mainly on agriculture (in some cases preceded by 
mining). Western American development was based in 
general on two assumptions: ' that large surpluses of 
unexploited wealth existed on the frontiers, and that public 
policy should encourage the settlement and development of 
this domain by making land, minerals, and water resources 
freely available. From the first, water assumed a sustaining 
role unknown in the earlier-settled, more-humid regions of 
the country. Liberal use was mad_e of natural streamflows, 
and the right to their use was guaranteed by appro_pri_ation 

' 

based on priority of use in time, (after riparian privileges 
had been found generally impractical for consumptive use). 
Users learned that by forming cooperative organizations, 
they could build bigger ditches and carry water farther 
from the stream. Communities were small andscattered; 
they grew slowly, gradually ap'propriatin‘g the remaining 
dependable low flows. Throughout the period, irrigators 
generally had" the field to themselves 

2. Regulation within the river basin. From -the turn of 
the century, economic progress in the more-favored 
environments of the dry West began to exhaust available 
natural water supplies. Conflicts among users for similar, 
and now also for different, purposes came to be resolved by 
expansion of dependable supplies through provision of 
seasonal storage. This period witnesed the ultimately 
successful crusade, helped along by federal participation in 
a reclamation fund, for big dams over little dams, and 
multiplepurpose over single-purpose projects Grand 
Coulee and Hoover Dams became the kingpins of their 
respective river systems, each providing for the major water 
users of town and country in co-ordinated ope_‘ration_. N_o 
water problems were foreseen that could not be resolved by 
reasonably efficient use of reso_urces available within the 
basin.“ in fact, "integrated, development" came to mean



the organization of projects that were economically the 
most rewarding for the basin as a whole, its administrative 
division notwithstanding. 

3. A search for solutions outside the river basin. In the 
last two decades it has become increasingly apparent that 
the river basin has not always materialized as a harmonious 
community of i_nterests. Groundwater defnicits and 
questions of streamflow allocation and regulation have 
bec‘o‘n1e'-«subjects of intensive study, but rarely of concerted 
basinwide action. These problems have proved even more 
difficult” where basins cross state boundaries. Now the 
dryland metropolis, a relative newcomer to the Western 
scene,-- has turned the search for alleviation of impending 
sho'rtages in another direction. 

The nineteenth-century American West was won 
largely through the adjustment of rural communities to the 
_Iimit_ati_ons of. local water avaitlabiility. Today's West may 
still be a’ land of wide open spaces; its population, however, 
lives mainly in cities. It is, moreover, a population that 
seems determined to overcome rather than adjust to local 
environment_a_l handicaps. The ‘search for water supplies 
extends outsidethe immediate river basin. 

Between 1950 and 1960 the seventeen Western states 
ernergedj as a region more highly urbanized than the United 
States as a whole. Most. of the region's population growth 
since 1950 has occurred in Arizona, Cali,fol'n_i__a, Colorado, 
and Texa_s,~and more specifically, in urban’ communities in 
the drier parts of these states (Table 1). In the same period 
municipal and industrial water use increased a remarkable 

Table 1. Population and Urbanization in the Western States 

Population (thousands) % Urban 
States 

1950 1960 1965 1950 1960 

Arizona 750 1,321 1,575 55.5 74.5 
California 10,586 15,862 .18,403 80.7 86.4 
Colorado 1,325 1,768 1,949 62.7 73.7 
Idaho , 

589 671 693 42.9 47.5 
Kansas 1,905 2,180 2,248 52.1 61.0 
Mo_nta_n_a« _ 

591 679 703 43.7 50.2 
Nebraska 1,326 1,417 1,459 46.9 54.3 
Nevada ’ 160 291 434 57.2 70.4 
New Mexico v 681 953 1,014 50.2 65.7 
North Dakota 620 634 652 26.6 35.2 
Oldahoriia 2,233 2,337 2,448 51.0 629 
Oregon 1,521 1,772 1,938 53.9 62.2, 
South Dak.0f3 653 683 686 33.2 39.3 
Texas 7,711 9,631 10,591 62.7 75.0 
Utah « 689 900 994 65.3 74.9 
Washington . 

- 2,379 -2,855 2,973 ‘ 

6_3_._2 
' 

68.1 
Wyoming .. 291 . . 331 330 49.8 56.8 

TOTAL. . 34,010 44,285 49,090 63.6 75.6 

United States ’ 151,326 179,992‘ 193,795 64.0 69.9 

Sources;_..C"l4’_:_r_1_-'e_r'1_t_:l_7’_o;rl4lzl_tion :I‘_2e>pcrt.r, Serf. P-25, Nos. 304, 336, 348. 
U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1_9_6_5-1966; Census of Population, 1950, 
Vol. 2’; census of Pojiulation. 1960, Vol. 1. 
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274 per cent, as opposed to a meager 5 per cent increase 
for irrigation deliveries (Table 2). Manufacturing and 
service activities have effectively displaced agriculture and 
mining as the principal sources of income.‘ 

Table 2. Selected Water Uses in the Western States 

.Ml1X.15§iP%1' - - 

Industrial DI"l;§"!°‘}_ 
Withdrawals . 

A‘ °“°5' 

State millions of (111 Of 

gallons daily) 
a°'°'f°°t ‘?‘“"~"*"-H3’) 

1950 1960 1950 . 
1960 

Arizona 1 20 2,80 -5, 2,00 _5,_200 
California 1,595 12,600 23,000 20,000 
Colorado 240 620 9,660 10,000 
Idaho 140 300 15,350 12,000 
Kansas 330 910 250 2,000 
Montana 305 3 70 

I 

5,345 5,700 
Nebraska 180 860 2,600 2,500 
N€V8.d3 .51 12.7 .1s5..5.0~ 3.000 
New Mexico 75 155 3,700 2,100 
North Dakota 1 15 51 75 94 
Oklahorna 1.72. .530 1.30 3.00 
Oregon 380 1,590 2, 3.00 5,400 
South Dakota 56 71 81 170 
Texas . 2, 5,700 4.800 9,900 
Utah 160 520 3,450 3,700 
Washington 900 1,510 3,870 4,100 
Wyoming 52 209 3. 220 3, 500 
TOTAL 7,081 26,503 84. 741 88,664 
% Increase 1950-1960 274 5 

‘Irrigation figures refer to water delivered to farm, exclusive of 
conveyance losses. Withdrawal figure‘: afe not available for 
irrigation, hence the municipal-industrial and irrigat_ion_ f_igure__s are 
not comparable. 

Sources; Kenneth A. Maclsicilan. Estimated. Use 91’ Water in the 
United States, 1950, U.S. Geological Survey Circular 115 
(Washington. 1951). 6-7; and anti J-C:-. ..K.a.I.nmerer. 
Estimated Use of Water in the United States, 1960, U.S. Geological 
Survey Circular 456 (Washington, 1961). 

A contrast has been drawn between the nc_mad_s and 
oasis dwellers in the Old World, with their careful 
h_u_sba_nd_ry cf_ water, and the new urban cases in the 
American West.“ 5 These cities have not come to terms with 
aridity by depending on a level of water consumption that 
the natural streamflow can support; they are i_n,- but; not of, 
the desert. On these rapidly growing cases, therefore, is 

forced a critical problem — where to find more water. 
Opportunities for tapping new sources of water in the dry 
lajndis themselves are no longer available; they have 
disappeared under the irrigation ditch. Irrigation agriculture 
still ‘accounts for 9.0 percent of "all water conslijmed in the 
west.“ Legal and political e_flta'ng'le'ments have allowed the 
ex‘pa_lf1ding city‘ only mediocre success in dislodging these. 
local agricultural water rights, despite the city's a_b_i,lity to 
pay a much higher price. Water continues to escape



competitive market evaluation under the protection of a 
value system that reaches back into the frontier period_. 

NON-COMPETITION BETWEEN URBAN AND 
RURAL INTERESTS IN THE DRYLANDS 

The more obvious possibility by which a city in the dry 
West could increase its water supplies would seem to be 
close at ha_nd, not fa_r away — the pu_rcha_se of local supplies 
that have already been developed into irrigation rights. 

This may at first mean a change only in the use of the 
water, as the suburbs gradually encroach on the adjacent 
agricultural land, and the transformation of the irrigation 
district into a municipal water-supply agency. Businessmen 
will gradually replace farmers on the board of directors; 
water"-q'uaiity' standards will reflect a shift in emphasis 
"from alfalfa to children." However, the conversion has 
few unavoidable external effects and can usually be carried 
out without crippling |_itigation, in a manner analogous to 
land sale. This hasmbeen the experience in coastal Los 
Angeles County, where irrigated acreage decreased 52 
percent between 1955' and 1960 and may well disappear 
before the end of the century. Similar trends have been 
noted along the fringes of Denver, El Paso, Phoenix, and 
Tucson.” Unfo'rtu'n'ate‘|y, water rights acquired along the 
expanding fringes of an urban area in the early stages of 
pfhysi_ca_l growth are not nearly enough to satisfy its needs 
after it has begun to take on the appearance and functions 
of a "commercial or industrial center. 

The next logical step would be an effort by the city to 
increase its righ_ts by a_n extended transfer, characterized by 
a change in the point of diversion as well as in the kind of 
water use. If, as is_ likely, the local stream is already fully 
appropriated, a_n a_lte_rnative would be to buy existing rights 
from less productive users of the water. 

A_Il evidence points to the ability of municipal and 
industrial‘ users ‘to outbid agricultu_rists for water rights 
under unrestricted market conditions. Studies carried out 
independently in Arizona and New Mexico have shown 
beyond doubt that nonagricultural uses yield "many times 
more income per acre-foot of water applied than agriculture 
does, and it makes little difference whether or not the 
indirect in'com‘e to agriculture is included in the ca_|cu- 
lations." And this in spite of a federal subsidy under 
which most irrigators are provided with water below its real 
cost. Southern Ca'lifo’r'nia cities presently pay more than 
twenty-five dollars an acre-foot wholesale for their share of 
Colorado River water; under the federal subsidy a number 
of ir'r'ig'a'tion districts receive water from the same source for 
as little as two dollars. The greater part of thisagricultural 
water is being used to produce low-value crops such as 
alfalfa. It has been suggested that the urban centers of the 
region could buy, at a price that reflected its value in use, a 
"part of this water — perhaps one million acre-feet — from 
the agricultural commu_nity. The increment would amount 
to one-quarter as much urban water a_s is presently being

~ 

used in south-central California, and the need for importa- 
tion would largely disappear.“ However, the conditions 
under which such a transfer might be effected are not 
unrestricted; they are subject to legal regulation and 
political pressure. "Canniba|ization" has been rejected. 

Whether or not the language and intent of Western 
state water codes permit efficient transfer of rights from 
one place to another and from one use to another has been 
argued by lawyers and economists for a good many 
years.“ Because of obviously important external effects, 
such tra_nsfers must be regulated against abuse. Externalities 
arise from the continuity of water in flow, so that what is 
not actually consumed under an appropriator’s firm legal 
right contributes as return flow to the rights of his 
neighbors downstream. If, therefore, the appropriator sells 
or moves his point of diversion he should not be able to 
transfer any more of his water right than he had actually 
been consuming; otherwise, the third parties, the parties 
external to the transfer but dependent on_ his non- 
consumptive, or return, flow, would be injured. Alter- 
natively, the would-be transferer might buy out the third 
parties. 

The intent to protect external part_ie_s cannot be 
faulted; often, however, the means available c'onstit‘ute a 
serious weakness of the system. In most states theearliest 
water rights were developed simply by use, and some are 
still unrecorded. Even in the areas where all rights have 
been adjudicated, they are measured in quantity of water 
withdrawn rather than in quantity actually consumed, 
which must be determined before a transfer can take 
place.“ Where there are no state forfeiture statutes, the 
problem of distinguishingactual a'ffect'e'd uses frorri aband.-. 
oned "paper rights” further complicates transfer proceed- 
ings in terms of time and expense. The problem is 

compounded in a few states that follow the Colorado 
system of investigation, where a court process, often 
lacking accurate hydrological data, is the main recourse. 
Because a large ‘city such as Denver must plan ahead for 
steady increr’nents' in wat_er supply, it cannot easily afford 
to jeopardize its growth by mult_ip'|e court proceedings with 
individual irrigators. Denver's discouraging history of local 
litigation with irrigators along the South Platte explains in 
large part its preference for developing new supplies across 
the Continental Divide.‘ 3

‘ 

Legally, urban communities appear to have advantages 
in competition with other users for developed water 
supplies. All state governments, for example, rank domestic 
and municipal use at the top of their official preference 
lists. California goes so far as to consider it ”first in right, 
irrespective of whether it is first in time." These same 
preference lists generally rank agriculture second and 
industry third or lower (except in Texas, where industry 
ranks above agricultural.“ But preferences are not priori- 
ties; they seem to be invoked only in the acquiring or 
reserving of new supplies and not in the existing compe- 
tition to displace lower-value but developed agricultural 
rights.

11



There remains the power of emine_nt domain, by which 
a ml_._l_ni,c'ipality as a preferred user of water may condemn 
other users in accordance with state law, providing compen- 
sation is paid. Condemnation powers are available in every 
state. In practice, h_oweve_r, eminent domain is an uncertain, 
piecemeal process, generally invoked as a last resort. In any 
case, this power does not apply to self-supplied industrial 
uses, however much they may contribute to growth. 

lt might be expected that the newer forces of 
urbanization and industrialization would work against the 
histo_ri,cal privileges or ru_ra| water users, Agriculture, ca_tt_|_e- 
raising fa_r'ld‘rn‘ining still'reta'in their popular image, however, 
as contributors to regional culture and prosperity, and their
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spokesmen continue to dominate public policies. A good V‘ 

example of disproportionate rural representation is New 
Mexico, where 27 percent of the population could elect a 
majority of the mem.be.r.s of the lower. house of the state. 
legislature and a mere 14 percent could elect a majority in 
the state senate.“ Court-ordered“ reapportionment ‘is in 
process throughout the West. Even so, legislators and 
admini_s_t_rators are hesitant to take from one g"rou‘p to give 
to afn‘ot_h,er-, at least when a less p6t|it_ic__a|ly' 'p"ain'fu‘l ‘alternative 
exists. This alternative, importation over long ldistances 
from better-.watere_d regions, beco_m_es a_n "easy way out:.—’’ 
As a result, the po'puI‘ar' mandate, in the dry West seems to 
be founded on the logic that everyone gains — or at least no 
one loses directly — if unappropriated water can be found 
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elsewhere, as an alternative to buying out local rights, the 
value of which has already been capitalized into going 
concerns. 

Thus, if the framework of state water laws is in many 
respects inadeouate, in the long run it is the political milieu 
of the dry West that makes local rural-urban transfer all the 
more unlikely. An active local conflict for the developed 
water rights of the oases can hardly be said to exist. After 
the city of Los Arigeles buys its share of Colorado River 
water wholesale, it turns around and sells part of the water 
for less than half this price to the few irrigators remaining 
within the city limits. Los Angeles will avoid any local 
confl_ic't which might recall it_s unfortunate experience in 
buying out Owens Valley water rights.5 7 

Much of the dry West's continuing love affair with 
agriculture can be traced back to_a policy of cheap water 
begun in the frontier period and maintained in federal 
irrigation projects ever since. If a city can follow a similarly 
successful formula, by passing along to state and federal 
budgets the increased costs of long—d,ist_a,nce transfer, so 
much the better, both for itself and for its immediate rural 
neighbors. The water shortage in this circumstance is, to 
that extent, a shortage of cheap water. 

PATTERNS OF REDISTRIBUTION 

In his transportation report“ to Congress in 1808, 
Gallatin included recommendations for "Communication 

Table 3. Western States Interbasin Transfers Reported in 1965 

Number of Transfers Qumggrggggened 

Muni.cipal- Municipal- 
industrial industrial 

State Total use Total use 

Arizona 2 — 9,000 — 
Cal_i_£<>_rri.i.a* 12 6 7,500,000 1,494,000 
Colorado 24 6 675,000 360,000 
Idaho 1 — 1,000 — 
lgansas 1 1 3,000 3,000 
Montana 1 — 175,000 — 
Nebraska — — — — 

2 1 223,000 4,000 
New Mexico 2 1 2,000 1,000 
North Dakota — — ~ — 
Ol;l_ah_c_i_rna* 1 1 70,000 70,000 
Oregon* 6 2 200,000 120,000 
South Dakota _1 1 10,000 10,000 
Texas 58 26 5,965,000 4,294,000 
Utah 10 2 162,000 41,000 
Washington 24 18 3,200,000 2,800,000 
Wyoming 1 1 , , _ 5,000, 5,000 
Total 146 66 18,200,000 9,202,000 

‘Returns are incomplete in describing smaller transfers or in 
indicating the purpose of the transfer, in which case approximations 
are based on other sources of information. 

Between the At_l_antic Waters and Those of the St. 
Lawrence”, specifying those routes which were soon to 
take form as the Champlain and Erie canals. Farther west, 
Major J.W. Powell foresaw the possibilities for agriculture in 
the Dakotas from diverting part of the Missouri River into 
the James”, a project which is about to be "realized a 
hundred years later as an element of the Pick-Sloan plan. 
And north of the border, Captain John Palliser noted in 

1859 the ease with which the South Saskatchewan River 
could be diverted at the Elbow into the nearby 0u'Appel|e, 
providing an uninterrupted flow from the Rockies to the 
Red River settlement to the east; this diversion has likewi_se 
been implemented, though for other purposes than Palliser 
anticipated.‘ ° 

The earliest interbasin connections were generally 
minor and prompted by other considerations than water 
supply. A few major centers like New York, Denver and 
Los Angeles had begun to draw from farther a,field_.; But 
only in the recent past has this become the o'o'u"rse of least 
resistance for so many communities in the dry West. Today, 
one out of every four persons in the Western states is served 
by a water supply system that imports from a source a 
hundred miles or more away.“ in total tonnage the 
amount exceeds that carried by all the region's railroads, 
trucks and barge lines combined. 

Exist_ing Water Transfers 

Information concerning the present extent and 
character of diversions between basins or sub-basins was 
obtained for the most part by correspondence survey with 
the agencies responsible for water resources administration 
in each of the seventeen Western states. Table-3 summarizes 
this information. Evidently, interbasin transfers exist in all 
but two of these states. The great bulls; of -t.hie.rij1. h9w'év'.eir.— 

occurs in only four states: California, Colorado‘, Texas and 
Washington." Municipal-industrial transfers are also most 
num_ero_us in these four states, Of the. total qu_a_n_tity of 
water dive'rte'd, slightly more than half is intended’ for 
municipalities and their industries. A total of 18.2 million 
acre-feet of water manipulated annually across river.-basin 
divides is not an insignificant amouht-,v though it; repiresents 
only a small proportion (13 percent) ofiall water withdrawn 
from streamflow in the West, and a still smaller proportion 
(4 percent) of total runoff. 

Figure 2 illustrates the aggregate transfers existing and 
under construction that cross boundaries of major river 
basins;63 consequently, it ignores the cluster of transfers 
across divides between smaller basins or sub-basins in the 
Northwest and Tex_as Gulf regions. The Colorado Basin is 
established as a well-tapped source of export to surrounding 
basins; the Columbia and North Pacific Basins remain 
largely self-enclosed water-abundant regions. Table 4 
indicates the large proportion of Western runoff in these 
latter two basins. At the present time no transfers cross 
state boundaries.“ It is quite likely that LosAngeles, Salt 
Lake City, Laramie, Denver, and Colorado Springs would
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have found it impossible to reach beyond their own river 
systems toward the Col_orado if the diversions had meant 
crossing-their state lines as well. The same limitation seems 
to hold for the rest of the continent.” How much longer 
these boundaries to diversion will last is uncertain, ‘owing to 
lin‘cr’e_a‘sed pressures for new water i_n the dry West. 

Table 4. Estimated Annual Withdrawals and Actual Runoff in 
. the Major River Basins of the. Western United States 

(in millions of acre-feet) 

Basin Withdra‘w'als* Runoff ** 

Central Valley 22 24 
Colorado 15 3 
Colu_mbia* * * 29 180 
Great Basin 8 4 
Hudson Bay*** - 

— 2 
North Pacific 3 140 
South Pacific 12 2 
Upper _Arl_<_a_nsas-Red 7 40 
Upper Missouri*** 25 32 
Western Gulf 22 48 

Total 143 475 

‘Includes both consumptive and nonconsumptive uses, except 
hydropower. Based largely on Mackichan and Kamrnerer, op. 
cit. (see text footnote 46). 

"After depletion by consumptive uses. Based on Compilation of 
Records of Surface Waters of the United 2Stat,es,- October 1950 
to Sept_embe__r 1960. U.__S. Geological Survey Water-Supply Papers 
17-28-1738 (Parts 5 — 14) (Washington, 1964). 

‘-"Includes contribution from upstream portions in Canada. 

Proposals for Larger-Scale Transfers 

On the assumption of a continuation of the tendency 
to 

_ 
look to new horizons and "greener fields" of 

u_n__appropria_ted supply, what jisthe picture of- t_hings to 
come? Among the many contributions are a number of 
schemes which must strike as much fear in the proposed 
areas of origin as excitement in -t_he growth centers of the 
dry lands‘. They are reviewed briefly here. 

In its United Western Investigations of 1950-51, the 
Bureau of Reclamation made a reconnaissance survey of 
several sources of water in the Northwest for possible 
export southward.“ The report was withheld from general 
distribut“io,n because of political pressure from the Pacific 
Northwest and from California, where the projected interim 
use of northern California water outside the state was not 
well received.“ A change in Administrations in 

Washington, D.C., was also influential. 

For the next few years, agitation for development by 
the states of the lower Colorado Basin was held in abeyance 
‘while Arizona and California fought out their long dispute 
in the Supreme Court.“ As it became clear that none of 
the states in the Southwest would emerge a real winner 
against the water demands of the whole region, the 
Secretary of the Interior prepared to break the impasse 
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with a "region'al solution" immediately following the 
Court's decision in the ,spring~of 1963. His Pacific 
Southwest Water Plan (PSWPl69 again pointed to 'r'lorther'n 
California as the closest source of surplus water to fulfill 
the allocations granted by the Colorado River Compact. 
Adverse reaction to PSWP l_ed to a rash of alternatgive 
c'ont'ribution's, mostly by Californians, that looked farther 
north for sources of still unappropriated water. By this 
time, west Texans were also shopping about for more 
water. 

For a time, it seemed that- every consulting engineer 
with the time to spare was making paper projections. Most 
of these concentrated on making, first the Columbia, then 
the Missouri and Mississippi, tributary to the Southwest; 
but some saw an opportunity to go all the way-. solving in 
one massive campaign the water 'p'r'obler”ns of the West, the 
‘nation and the continent. In almost no time, it became 
popular to speak _of coordinating governments at all levels 
for the purpose of conveying millions of ‘acre-feet of water 
over distances of thousands of m,i_les-and pujrnpivng lifts of 
thousands offeet for costs in the billions of dolilars. 

A reversal of position about this time by planning 
officials of the two most p9pu.|ated states in the West~. 
California and Texas, on the adequacy of their water 
supplies did nothing to discourage speculation. The 
rationale behind the California Water Plan and its 

satisfaction of both area-of-origin and area-of-deficiency‘ 
demands in 1959 was that the state had sufficient water 
within its boundaries to_ accommodate the ne_eds of all 

areas. Within five years, however, California Iegisljators and 
officials were‘ making overtures for future supplies else.- 

where, first from the Columbia, then from Canada." 
Similarly, the first of the’ annual Water For Texas Con- 
ferences, held in 1955, rested on the stated belief that: 

Enough water for all our needs, present and future, 
falls on Texas or is brought into this State by surface 
streams and u'nderground seepage originating else- 

where. Our basic water problem is one of management 
— to make. available and use effectively the ‘water 
provided by Nature." 

Federal agencies adhered to this assumption in their own 
surveys which contributed in large part to the Texas Water 
Plan of 1968. By this time, however, demands‘ for 
importation in dry West Texas and u_nwi_|lingnes_s in the 
eastern part of the state to bear the full burden of statewide 
supply compelled officials to look elsewhere for 50-year 
needs, primarily to the lower Mississippi, 700 miles away.” 

Impending water shortages in the American Southwest 
are not alone responsible for the escalation in water 
projections to a continental basis. A fortuitous coincidence 
of drought in the Northeastern states with renewed interest 
in Western water diversions he.|ped to e.x.tje_.r1.<.1 the theater: of 
operations; The tempo of activity continues to accelerate in 
this region, now that the Corps of Engineers has a 
Congressional mandate to explore pinjterbasin _tra_ns_fer 

possibilities for the entire Northeast, something beyond the
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reach of the Bureau of Reclamation in the West for the 
time being.” 

A collection of 29 large-scale water diversion proposals 
which have come to light thus far is summarized in Tables 5 
and 6 and in Fig'ures 2 and 4. These do not include any 
projects presently under construction, such as the 
California Water Plan, nor any investigations recent_ly 
begun." 

Dryland Attitudes to Water and Development 

Almost without exception, the proposals noted 
previously are of an engineering reconnaissance nature and - 

based on a variety of assumptions with respect to 
’population g'rowth, economic conditions and social 
preferences which have not been substantiated. A com- 
parative evaluation of their feasibilities is therefore out of 
the question.” It ‘is possible, however, to read the 
d,ive'rsiqn proposals as an index of popular thin_ki_ng about 
water in the dry environments ofjjthe West. This will serve . 

to focus, to a degree, what budget balancers and con- 
servcationists nationally, as well as areas of origin regionally, 
ale UP 3§l'Ei.ifI.5t- » 

Fundamental to most diversion schemes is the attitude 
that water is, was, and_ ever will be the key to material 
growth, regionally and perhaps nationally. The Pa_rsons 
Company, sponsors of the North American Water and 
Fewer Al,|j,a_n_c,e,s fi_nds that "water is our number one 
p‘r‘obI‘e‘rn"'." It is typical, for that matter, for drylanders to 
reminisceover the decline of old hydraulic civilizations and 
to predict a similar fate for the American Southwest 
tomorrow if governments don't learn to keep their 
expanding populations in water. The "water is our 
lifeblood"‘ syndrome can only be satisfied, appafrently,‘ 
in more of the same kind of development which- 
characterized earlier frontier reclamation. If abundant 
water supply is made ava_ilabIe for all conceivable purposes, 
the implication is that ever’ything'e|se' should fa_ll into place. 
All kinds, of unfavourable trends will be c'ounte'red: urban 
u'nern‘ploym_e_nt, rural _d_ec_li_ne, crowded recreation facilities, 
world food shortages.7 7 To this way of thinking population 
and economic growth will proceed only with proportional ' 

increases _in water supply. 

Secondly, and perhaps naturally ‘to ' an engineering 
mind, technology is the solution to probl,ems of resources 
development, not adjustments in the habits or’ institutions 
of man. The questions which challenge are not how water is 
used or misused, but how-to find more and transport it to ‘ 

ajres of deficiency, thus reducing the problem to its 

physical dii"rrie,ns_ior'1s_. Its 
up 
professional bias toward 

construction is what made Northwest congressmen wary of 
giving the Bureau of Reclamation the responscibcility of 
determining, interregional water" diversion feasibility.” The 
conflicts and uncertainties inherent in water rights, 
dema_nds_ and goals among various interests are either

~ 
grossly simplified or avoided altogether, as though they 
would dissolve anyway in the solution of more water for 
everyone. Thus unburdened but for the loosest social 
guidelines, technical considerations assume the initiative; 
the resulting plan is therefore precise and unqualified, if 

sometimes bordering on naiveté.79 

It is typical of dryland water planning that none of the 
proposals for long-distance diversion suggest change .in 
priorities in the process of accommodating the expansion of 
all uses. Just as the California" Water‘ "Plan “projected 
irrigation to consume eighty percent of that state’s‘u|timate 
water availability,” most of the more recent proposals 
continue to favor irrigation. Other uses appear to ‘be 
subordinate, although necessary‘ for financial and political 
reasons. Thus, flood control is provided to _thed_esign‘ated 
areas of origin, by the simple process of having their 
'i’surplus"'V flows stored and exported; navigation and 
recreation benefits, nonreimbursable; are anticipated as a 
consequence of constructing new channels; hydropower 
generated along the route of transfer is relied upon to pay 

_the majority of overall project costs;-and po,|lution_‘in the 
area of import, mainly salt concentration, is"rcontro|le'd” 
by dilution with new water.“ Municipa‘I"an‘d‘industrial 
water users in the Southwest are projected to receive a 
relatively small amount of imported water, but to ‘three 
to four times as much per unit as irrigators. This apparently 
is no cause for friction; rather, the possibilities of 
importation encourage the rural and urban communities of 
the dry West to pull together for federal dollars, instead of 
fighting among themselves for the meager resources with 
which nature has endowed them loc_ally. 

Another element of the diversion proposals — scale — 
speaks for itself. The vast frontier has ever challenged 
America in its ingenuity to do better, to think bigger, until 
one becomes virtually synonymous with the. other. 
Summing up its frustration with past piece.-meal, stop-gap 

- measures that leave the states of the Colorado basin still 

mutually distrustful, the import approach. favors 
implementing, in one massive sweep, an ultimate solution 
to”al| foreseable water problems. One might well wonder 
whether a spirit of Manifest Destiny is not 're_bo"r'n'in the 
continental use of Canadian waters. Some plans, "of course, 
are larger than others; many admit to being merely 
inter-region_al in scale, increments tothe ,ultii’n'a'te system. 
Quite obviously, however, most public interest attends 
those schemes which cover the most territory, c'apture“t_he' 
most water, and cost the most money. 

Lastly, it remains to mention a trait whichgives 
purpose to technology and scale in diverscion schemes; This 
is the view of the environme'nt as Vincorflnplete,, even 
inequitable, until put to work for rrian. A'ni.unc'o'n‘trol|ed 

river is said to "waste" into the sea, something of which at 
least the marine biologist musthave reservations. ‘Water 
diversions become necessary to "correct" the "deficie_nciesf" 
of nature in placing water where people aren't.-. The 
Federation of Rocky Mountain States believes that "the
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Table 5. lnterbasin Diversion Proposals — lnterregional 

Volunne of 
Diversion in 

Year millions of Estimated Cost 
Proposal (Author) Proposed Water Source ac, ft_-.— in billions of $ 

SW; Water Plan (Interior Dept.)* 1963 north coastal rivers 1.2 ‘I 

Western Water Project (Pirkey) 1963 lower Columbia R. above the Dalles 13.0 12.8 
Sierra-Cascade Project (Miller) 1963 lower Columbia below Bonneville 7_.5-30 ? 

Snake-Colorado Project (Nelson) 1963 middle Snake R. in Idaho _2,4 1.4 

Modified Snake-Colo. Project (Dunn ** 1964 lower Snake R. in Oregon 5.0 3.6 
Yellowstone-Snake-Green Project (Stetson) 1964 Yellowstone & Snake Rivers in Montana & Idaho 2.0 0.4 

Undersea Coastal Aqueduct (NESCO)1* 1965 mouths of Klamath, Eel & Rogue Rivers 11.0 8.0 

Undersea Hose (Conner) 1967 mouth of Columbia River 12.0 2.0 

Great Plains Plan (Beck) 1967-8 Missouri R. in Nebraska 10.0 3.5 
Hudson ’Institu'te Plan (Hudson Inst.)§ 1968 Mississippi & Arkansas Rivers 34.0 12.2 
Texas Water (State of Texas): 1968 Mississippi & East Texas Rivers 17.0 9.0 

‘Initial proposal of the Secretary; the diversion from this source was deferred in the revised 1964 proposal. 
“1_n1'_ti_al stage; Dunn foresees a; need to (increase diversions from source ev_en_tua_l_ly to 10 and 15 million acre-feet’. 
Tillie Department of the Interior is. presently making a reconnaissance study of such a proposal- 
§ Preliminifify study; a more detailed evaluation is underway by the ln'stit'ute. A joint Corps’ of Engineers-Bureau or Reclamation study of the 
lower Mississippi source for Wes‘t‘Te'xas' and Eastern New Mexico supplementation is also in progress; 

1:-Preliminary version in 1965' omitted possible diversions to West Texas as infeasible, reliedon East Texas water only. 

Table 6. lnterbasin Diversion Proposals — International 
1 

.;..1;;;...;;; 
Diversion in 

Year millions of Estirnatcd Cost 
Proposal (Author) Proposed Water Source ac. ft. in billions of S 

Grand (Kierans) 1959 James Bay dyked, rivers “recycled” to ‘I ? 
Great’ Lakes ' 

Great Lakes-Pacific Waterways 1963 Skeena, Nechako & Fraser of B._C.-, Peace, 11,5 '1 

Plan (Decker) Athabaska, Saskatchewan of Prairie 
Provinces

V 

North America Water & Power 1964 Primarily the Pacific & Arctic drainage of 110 100 
Alliance or NAWAPA (Parsons) Alaska, Yukon and Brit. Col.; also 

. tributaries of Jariies Bay 
Magnum Plan (Magnusson) 1965 Peace, Athabaska & N. Saskatchewan in 25 at border ‘I 

Alberta 
Kuiper Plan ‘(_K‘uiper-) 1967 Peace, Atlialiaska &. N. Saskatchewan in 150 50 

Alberta,‘Nelson & Churchill in Manitoba 
Central North Anxcrican Water 1967 Mackenzie, Peace. vAthaba.ska. N. Saskatchewan. 15.0 30-50 
Project or CeNAWP (Tinney) Nelson & Churchill _ 

<

N 

Western States Water Augmentation 1968 Primarily Liard & Mackenzie drainages 40 at border 90 
Concept (SFn'ith)_ 

NAWAPA-MUSHEC or Mexican-United 1968 NAWAPA sources + lower Mississippi & 158 + 129 '1 

States Hydroelectric. Commission Sierra Madre Oriental Rivers of Southern NAWAPA MUSHEC 
(Parsons) Mexico 

North American Waters, A'Master 1968 Yukon & Mackenzie Rivers‘, d.r!”a1na’g'e to 1,500 ? 
Plan or NAWAMP (Tweed) . 

_ 
Hudson Bay

1 6
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West should not be pena_liz_ed for lack of water"; if 

something‘ can be done about it-,— than plainly it should be. 
Apparently, there is little redeeming value in 'thing"s natural, 
or in -alternatives non-structural, at least" little in comparison 
with the kinds of mass b,en,efit_s which concrete 
development can‘ create. Thus, the Bureau of Recla_r'rlat,ion 
refers to Glen Canyon Dam's role in taming the Colorado 
River: 

The wild red outlaw river 
Tamed. 
Now flowing clean and blue 
Uriniairhed.‘ 2 

And thus, the prooo_n.en.ts of more dams, inside the Grand 
Canyon can see nothing but benefits in vi_s_i_tor-days to the 
reservoirs created behind them. 

Tl.-[E '|\lA"|"|O’|_\|.A.L P|.C'I‘URE 

Existing interbasin diversions all fall within state and 
n'at,ionaol _bord_e_r's; proposals for expanded diversions reach 
well beyond these borders Interesting as these 'lat_t_ti=;r may 
be, they are really no more than lines on a map. Any real 
breakthrough to ionterstate (and international) diversion 
fl1l_ISt U|I.i.fi_I§t_é|.V bé. lfiédeilfi leeislfatioh before Congress (and. 
Parliament, where Canada is involved), not on the drawing‘ 
board. As if to underscore this point, the states of the 
Colorado Basin have taken their case to Congress. 

The aftermath of discussions between the Ad'irjiinistra-
I 

tion and the Southwestern states, since Arizona v. 

Califomia was decided and the Pacific Southwest Water 
Plan was promulgated‘, resulted in a series of Colorado River 
Basin P.roi‘e.<;:t. bills; These ¢al‘.I_ed -for‘. among other things. 
dams within the 

, 

Grand canyon to finance not oj_niy' 

irrigation in the Southwest but studies of importation from 
elsewhere. By the time the final version was written into 
’|'ia‘W1ir_'l 1968. the léolorado Basifi. States had achieved much 
less than they wanted, although their gains were con- 
siderable.‘ 3 - 

The prospective areas of origin from which vvater might 
be imported into the Colorado Basin were neither defined 
.bv criteria nor p.inpoi.nt.ed. geographicallly. some provisions. 
derived from Southwestern intrastate experience, were 
offered to guarantee protection to, and encourage co- 

operation from, such areas as might be designated_. The 
nature of these provisions and the opposition by Pacific‘ 

Northwest spokesmen to d_iversion studies is left for 
discussion in later chapters In the rjneantime, 'larger 

circumstances which would ‘contribute to the outcome of 
the Northwest-’Sou1hWe'st Struggle are desc.ri.be.d. .briefl,y. 

It had not been uncommon in the past for different 
parts of the West to join together in support of each other's 
projects, and to trade favors with other parts of the country 
for similar mutual gain. This was easiIy"e'no'ugh done in the 
decentralized Congressional system in which Westerners 
were able to‘ dominate the appropriate committees for 
water ma,tters_.,“ Independent projects seldom infringed on 
one another‘ and could be ju'sti'fied, s,ep’ar1ately. That day 
appears to be over.

A 

Westwide unitv was unlikely to persist with one large 
region‘ vying for the water, surplus or not, of another. But 
EVE" Wltfibllt 3 lifeilkdbwfi Of. the Wfisteirh. .l2lo<;l.< in 
Congress, the controversy over large-s‘c‘ale water diversion 
was bound to exceed the interregional level. The Colorado 
bill was to cost more than one billion dollars, the largest 
Sih‘§|§ project experltliiture in federal. water development 
experience. Other needs and other regions were now 
prepared to compete with Western water projects for 
federal funds, not only those large national programs for 
déféfise and si>ace.— hm those which are becoming more dear 
to the hearts» of constituents in the urb'anified' ’ahd' in- 
dustrialized parts of the country — housing, welfare, 
t_'ra'nsporta“t_ion _a_nd pollution programs.‘ Even in the water 
field, Congress appears to have veered away from regional, 
favoritism and toward national planning and environmental 
protection. Recent legislation includesrthe Water Resources 
Flesearcjh Act,- the Wil_d_erness Act, the Water Resources 
Planning Act, a'mendments to the Water» Quality Act, the 
Water Project Recreation Act, the Scenic and Wild Rivers 
Act, a_nd the National Water Commission Act, the last- 

ffiféihfiiéhed 10 <_33[I.‘|‘V O!!! 59016 sj.tud.i_es which the Colorado 
Basin states wished to control within their own legi's|’_ation'_. 
Concern for environmental quality has been registered not 
only in pollution abatement appropriations, for Eastern 
states, but in western projects which threaten suoh obvious 
scenic grandeur as the Grand Canyon of the Colorado.“ 

These conditions pointed to a higher-level oonrfrontae 
tion than the West had ever‘ before experienced in‘ its water 
development programs 
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rainage and Politics: Which Determines the Area of Origin? 

Frequent reference 
a 

has been made to the area of origin 
and its resistance to exporting water. it remains to define 
that area. is it a country, state (province), group of states,« 
or is it a drainage basin in whole or part? is it sometimes 
one and sometime another? 

What constitutes an area of origin received a great deal 
of attention at the second western Interstate Water 
Conference at Corvallis, Oregon in the summer of 1965.” 
A number of ways of demarcatinge its boundaries were 
offered, some more inc,lusi_ve of affected interests than 
others. but no one defin.itioIn :'>re'v2ai'|.ed.. Many conference 
participants considered general research into the topic 
superfluous, in that political bargaining would be necery 
to settle the relevant facts in each case. 

it will be -instructive to identify the area of origin in 
two stages: one an approximation in which the drainage 
pattern assumes pagragmount» imgportaence, the other 
essentially" a refinem_ent;of the outline in that those who 
feel their rights or their welfare threatened by external 
control of the basin, or part thereof, are likely to group 
along more traditional juris;dict,iona_l lines. The resolution of 
basin and jurisdictional units toward defining the area of 
origin is the purpose of this chapter. in the process it 

sho_uld become clear that the basin is not an isolable unit 
for defining water deyeilopment interests 

BASIN AS A "NATURAL REGION 
A river basin is commonly identified as the land area 

drained by a river and its tributaries Th.e_bas.in owes its 
e'volu'tion to certain fundamental properties of water — it 
flows under the force of gravity, sinking through porous 
surfaces and running off others, and in so doing transports 
m.at.eria.| with which it carve; out its qnaniies A iiiaior ban 
of the o'v'e_ra||_ hydrologic cycle is fulfilled in the basin — 
what is discharged at the mouth plus what is evaporated 
from its surface area balances what is received as an annual 
average,“ 

The cycle which constantly renews the water supply of 
the basin thereby affords it a certain unity of its own in the 
natural order. All of the waters flowing in the basin find 
their way to a common outlet-, illustfirating the behavioral 
interdependence which is‘ch'aracteristic of a system. Are the 
facts of basin unity such’ that artificial disturbances, 
particularly additions or subtractions to the total flow 
through, interbasin diversion, cannot be tolerated or 
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CHAPTER 3 

absorbed by the system? The question of flexibility within 
the system is worth considering. 

On anything other than hydrologic criteria, the basin 
appears to have no" claim to distinction. Climate and 
landform patterns hardly conform to basin boundaries. The 
Missouri Basin, for example. encompasses botli mountailns 
and ‘plains, and areas which are well-watered as well as those 
approaching aridity. 

Even in the behavior of water itself, the basin cannot 
be taken for granted as an all-inclusive or changeléss entity‘. 
Ground water divides do not. always-coincide with surface 
outlines: most Texas rivers, for that matter, are traversed 
underground - by — aquifers which effectg i_nter-basin 
tjransferi." 

" 
‘ 

'
' 

Drainage boundaries have likewise ‘varied seasonally. 
Where divides are low, floods have been known to overflow 
them; as for example between the Lake Michigan and 
Mississippi systems before dyking and drainage. activities 
after 1860 eventually but an end to: them. Some lakes and 
streams in the Canadian North are known to flow in two 
directions” ‘ 

‘ 

'

T 

Over a longer period of time, all rivers tend to increase 
the areas they. drain by headward erosi_on,4_the more 
powerful e_xt_en_di,ng _the_ii' basins at the expense of others 
whose tributaries they capture. This process, known as 
pirécy. is so. 9radua.| that it is usualfly estiiniated in geologic 
time.” ' 

' 
o i 

More dr.a.rna.t.i_c. than piracy are the r_n_ai0r changes in 
flow directions that'ca'm’e‘aboiut by natural means during 
the last Ice: Age. Recent'sug_gestions..which would stabilige 
Great Lakes levels. relieve drought alone the Eastern 
Seaboard or create ever‘ larger oases in the Southwest are 
hardly comparable in scale to the inter-basin diversions 
which occurred during this period in the northern half of 
the continent. Future diversions out of the Great Lakes 
Basin might someday follow the exarhjple of Chicago in 
reopeni_ng one or more of the spillways which once. sewed 
to carry tremendous meltwater overflows from the basin 
into the Illinois, Ohio, Susquehanna, Hudson and Ottawa 
rivers?‘ these fell into disuse as soon as the retreating ice 
front uncovered the St. Lav_vr'enc_e outlet, A number of 
modern projects and proposals in the West also owe their 
origins to the disruptions of streamflow by glaciers, the 
South Saskatchewan Dam Project in the Canadian Prairies,



Grand Coulee on the Columbia, and a possible future 
diV9t§i°"l of the $hu'siwLa‘D ,lFra_ser draiihagel _int_o the 
Okanagan in British Columbia.” 

These examples are sufficient to illustrate the variety 
9f) pessi.bi|.ities ava'i|ab.le. particularly when the prjeseht 
divides are as low‘ as those between the Arctic, "Mississippi 
and Great Lakes—St. Lawrence systems. At least one need 
not worry about taking water out of the valleys "where 
God had obviously intended it to flow." 

Réturhtfig 15.0 the DT'e$én.t. and hOt.\Nith.$ta'.ndi.h9 t.h.e 

relatively minor circu’mstan'ce‘s of overflow and leakages, 
the general proposition still holds that the waters which 
-find their way to a common outlet form an interdependent 
5V5té.|ifi.-. 'l".'l“/i3.1.|."<!§t|T.€'i9'i‘.<‘3. Ujfiiity ni-9 Mt I051 by $h.9|‘t- OI’ ltifigetefm 
fluctuations in flow; these’ are encompased within the 
meaning of the water balance which "is a dynamic equilib- 
fiilfiffi 3¢h7€Véd. ?I'fi.0fi§ the V3f|‘i3b|éS Of Cltflfi.3I.¢.— vegetation 
and landforms. Changes in any of these are compensated by 
adjustments in rates of flow, quantity of discharge and 
s_edi_ment load.-9'3 ‘ 

Man frequently interferes with the natural balance, but 
his effects are not usually of a different _kind; he simply 
chéfises the magn.itude of c.erta.in, variables in the balance. 
The u'nfo'rtu'nate 'n"a“rt of rnajnis i‘ri'tjarferenea h_as;heen lj_i_s_ all 
too frequent failure to understand how balances are upset 

restored; ,E,xa.mDl_es are legion: hydraulic placer mining. 
in the Sierra Nevadé r.es.;’Itecl a centyirv rage in the sLe9u.rin9 
of headwater areas and sedimentation of the lower Sacra- 
mento, to the consequent decimation of its salmon run; 
dam obstructions in many areas to the free flow of water 
eh”ceu'ra9e seditthe"ht§t‘iib.n of the reseweir and starvation 
downstream of coastal beaches deprived of their sand?;? the 
spreading, of homes and industries to the river's edge 
proceeds in disregard of the certa,in_ty that .floodp|ains_ will _ 

sometimes _fl‘ood;»"the separation of laws relating to surface 
and ground waters in most jurisdictions ilflustrates an 
ignorance of their interdependence. Dredging, damming and 
$trai9h_tenin9 .ehanne|s..- drai.n.i.n9 m.a.rsh.|..a.n,ds. po|.|u.tIin9 and 
filling in lakes and estuaries, diverting" into or out of the 
basin, all are. done at specific locations for specific 
rmftiésesj. All lfikewfise are attend.ed by effects in other parts 
of the basin system which are often 'u‘nantici‘pated and may 
be detrimental to further use of the water or to the life 
which exists in it?‘ 

In sum, water can be moved out of one basin and into 
another; it: has happened naturally in the past in greater 
quantities than man has so far attempted himself. But the 
_l_{>asi_n does not‘ thereby" lose all importance in water 
management,. It rérfiétflS thé fu.hdfaménta| unit for c.o||e¢tin9i 
and concentrating water supply. And the adaptations 
already made by ,a variety of living things, including man, to 
the b'asin's existing flow system offers some limits to the 
potential for adding ta er subtracting from that system 
through inter-basin diversion. » 

THE BASIN AS A POLITICAL REGION 
‘ 

Lfiittlfé; is known aho_ut .terri_to_ria,|. d.e.|i.m.itation before 
the Spanish," French, E'h'g'liSh and Russians beg"afi to Claiffi 
dominion'over the New World. Salmon streams which 
coursed through the north Pacific lowlands each had its 
own pr.opri.et.or. and .tom.e bou.n.d.ari:e.s between tr.ib.es in the 
East seejrn to have followed heights of land.” But nawhjere 
did Indian boundaries have much effect on the evolution of 
the present political landscape. 

E3T|tY Eltltffiiiéafifi iettlélfiteffité denefided 9.?! Water m§_iD]Y 
for transportation, e>‘<‘c‘e‘pt along the north Atlantic. 
where fishing dominated and in the distant Southwest 
where some irrigation was practiced. "The long lots of the 
French stretched back from the St. Lawrence and from 
Pitts” 5f the C5550 and Mtilssissipnii. .|*tVé?S. effbifdlifig fi1éx§ih.1.u_ni 
access to the only practical means of getting about before 
well into the nineteenth century. Gradually the waterways 
¢'a'I".l'ied ex'D|ic)ii_h9 partiies and the penet.rat.io.n of the fur 
trade deeper into the continent.

’ 

_ 
Were river basinydivides considered significant by the 

politicians and statesmen of early North America when 
they were faced. 'wit_h. the task of d_e.|ir.nit,ing nationatl and 
subnational bou’nd_arie‘s? It does not aripeasresa. 

For the most part, international boundary-makers took 
little notice of. the basins they divided indrawing their lines 
e<='rt>.siS' the cehti.ne.ht.— In the West they continued to view 
water, if at all, only as a transportation 'rn"ed'iu'rn, and agreed 
that the Columbia (1846), the Colorado and Rio Grande 
(1848), and the rivers draining into the Gulf‘ of Alaska 

. 
(‘l:8t71t")' should remain free and open to navigation by 
adjoining c'ountrie's, just as they had agreed yearjs.earl_iar on 
the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence system.“ Only at a later 
date did governments value water for other purposes in the 
arid. and" Sefhiii-arid Wé§ts- . 

On its part-, the Hudson's Bay Company did establish 
control in the seventeenth cehtuw over a. huge 
called Ruperts, Land which was roughly defined by drainage 
into the l3é.y';3 the Ceifipariy eve;ntu.al:|y divfided and sub- 
divided it into units the boundaries of which also approxi- 
mated_ basins.” Meaanvvhile, Louisiana Territory which 
passed to the United States in 1803, also vaguely 
conceived along drainage lines, in this‘ case‘ of the Missouri._ 
Rather than survey the precise location of their interface, 
however, the Britifjdt and ,A_m_e_ric_a_ns‘ agreed to border their 
sovereignties across the Great Plains on a parallell‘ of latitude 
which came closest to separating these, two drainage 
areas.” They subsequently followed this line, the _49th 
paralilel, westward to the very margin of the continent, 
slifihg .the Columbia in two in the precess- 

As with international boundaries, so too with the 
subsequent "internal boundaries in both Canada and 
the United States — a partiality for straight lines. Some- 
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times river‘ channels were chosen instead, but hardly ever 
drainage—b'asin divides. The only exception to this rule in 
the West consisted of portions of the Continental Divide 
between the Yukon and Northwest Territori.es. between 
Alberta and British Colu'rn'bia and between Idaho and 
Montana. Political regionalization by straight lines, with 
secondary reliance on _river courses, becomes, unders_tand- 
able when one recalls that these were the easiest to delimit.— 
given the vast area, the lack of field knowledge and the 
sparsity of a resident population to dispute their seeming 
objectivity. Maps of the time reflected a less than accurate 
k’nowled'g’e of continental geog'raph'y‘.” _Not s‘u'rpfrisingly, 
boundary markers relied on parallels and meridians when 
they were not sure of the trend of distant mountain ranges 
and rivers. Such lines could also be selected more easily to 
enclose areas of roughly equal size, where this was thought 
desirable. Figure 5 shows the pattern of international, 
interstate and interprovincial boundaries of _Western North 
Arneriea. 

The pattern carried to still smaller scales. As it became 
expedient to open the vast public domain to Westward 
migrants, the "township and range" rectangular land survey 
which originated in eastern Ohio was extended to all public 
la_nd statesand to Western Canada.‘ °,° i 

The domination of parallels, meridians and the whole 
rectangular land survey in the West proceeded, of course, 
without reference to drainage or topograljic features. For 
this reason, some have called it a triumph of geometry over 
geography. 

Before the pattern was entirely set, Major John W. 
Powell attempted to convince the delegates to the Montana 
Convention in 1889 that they should organize their new 
state into counties which would be bounded along drainage, 
rather than straight or othervvise arbitrary, li_nes.- From his 
earlier inves_tigati'ons of the dry west, Powell recognized 
that the rectangular land survey would leave the control of 
water in a relatively few hands and most of the land 
without direct access to it.‘°‘ His plea, however, was 
unsuccessful. 

There is at least an air of clarity and ‘permanence about 
straight-line boundaries. Where features relating to drainage 
have been used, disputes have not been uncom_rnon;.; some 
rivers have a habit of shifting their courses in the ‘process of 
me_a,nderi_ng across the floodplain. Iowa and Nebraska have 
held different views on the location of their common 
boundary where‘ the Missouri has shifted, as have Mexico 
and the United States on the Rio Grande.‘ °’ Where h§l9h_ts 
of land separating drainage were chosen as bou'nda_ries'the 
negotiators often had little knowledge of location, hence 
vague legal descriptions and inevitable disputes; Quebec still 
omits its common border with Labrador on provinciail 
maps} 03 

For all practical purposes, there is no poi_nt in 
questi,on_ing how effectively governmental units were delim- 
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ited in space. They are here to stay. In fact, it would seem 
easier today" to relocate I"ilI'e_'l'S than to relocate states or 
provinces.‘°" 

It can. be con.c.|utled that the configuration of rivers and 
their basins has had little‘ influence on the pattern of 
political regions created in the West. But conversely, once 
these regions were set, they had a great deal to do with the 
pattern of subsequent water development, as the following 
pages in this chapter will demonstrate. 

THE BASIN AS A PLANNING-ADMINISTRATIVE 
Rlf=G|'Ol.\l 

The evidence presented thus far suggests that the river 
basin is an appropriate unit for controlling water physically 
insofar as its flows comprise an —interdependen_t system; at 
the same time. the territoriel units into which governments 
are organized, national'ly and‘ subnationally, do not coincide 
to any important degree with basin units. 

Periodic agitation by certain areas for seceding from 
existing governments, or for redrafting the political map 
along drainage lines notvvit,hstand:ing, the c'ha’nfces of this 
happening in twentieth-century‘ North America are 
negligible. Instead, the emphasis has been on effecting a 
workable. re|.at.i.ohs.hip between 9over.ntnent.s at all Ifeve ls "and 
basin de‘ve|’o‘prnent. Exp‘e’rime'nts with valley authorities, 
interstate compacts and basin commissions continue in 
pursuit of an arrangement that will work well. Words like 
”integrated”', "coordi'na'te'd"', "u'nif'ie_cl"’ and ”corn‘pre- 
hensive” attached to water planning symbolize the hope for 
reconciling area and function, or in other words, the 
resource and the political struc_ture.‘°5 

John Welsey Powell was able to grasp the river basin as 
a totality and some advantage in managing it as such. While 
he failed to orga_ni,_ze the political rnap along basin lines, 
today's ‘river basin surveys, the water conservancy district 
and the antimonopoly provisions in reclamation law owe 
much to his vision.‘°° In another part of the world, Sir 
William Willcocks ‘advanced similar basin‘ thinking and 
proposed storage facilities which could serve several pur- 
poses "at ’once.'°7 The con_cept_ of basin mvanagerfient was 
beginning to take hold. In 1908, President Theodore 
Roosevelt could tell the Inland Waterways Commission: 
"Each river system, from its headwaters in the forest to its 
mouth on the coast, is a unit and should be treated as 
such.‘°° - 

As it developed, the concept of river basin develop- 
ment seems to draw from three ideas: multiple-purpose 
storage, ,b_asin-wide i_ntegrati,on and comprehensive develop- 
ment.-‘-°9 

If a dam could be built to retard flood runoff, could it 
not _also store water for irrigation and perhaps re'c're'a‘tion, or 
periodically release water to generate power? Hoover and
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Figure 5. k Political reg'onaliza_tio,n of the West. 

Grand Coulee dams widened their appeal by so‘ multiplying 
beneficiaries. And in providing water services in various 
l3§.FtS .0if’fl1§'-‘l b3$il\-.- it ib9¢i‘ifi|.é afl5l)3"Téfit 1.5.5! Séffie ¢O9Td:ifia= 
tion would reduce the cost of separate facilities, because. of 
economies of scale and the avoidance of needless du- 
plication. An upstream reservoir might make unnecessary 

costly flood defensive works around each town downstream 
or might increase the f_irm'_ power bpotentiarl of each 
downstream power §|ITa..‘r’it.;.. Ih ah i.nte9rat.ed Dfcgfaffi t.hois.;e 

firoiects 'fwo‘u|d be dew/eIo‘p'e'd which appeared‘ fo be most 
beneficial for the basin as a whole in terms of the excess of 
benefits over costs, jurisdictional divisions. notwithstanding.



in extending the evaluation of benefits and costs into 
larger social significance, however, the task becomes much 
less easily defined. Comprehensive development, as applied 
to basins and the regions in which they are located’, has 
come to mean more than kilowatts,'crop’ yields and boat 
rental fees; it includes consequences such as educational. 
and e'm'plo'yment opportunities,- redistributioyn of income, 
racial harmony and ‘quality in urban and natural en- 
vironments. ‘ 

- 

'

’ 

Is the river basin a suitable geographical unit for 
multiple-purpose, integrated and cornpreheinsive de- 
velopment? Some planners have thought so. The creation 
of a federal regional authority in the Te_n_nessee Valley took 
a dramatic step in this direction during. the depression- 
ridden 1930's when river basin regionalism was most in 
fashion in the United States.‘ Included in the TVA Act, 
beyond provision for a system of dams and reservoirs, was 
mention ‘of: 

. . . guiding and controlling the extent, sequence, and 
nature of development that may be equitably and 
economically advanced through the expenditure of 
public funds, or through the guidance or control of 
public authority, all for the general purpose of 
fostering an orderly and proper physical, economic and 
social development of said a_rea_s. . 

.1 1° ' 

Proposals soon followed which would divide the whole 
country into river basin authorities as the administrative 
basis for federal activities in all resources. It was argued that 
the functions of weather forecasters, soil conservationists, 
foresters, farmers, power producers and t_ransportat_ion 
planners were all related to water and the topography 
through which it drained. Theitemptation was wide's'pr'ead 
to look upon drainage limits as general boundaries and the 
river a_nd its tributaries as networks for integrating all 

resource activities regional|y.- ”Water is the sovereign wealth 
of a state and its people. It is nourishment; it is fertilizer; it 
is power; it is transport."‘“ The idea of river basins as 
planning regions was seriously investigated in 1935 by the 
Natural Resources Committee organized by President 
Roosevelt. It was not supported, however, and subsequent 
proposals to create authorities specifically in t_he Arkansas, 
Columbia and Missouri basins failed to win the necessary 
support of Congress.‘ ' 2' 

Short of allowing the substantial administrative inde- 
pendence characteristic of TVA to spread to other basins or 
regions, Congress has exhibited some willingness to try 
other approaches to basin programs. One of "these is the 
federal "basin account" in effect; in varying degreesin the 
Central Valley‘, the Missouri, the upper Colorado and, more 
recently, in the Columbia and lower Colorado. Such an 
account consists of the .net revenues of .water and hy- 
dropower services pooled from all federal projects within- 
the basin; these are then made available to subsidize those 
water uses which are unable to paysfor themselves. The 
effect is-to spreadthe benefit of localized--profit-makers,’ 
generally -those.-projects providing power in the Columbia; 
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modern_ sta ndards. 

Basin and municipa|—industrial supply in the Missouri, to 
“other uses, primarily irrigation, in other parts of the basin. 
A reclamation project which might be unattractive on its 
own economic merits could still be constructed in a basin 
with money’ in the account contributed by other a_nd 
perhaps distant projects; the overall basin progr’a_l"n is 

evaluated more closely than th‘eiproject.”3 The signi- 
ficance _of, the basin accounting concept for the area-of- 
origin struggle is described in Chapter 5. 

A second boost to basinorientation comes from the 
federal Water Resources Planning Act of 19:65, by which 
Congress gave its blessing to the formation of river basin 
commissions which 'WOUld prepare’ "cor'npreh,en_si,ve basin 
plans.” As a coordinating device, however, the co'm'missions 
are still only advisory.‘ 1“

' 

State and local governments have jealously withstood 
the formation of basin administrations even more than 
Congress. River basin regionalism, what there is of it in the 
United States, would appear to be less an inspiration on the 
part of subnational gover'nl_"nents and water users than a 
requirement occasionally imposed from without, through 
the planning and funding of Uncle Sam. 

OBSTACLES TO BASIN ORIENTATION 
When all is said and done, it is clear that_ the river basin 

has not been adopted as the focus of comprehensive 
planning and administration with strong powers of coordi- 
nation. There are problems with the basin as a region, when 
it is offered for overall social utility rather than just t_he 
physical control of water. 

For one thing, the theoretical potential promised by 
integrating all water developments with_in a basin-wide 
program must be discounted by historical precedents which 
have already "s'k,imr'ned the crearn,-” leaving somet_hi_ng less 
than a full opportunity for a central basin agency to 
rat_ion,a|i;zAe,.« An old power pla_nt which may not utilize the 
full potential of its site for storage‘ on a river can hardly be 
written off as’ though it didn't exist by a new overall plan to 
optimize basin power production. Prior uses become 
enshrined in law and ‘tradition, whether of not they 
contribute towhelbest use of the basln's resource by 

More serious discrepancies to basin cohesion stand 
revealed with the passage of time. The basin is hardly an 

oisolable unit for defining users’ interests; it is breached 
increasingly by extrabasin forces of all kinds. Air masses, 
a.ni.ma.|s. people. m9n_e.v and most products of human lab.o.r 
spill ov‘erj.lriv'er‘-basin divides wit_h little aiware‘ness;of,--lor- 
interest in that fact. Water" itself may be produced ‘and. 
stored in the, basin but, like its electric power'derivative,vits. 
distribution .-is“ spreading. well beyondthe source area. 
lnterregional a_nd iynternational mobility makes local 
restrictions appear anachronistic as the gap" between eco-,



nomic and drainage pattjerns widens.“‘ To some extent, 
recent water planning has adjusted to these changes by 
assembling the multibasin region as a focus‘ for 
development. Several contiguous basins become a single 
region for supply and demand studies which consider 
transfers between basins as more or less intfe'r'na_l re- 
adjustments. Two of these have attracted major attention 
refeefintliy‘, the Pacificsouthwest Water Plan having emerged 
from a federal effort to ‘heal the wounds of Arizona v. 
California in 1963, and the Northeast’ Water Su’ppl'y Study 
wh_i'_ch was delegated to the Corps, of Engineers in 1965 
during‘ the severe drought affecting the Northeastern 
States.‘” 

Relating the river basin to larger social and economic 
fo,r_ces; in the process of comprehensive pla_n_ning is a 
challenging task. No matter how comprehensive, the river 
basin or multi;abasin; approach tends to pre-judge most 
problems as vvater 'problems_.; So often, in the past, programs 
of basin development have been offered as a way out of all 
kinds of difficulties. There were implications, for ex_arr_ip_le, 
that the answer to _per.iodicrdroughts, agricultural surpluses, 
industrial retardation a_nd dep_op_ulation in much of the 
Great Plains could somehow be foujnd in a plan to develop 
-the vvaters of the Missouri Basin.'” Hovvever‘ vafguely 
expressed, a_ feeling persists that water is the key to Western 
progress-/a‘nd that massive investments in river basin 
development will take care” of other resou_rc_e and regional 
problems. Those who offer the river basin as the logical 
’basis for eeoenomic development, and as elimin'atin'g‘ politics 
because. basin unity is equated with harmony of interests, 
have never been able to dern'on,str'ate h_ow upstream- 
downstream and rural-urban hostilities within a _basji_n' like 
the Missouri could suddenly disappear with the establish- 
ment of a_basin authority, compact or commission. As well, 
there is the fact that the solution to many regional 
'p'r'obler_ns will lie elsewhere, outside the context of water. 
Basin deve|o'pme'nt provides -things like flood control, 
power, water" supply and re‘cr>‘eation”vyhii:_h are simply some 
means of _ap_proachi,ng broader social goals; other means 
may in sorne cases be more efficient or otherwise more 
appropriate.‘ 19 

_Pr9babl,y in the less developed world the bou'nd_aries of 
the river basin are more appropriate for overall social 
development- Here are to be found_ fewer complications 
from existing "developments which might preclude a lgasin-. 
wide approach; and because of the very lack of economic 
development, water 'pr'ojec’ts rhayvhave a more dominating 
influence i_n stimulating growth.”° No doubt-, this i_s a 
factor in the _rjrji_jainy duplications of the TVA experience 
abroad. 

Whatever its other strengths and vveak‘nes;ses,- however, 
probably the chief reason for the river basin not emerging 
as a unit for substfantia_l planning and administrative 
independence lies in the 'refusal of existing governments to 
accept it.

i 

Political Sovereignties Overriding 
‘ 

No ‘matter how "su,it’able a rji‘ve__r basin might-otherwise 
' be as an areal unit for water management, the absence of 
political institutions which can adequately represent‘ the 
interests of basin inhabitants lirnits its effectiveness. Federal 
and state agencies may speak in terms of coordinated basin 
plan'riing,« but their own interests are more specifically flood 
control, water supply, ete., and their decisions are made 
outside the basin. There. is no real legisl"atu_re in the ba 'n_ 

no playing field on which contending forces might man ,_ 

ver and struggle. in the open toward consensus?“ And in 
the absence ‘of political boundaries, 

' 

not even an 
administrative agency like TVA capable of providing 
such a forum forpolicy choices. '

~ 

Neither? Congress, the state governments, nor the 
well-entrenched federal 'vva'ter— agencies are anxious to 
distribute their power regionally to authorities. Ins- 
tead, the national and subnational governments of Nofrt_h 
_A,ineriea engage in resource development activities 
with a view to Serving the welfare of its constituents, not 
just those who live in a basin under consideration and 
certainly not those who live’ in thoseipaitsf of -the basin 
which extend beyond that government's jurisdiction. 

In the case of international bas_insj,~ .jurisdictiona| limits 
are obvious. Integrated or comprehensive devei_opment of 
in,te_frna_t_io_na__l, basins has proven ‘illusory everywhere that its 
proponents have pit_:'tju_re_d the basin as a self—contained unit, 
free of the centrifugal forces of najt_i_onal, orientation.. 

' 

Us_ua|_l,y, neighboring countries do not have identical aepira-i 
tions or capaibiilitiies. The issue is well expressed byiScott:. 

It is not helpful to the two n_a_t_iona_l_ halves of 
the basin as halves ofa self-contained iregion artificially 
split- by the frontier. From the point of view of the two 
countries, each half is merely one region out of the 
several that make up the whole eec);npjn1y,. It figs its 
whole economy for which each country plans to get 
water, food, power and recreation. Hence each nation 
must compare developmenti in the river with invest- 
’ment_s elsewhere. Country A's "best alternative" to 
joint river baein development may not look like ,a 
feasible alternative from B's point of vie'vv.a_t all-.—»‘ 3 2 

For Canad'i_ans,vthe Columbia River Treaty si'g”n_ifica_nt 
not only for the upper basin's development. but for its 
eC,OnlO2|T3llC and pwchological effects regionally and nation- 
ally.‘ » 

No doubt‘ the interruptions to‘ basin unity posed by’ 
national borders are responsibl_e for the tendency of 
countries to develop first their‘in_t;ernal possibilities before 
approaching their neighbors for joint development. Even 
when Canada and the United States explorethe potential of 
joint de've_iop,ment of their boundary waters, Afrtiele ll of 
the Boundary illllaters Treaty‘“ reserves sovereignty in 
each country through "*'exiclusive jurisdiction and control."
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At a subnational level, the perspective is less clear but 
the outcome is not much different. Conceptually, the states 
of an interstate basin should try to develop the most 
efficient or appropriate combination of projects in the 
basin, modified by consid_erations of equity in sharing 
benefits. Each state or region should also strive to serve 
national growth and other national goals. Benefit-cost 
analysis is supposedly predicated upon national gain. But in 
fact, the real busi_ness of Wyoming has been i_n establishing 
how much of the Colorado and Missouri rivers it owns and 
in promoting development in those parts of the rivers above 
all for the good of Wyoming, rather than for the good of 
the basins, the West or the nation.”5 Hart "records 
instances of state superiority in the early days of the 
Reclamation Fund. According to the Secretary of the 
Interior in 1925: "The, political pressure to have works 
built in the different states frequently determined the 
|ocat_ion of many of the projects'’.1 2‘ And Marts has found 
that the Hells Canyon Dam controversy involved more than 
public versus private power; it saw the state of Idaho 
exercising sovereignty over the Middle Snake River.” 7 

Congress itself has not been noticeably successful in 

subordinating state and regional ambitions to the greater 
national good. The U.S. Congress is organized bylstates 
Every state, whether large or small, whether densely or 
sparsely populated, has an equal voice in the Senate, and 
even "the House districts which do represent population 
distribution generally well never cross state boundaries to 
include metropolitan communities of interest. Those states 
whose U.S. senators or representatives rise through senior- 
ity to chair committees which are influent_ia_l in Western 
water legislation are all the more fortunate. 

The states, as indicated in Chapter 1, have proprietary 
rights over the resources within their borders. Anyone 
wanting to develop water rights must do so under state 
regulation unless federal jurisdiction is overriding. It is the 
basin states, and not the basin inhabitants otherwise 
constituted, which pursue their claims to an interstate river. 
States _rights have been upheld bothiby the courts and by 
compact. in either case it is inevitable that each state will 
try to get as much as possible‘ for itself, thereby emphasiz- 
ing the differences rather than the common interests in the 
basin. On the ‘other hand, once effected a compact may 
facilitate the basin states’ common interest in gaining 
federal funds for development or in gaining water from 
other basins and states. 

The bias of state over basin in the matter of interbasin 
transfers is made explicit in the Colorado River Com- 
pact.’ 23 The several states were the signatories and it was 
to them that allocations of water were eventuallymade, not 
to the basin portions of -the states. More water is diverted 
out of the Colorado basin than any other river basin on the 
continent, but in each case diversion consists of redistrib- 
ution within the state. The raison d'étre for heavy 
extrabasin diversion is evident on a map of water and 
people; the important centers of water consumption among 
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the basin states almost all lie outside the basin itself. (See 
Fig. 6 and Table 7.) A state like Wyoming, therefore, has a 
claim to Colorado River water because a portion of that 
basin lies within the state. Wyom_ing's use of that water, on 
the other hand, is not limited to the basin portion of the 
state. Associated power generation likewise serves the 
greater numbers outside the basin. 

Table 7. Population and Water Use In The Colorado Basin States 

Total Colorado % % Basin 

st 
Pop. 1966 Basin of Pop. of Pop. Export in 

, 
ates . . . . . . . . 

in Pop. in in Basin in Service thousands 
thousandsthousands Area of acre 

feet 

Arizona 1,618 1,610 99 99 
g

- 
California 18,918 45 <1 57 4,000 
Colorado 1,977 178 9 99 - 825 
Nevada 454 21 1 46 46 — 
New Mexico 1,022 73 7 72 110 
Utah 1,088 87 9 71 106 
Wyoming 329 35 Q g 5 
Total 25,326 2,239 

V 

9 64 5,046 

Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census, County and City Data Book, 
1968. Estimates of Basin Population from county data and base 
maps. Estimates of Service Area from Colorado River Board of 
California. Estimates of Basinylixport, existing and under construc- 
tion, from coi‘refsp_onde'nce with state agencies and from literature 
review. 

It will be recalled from Chapter 2 that all transfers of 
water that have been effected thus far fall within state (and 
provincial) lines. In this connection it is interesting to 
speculate on the effect of political boundaries" on water 
allocation in the West. A century agoa strong movement 
developed in California to sever the southern part of the 
state and unite it with Arizona, with which it had more in 
common_ both physically ‘and economically. If this move- 
ment had been successful there would have been no water 
dispute over the lower’ Colorado, and the coastal area could 
have taken virtually all the allocation from the east by a 
simple majority vote of th_e people. At the same time, Los 
Angeles would have found it more difficult to drain water 
from Owens Lake and the Feather ‘River in the north, a_nd 
there would never have been a California Water Plan in its 
present pattern. Another example of the relationshlip 
between -political boundaries and the water-transfer pattern 
is found in Colorado: would Denver and Colorado Springs 
have tuinneled through the Rocky Mountain Front to the 
Colorado River headwaters, in preference to 'incréasing 

appropriations. from the South Platte and Arkansas at their 
doorsteps, if the Colorado-Ut'ah boundary had abrupted at 
the Continental Divide? It is worth repeating that to date 
no interbasin transfers of water cross state boundaries. 
While their effects are certainly felt downstream across 
these boundaries, it is still fair to say‘ that the present 
pattern of interbjasin diversions strongly reflects the poli- 
t__ical regionalization of the-western states, or for that 
matter, of the continent.‘ 2 9



Diversion Out of Colorado Basin 

0 Urban Population >4D,OO0 

(See Table 7 for data and sources) 

Figure 6. 

i=c_)aiin_fii_\i_¢;_ _Al\_l ABEA-OF"-ORIGIN HIERARCHY 
The literatu’r‘e.spe'al<‘s of the pr'ote_cti_on of rivers likewthe 

Columbia, the Mackenzie or the upper Colorado aga_in_st 
o'utsidfe or dowhfstream appropriation, and certainlylarea- 
of-origin considerations have no meaning except with 
reference to the river whose future is at» stake. The water in 
the ‘river is the object of contention. 

Yet cries for ‘protection_ come not alone from the basin 
ordpart thereof: "there is no representation along 
strictly basin lines. The term "area" is preferred to "basin" 
of origin in this study, because it is the encompassing 
political area’, _ujs_ufail'l,y the state area, which speaks for basin 
interests. Nor is this simply a matter of political or 
administrative convenience That part of the political area 
outside. but close to the basin may"idéntify' closely with the 

inju.-ji-—-I-Zll 

L-$5’-j 

"1-J 

Basin and states of the Colorado River. 

basin, as does Seattle with the Columbia, both as a 
consumer of the basin‘s ‘power or water or recreation and 
through other commercial or social relationships. i‘_T’he‘ 

object of pol'itic_a_‘_l atcttiotn in thiscase is to extend protection 
on the basis of proximity to, and ju_risdiction over, the 
source of supply rather than on a narrow hydrologic 
interpretation. 

There is no one area of origin in the West nor is one 
singled out for study‘, Basin and jurisdictional units inter- 
play at various levels to form what might be called a 
hierarchy of areas of origin. At the lowest; level is found the 
local area of origin, whose protection against areas 
depends on a ‘higher authority like the state’; the eeuinties-V 
of-origin legislation enacted by California is an example. At‘ 
the‘ next level in the h_ier'a"j<}hy are the states (provinces)
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which by adjudication or compact protect their rights to 
interstate waters, as does New Mexico, for example, on the 
Pecos A: a third Ieveil m1i9h:ibeincIu:d’ed a Qfoup of States 
which have ‘a common stake in a river basin and move to 
reserve it against. the importation. ambitions of other 
states; the Northwest-Southwest conflict has assumed this 
form. Finally, Canada as a whole might be considered an 
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area of origin vis-a-vis American diversion interests. 

There is, of course, a paramount difference‘ between 
what residents of a small intrastate valley and what the 
Parliament of Canada can doat either end of the hierarchy.- 
Sovereigntv. it will l2et2or'fI.e a‘Dpajr'e_fitv. <:c'>ju'hts for little at the 
lower erid. A



CHAPTER 4 

Are-a.of‘-Origin Precedents in the Western States 

In light of the pervasive i_nf_luence of political bound- 
ariés 6h wafer all1o”cLa.tion and use, it is possible to phrase 
certain questions relevant "to the ‘hierarchy described in the 
previous chapter, namely: Does a local area of origin within 
a jurisdictional unit like the state, have, the right to exclude 
or '|iini_t other parts of the same unit from diverting its 

Wdtéfs? 

What rights does one jurisdiction have in the waters of 
an i_n_terjurisdic_tiona_l stream? Are there differences as 
bétlllljeien. !£l'l1streajrh.larea of origin) and _d.own.sfitream iur.is- 

dictions? .Does any jlurisdictilonal unit (or group of such 
units) have the right to reserve its waters from use by other 
jurisdictions which do not have natural access to them? 

A century of experience in fi'a_rni,ng laws, a_djud_ic_ating' 
disputes and finding common ground within the Western 
states and among them provides some, if not all, of the 
-an"s‘vv'er's'. States ~ statutes, i_nters_tate compacts and inter- 
national treaties give testimony to some degree of success 
for the areas of origin. Taken together, they have consider- 
able significant_:e for the cur_re_nt water diversion contro- 
versies which will be discussed in subseq'ue‘nt*ch_ap'ter's. 

CONFLICT AND RESdLUTION OF WATER DOC-TRINES 
Early prospects for a_r.ea-of-o.ri9in Protection. varied 

widely across the West, de"p'e‘nding largely on which kind of . 

water law was likely to win general acceptance. Protection 
might well have become an all-or-nothing proposition if the 
tnicneteenth-century riparian, or Harmon do,c'trines were the 
only options avaiilaliile. One doctrine prevented anyone. 
from making substantial use of the stream, in or out of its 
basin; t_h_e other granted the area of origin freedom to do 
whatever it ’w'ante‘d' with its water regardless of effects gr-.. 
other jurisdictions. As it happened, neither 

' 

of these 
extremes prevailed. 

B_ip’airi.ain;i.sm . 

In colonial America, where water was thought to be 
anything but a limited re'sou‘rce, where consornpthive. uses 
were negligible and navigation by far the most tiinportiant - 

claim on _lal<es and rivers, what could be morereasonable 
than that _all those who lived along their banks, individuals 
and governments, should have equal access? _I t was noted i_n 
Chapter 2 that the treaties by which the United States 
fi_na_|_i,zed its boundaries. with Great Britain, and later with 

Mexico, secured the right of unrestricted navigation to both 
signatories throughout their .c9mm.o.n river systems.; Indeed, 
the influences of an 'e'ariie“r time and a‘n'othe‘r‘ e‘nvi‘rorin"1ent 
are still present in the constitutions of’ Canada and the 
United States which continue to justify federal involvement 
in Western water development programs‘ which have little or 
nothing to do with navigation itself.‘ 3° ‘ 

With its concern for the rights of all riparian land- 
owners“ to eniov -equal advantages in the passting flow, 
'ripari'an_isfm was at first taken to mean that no one ri;ou_lc_l 

deplete, interrupt or otherwise impair the flow. For a while 
this doctrine served well enough as the common law in the 
more humid Eastern parts ofthe continent. But itfared less 
Well in the West. ‘Wheirie water was less a_bu;n;<lant;.. M9d.i.fii9a-: 
tions were soon intr‘o‘du'ced. In the first place, the restric- 
tions imposed by early riparianism we're. relaxed to allow 
"reasonable" use, even to including some consumption‘ of 
flow_ by irrigation, as long as itfdid not interfere substantial- 
ly with_ the _rights of other riparians. And more to the point 
in the d.rie.r illV‘.<:.st.-. the ril:.lari.an d.9ct_rin_e was soon. rep.|a.c.ed in 
whole or part by the appropriation doctrine which" granted 
rights to discrete amounts of water without condition of 
riparian location.‘ 3‘ 

To the extent" that riparianism is still in effect, 
however, it embodies some protection for areas of origin 
aga.i.nst- éxtrabasih -t.ra_nsfer.s..- .Ripa.r.ia__n land was defined as 
embracing only land within the basin. The "i‘nte’n_ti'on, as 
enunciated in an early California case,‘32 was to ensure 
that water diverted for any use would, for the most part, 
r‘et.u.rn to the stream where other riparians below could 
c'on'tinué to use it. A further d'eter're'nt to o'ut's"i’cle' interest 
has been the variable nature of the riparian right which 
guarantees no specific. amount of water to the oser and 
which is liable to encroachment by new riparians who may 
begin to wit.hd.ra.w wa.ter on" an equal. basis with their 
neighbors on the stream at any time.”3 The insecurity of 
such a righ_t for pot_enti_al purchasers out of the basin is 

obvious. Nevertheless, in effecting a degree of oompatibil,ity
' 

‘between riparian and appropriation doctrines, the modern 
trend evidently is to refrain from granting relief against 
transfers to riparians wh_o ca_n establish no present econo- 
mic‘ need for the water.’ 3" .

- 

Prior Appr‘opri‘ation 
A 

Because there was obviously more land thanwater to 
supply it in the dry West, the tenets of riparianism—which
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firstly, milita_ted against any depletion of natural flow, and 
secondly, restricted any use to land within the basin of 
origin—were bound to be modified. It should be _noted, as 
well, that the basin limitation was never an absolute. During 
the late eighteenth and early nineteenth-centuries, Parli- 
ament in England and the legislatures of the Eastern and 
Midwestern states passed laws grant_ing charters which 
permitted many canal companies to divert water from 
natural watercourses to fill their canals. 

V 

In a landmark opinion the Colorado courts rejected 
riparia_ni_sm in 1882-: 

Under the principle contended for, a party owning land 
ten. miles from the stream. but in the valley .th.ereof. 
might deprive a prior appropriator of the water 
diverted therefrom whose lands are within a thousand 
yards, but just beyond an intervening divide.” 5 

The doctrine of prior appropriation seems to have 
developed spontaneously from the experience of the 
Forty-Niners who not infrequently extended their ditches 
across basin divides to new workings as the older placers 
gave out. Acceptance in the California code of an appro- 
priator’s right to move his point of diversion soon found its 
way into the codes of other states. The measure of such a 
right became priority of beneficial use of a given quantity 
of water, rather than natural access to it.”‘ Those who 
came first developed the better rights; latecorners, who 
would otherwise be cut off when flows fell below a certain 
level, were thereby encouraged to provide storage on the 
stream to safeguard their rights. 

Appropriation according to priority in time of applica- 
tion became a practical means by which each of the Western 
states could regulate the development of consumptive water 
uses by inhabitants within their jurisdictions. But it was not 
practiced identically by every state. And it was ha_rd_ly 

adequate on interstate rivers. No state, or nation for that 
matter, whether it originates the flow or not, was about to 
stand quietly by and _watch a faster-developing neighbor 
lega_lly appropriate all the water” in their common river. 

There had to be found some other basis than ”first come, 
first served’-' for allocation; otherwise, the effect would be a 
headlong rush by each juriisdiction on a river to build up its 
claims, putting water to use long before any real need for 
that water developed. 

The Harmon Doctrine 

This doctrine exploded out of an international contro- 
versy on the Rio Grande. In 1895 Attorney General 
Harmon was asked by the U.S. ‘State Department to give an 
opinion respecting Mexico's rights in the face of increasing 
American water consumption above the point where the 
river beca_me an international border.‘37 The Mexican 
ambassador had charged that the principles of riparian law 
and the navigation clause of the treaties of 1848 and 1853 
had been violated by upstream t'live'rsio'ns which greatly 
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reduced the river's volume; also that Mexico's use of the 
water was “prior to that of the inhabitants of Colorado by 
hundreds of years,” thus making it difficult for the U.S. to 
fall back on the newer doctrine of the West-, prior 
appropriation. The practical inconveniences of existjing 
water law were. never more apparent. To save the U.S. 
position, Harmon declared in favor of absolute sovereignty. 
The United States could do as it wished with_any water 
originating in its territory, he claimed, regardlessiiof any 
adverse-effect on Mexican users downstream.’ 3‘ 

From his limited research, Harmon opined that "the 
rules, principles and precedents of "international law im- 
posed no liability or obligation upon the United States." 
Such a statement wéntifurtfier than the dbetjrinej of 
ownership in private or municipal law; the latter at least 
respects the property of others?” ' 

As it happened, the Harmon doctrine was never 
actually applied against Mexico; notions of international 
amity prevailed. Most writers do agree, however, that it was 
incorporated in. -the .Bou.nda_rv Waters Treaty between 
Canada and the United States, as Article n‘.”° The 
Allagash diversion into the Penobscot in Maine, the Chicago 
diversion of Lake Michigan waters, and probably also the 
St. Mary diversion proposal in Montana, were earlier 
examples of this kind of t_h:inl<i_ng‘ precedir'i'g the treaty 
itself. Never formally repudiated, it was to embarrass the 
United States greatly in future years, culminating in the 
Columbia River Treaty negotiations of 1959-1961 in which 
Canada happened to be theupstream country.’ 4‘ 

Roundly condemned after seventy years of controversy 
in the international sphere, the Harmon opinion never won 
acceptance domestically. 

Equitable Apportionment 

The above doctrines, evolving out of a variety of 
circumstances, each lacked something where proprietary 
jurisdiction over the river was divided. A quite. different 
approach was articulated for i,nterstate waters by the U.S. 
Supreme Court, later winning popularity on international 
waters. "Equitable apportionment" has none of the pre:-' 

cision of the other doctrines, rather‘ it has the virtues of 
wider applicability and perhaps moral defensibility. 

Interstate conflicts have generally proven susceptible to 
resolution by three routes: a decisi_o_n by the U;.S,..S_upr"eme

A 

Court in its original ju_ri_sdict_i_on, when the affectedstates 
cannot agree among themselves on an apportionment; a 
compact, with the consent of Congress, when the states can 
reach agreement among themselves; or Congress itself, if 

and when it so ch‘ooses."”l None of these means was 
invok_ed7b,efore the turn of the present- century. Increasingly 
common 'rfecou'rse to the courts and to compacts ever since 
is evidence of the crowding ownership claims being made 
upon most rivers and the end of a period when each state



could determine for itself, without regard to its neighbors, 
what and how much use it could make of interstate waters. 

_ 

Kansas v. Colorado reached the Supreme Court in 
1902'. |<.,an_sa_s.— as. the downstream state on the A.rl<.an.sa.s 

River, claimed that Colorado appropriators were violating 
the natural flow conditions of riparianism through the 
practice of irrigation and were causing hardship for Kansas 
ri°pa'rifajnjs‘. Co|o'r'ado coujnterec}_l' with a declaration of 
‘sovereignty over all the waters of the river because it 

originated in its territory. The Court held the extreme 
co.nten1ions of both states -to be without merit. and opted 
instead for a more eq'uit‘able basis for decision.”3 No- 
where, however, were the riparian and Harmon doctrines 
rejected in clearer language than by Justice Holmes who 
dej'|iVe.ré.d T-the onihi.ori of the Court in New Jersey v. New 
York in a conflict over diversions from the Delaware River: 

A river is more than an a_rne_n_ity, it is a treasure. It 

offers a necessity of life that must be rationed ajrnong 
those who have power over it. New York has the 
phys_ica_l power to cut off all the water within its 

i‘U‘ri_sd,i’oti.on.. But elejarlv the exercise of such a power to 
the .destruction of the il"l't‘é’re§t- of lower states could not 
be tolerated. And on the other hand equally little 

could New Jersey be permitted to require New York‘ to 
give up its power altogether in order that the River 
rfiiéht come down to it l-l‘|'idl.ii1l.hi$.h.9d.- Both States have 
real and .s'ubst'anti'al interests in the 'Ri'v'e'r' that must be 
reconciled as best they may be. The different traditions 
and practices in different parts ofthe‘ country may lead 
to vajrying results, but the effort always is to secure an 
equitable in épportionrfient without quibbling over 
formulas.‘ 4“

V 

in this p'a"rti'c‘u’la‘r case, New York was diverting ‘water’ out of 
the basin to supply New York City. The Court's limited 
approval here, along with similar approval in Wyoming v. 
Colorado‘-” "and. C.o.nnec.t.iic.u.t. v-.; Massachusettsw’ which 
also involved extrabasin d‘iv‘e‘rs‘i‘oh within the upstrearii 
state, confirms its acceptance of diversions as against the 
old riparian limitation, even when the states affected may 
thernsel_ves sobscribe to some form of riparian law. The 
decisions also underline the Court's respect for states, over 
basins, as areas of origin. 

E___qu_i_,tabl,e ap_portionment has emerged as the guiding 
principle for allocating i‘nte'rst:a,te waters, bot_h _in Supreme 
Court decisions and in interstate compacts which are 
d'i_‘scu_$sed, bel,,ow. Equitable apportionment is not so much a 
hard and fast rule of pro_cedure as it is a goa_l-, that of 
sharing ‘the’ benefits of water development fairly, which 
;d_ep_e_nds, of course, on the particular facts of each basin. 

Priority of tap'pr‘opria'tion is one of those facts, given 
special notice in Wyoming v. Colorado since both states 
-followed appropriation law.”7 But other factors are also 
imp'ortafit- and ffley occasionally override ex_i_sti,ng develop- 
ment, as emphasized in the Hinderlider case‘” which saw 
an appropriation given way to an interstate compact al- 

though the former had been developed many years earlier. 

In establishing the goal and some interpretations of 
equitable apportionment as interstate common law, the 
Supreme Court h_as nonetheless sometimes been re|uctan_t 
to make final apportionments by its decrees. Instead, the 
Court has preferred that, wherever possible, the states work 
out their own accommodations by _compact».”-9 This h_as, 
in fact-, become the more common cou_rse to resolution of 
interstete controversies. 

Pressure toward this course came from another direct- 
ion as well 2 the power of the federal purse. The 
federally-fVin_anced Colorado River Storage Project could not- 
begin to take form until -the upper bajsin states settled t_heir' 
respective rights by com'pact after the second world 
War.‘5° Likewise, the Arkansas River Compact made the 
previously litigating states of Colorado and Kansas eligible 
for federa.| constru.ction of the John M.a.rt.in res.ervo.i.r as a. 

permanent‘ solution to their diffic'ultie's.‘ 5‘ 

It is possible, with this background, to trace how the 
above pri_ncipl_es of law have_ been adapted at various levels 
of area-of—origi’n Conflict. within the Western states. 

PR.0TECT|.ON OF SOME.-,AjRE.AS FROM OTHERS 
-WITHIN A STATE 

A few states, all in the vWest—, have extended, a 
protective mantle over areas of streamflow origin from 
other areas within their own borders. Their statutes, noted 
below, can’ be interpreted as legislative reinforcement of the. 
old riparianepreference doctrine.; 

California 

Area:-‘of’-or.igi.r.l con.si<1eraIi.ons. have seen more. history 
afid Qféétef C<3_l'ifl’bV¢'f§v ii‘! Célfiféffiia than a.ri1vvvfh.ere .e.|..$.e. in 
North America. No study of this nature cbu'la be adequate 
which did not ‘review the Califo'rni‘a ex”pe‘r'ilence. Indeed,- 
some Californians have suggested that their way of recon- 
ciling areasrof origin and areas of deficiency within the state 
is op'erabl‘e on a We"s't'wi'de, or even imérnational, scale.’ 5’ 

The geograp,hi,oa,| patterns of irnb_ala,nce between water 
and population are. o‘bviou's enough. Approxiniately 70 
percent of the state's water supplies are found north of the 
latitude of Sacramento, while 80 percent of the people now 
live south‘ of that latitude. 

The fear of more slowly growing and largely rural 
communities at higher elevations in the north that their 
opportunities for future water use would be foreclosed by 
downstream. a'r'{n5ronri‘ati'ons evolved ‘With. the first statewide 
efforts at water planning‘ in’ the 1920's. The unfortju‘njate 
experience of Owens Valley, east of the Sierra Mountains, 
which went into decline in the first decade of the century 
after Los Angeles had bought out most of its water rights_, 
was not forgo'tte'n; prolonged‘ negotiation and periodic
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violence had seen to that.‘ 5 3 San Franc_is_co’s fight to bring 
in water from Yosemite National Park followed shortly 
thereafter._ The most severe decade of drought in the state's 
history, beginning in 1924, intensified both the planning 
efforts and the fears. 

As early as 1925, there began attempts to reserve water 
for northern areas i_n a series of legi_s|ative proposals, known 
as the "fifteen percent bills", reserving roughly that 
proportion of the water which originated in any county 
unto itself.‘ 5‘ Such bills were vetoed by the governor as 
administratively impractical. 

In 1927 the first of the planning reports was com- 
plet_ed, recommending a major transfer of water from the 
Sacramento River southward into the San Joaquin, both of 
these’ rivers being within the state's great Central Valley. In 
that. same year, the legislature enacted the Feigenbaum Act 
which authorized the state to file applications for all 

u_nappropriated water needed in furtherance of its general 
plan._155 The Act also permitted the state to release any 
portion of its appropriatihon for uses which were not in 
conflict with its plan. 

It was not until 1931 that an amendment was made to 
the Feigen_ba_u_rn Act, tak_i_ng advantage of the release clause. 
Known as the "county-of-origin I'aw,"' Section 10505 of the 
Water Code states: 

No priority under this part shall be released nor 
assignment made of any application that will, in the 
judgment of the Commission, deprive the county in 
which the water covered by the application originates 
of any such water necessary for the development of the 
county.‘ 5‘ 

The county-of-origin proviso hardly gave complete protec- 
tion. It applies only to state filings and thus only to the 
extent that the state applications cover future contingencies 
in t_he courities of origin either in terms of the general state 
plan or in terms of releases from the plan for those whose 
works will benefit the counties. Also, it appears that s'ta'te 
officials retained disaetionary power‘ over the filings. 

Why were counties chosen as the unit for protection? 
They were more easily delimited than vague "mountain 

_ 

regions" first suggested, and sufficiently exact to satisfy the 
Feigenbaum Act and constitutional requirements. What was 
wanted at the time was some division between the upper 
and _lower reaches of streams flowing into the Sacramento 
and San Joaquin Delta. It just so happens that county lines 
serve this purpose fairly well in northern and ‘central 
California, but not in all cases.”7 It remained forithe 
future Department of Water Resources to define more 
precisely where water originates in e_xportab|e quantities.- 
Probably, as someone has re’marked,’5’ it is fortunate that 
California has such large counties; otherwise, the opportu- 
nities for strife would have multiplied. 
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By 1933, the state legislature approved the long- 
considered Central Valley Project A_ct;.-1-59 The framework 
of the Project consisted of storage on the northern 
Sacramento River and a canal leading ‘from the river, past 
the Delta, to the San Joaquin. Once again, area-of.-origin 
c'onside'ratio'ns were raised and adopted, this time in the 
form of the "watershed-of-origin law.” The first part of this 
law reads: 

In the construction and operation by the authority of 
any project under the provisions of this ‘act, no 
watershed or area wherein water originates, or any area 
immediately adlacent; thereto 'Whi.c.h can Conveniently 
be supplied with water therefrom, shall be deprived by 
the authority directly or indirectly of the prior right to 
all of said water reasonably required to adequ..a.tel_y 
supply the beneficial needs of said watfershed, area or 
any of the inhabitants or property owners 
therein. . 

.“° 

Protection is broad in that it applies not only to the .Ceri't:raI 
Valley itself but to adjacent areas as well, which can be 
served therefrom. In the same. year, a constitutional 
amendment was passed by the legislature which would have 
extended the coverage of the law to all projects constructed 
by the state. It was defeated, however, by the voters in the 
1934 general election.‘ 6‘ 

In contrast to the country-of-origin law, that applying 
to the watershed is not limite_d to appropriat_ion_s filed: from 
state appl_ieation_s, but it is li'mi,tfed othefvvise in that it 

applies only to the agency constructing the Central Valley 
Project. When the depression of the 1930's forced the state 
to surrender control of the project to the Bureau of 
Reclamation for financing and construction, federal offi:-“ 

cials} égave assura_nces that they would comply with the 
law. 

No real conflict emerged until the 1950's. A compre- 
hensive _guide was then prepared for the ultimate develop- 
ment of all the state's water resources, cu_l,mi,nati_ng with a 
definitive report in 1957 on the California Water P-lan.‘°3 
The most important element of the plan was to be the first 
stage construction, as the State Water Projet_’:‘t,- of facilities 
to store and export a large volume of water from the 
Feather River, tributary to the Sacramento, to the far 
southern parts of the state. No i_rn'r"neel'iaté progress on 
implementing the project was possible, however, owing to. a 
resurgence of area-or—origin opposition. 

In 1955, the Attorney General of California was asked 
to declare on the validity of both the county-of-origin and 
watershed-of-origin provisions. Southern Californians be- 
came alarmed at his rep|ies,’°° ruling not only in favor of 
the constitutionality of the statutes-,— but; as well holding 
that, even though water had been put to use through an 
export, project 'eonst'r‘ucted by the state, it. could be 
recaptured whenever needed by the area of origin. He also 
declaredthat the area of origin would not have to pay for 
the cost of facilities for export made" worthless by the 
recapture.



The fight was on between the northern a_nd southern 
regions of the state, between the areas of origin and the 
areas of deficiency, between the Assembly (dominated by 
the more populous south) and Senate (where the north and 
central parts of the state, with more counties, were better 
represented). The fast-developing southern desert was na- 
turally unwilling to expend millions of dollars for facilities 
which might someday become massive white elephants; 
southern interests insisted on a firm water commitment, 
not recapturable. On the other hand, the northern areas 
feared that their u_ltimate needs or those of the south might 
be underestimated, contributing to a permanent drain to 
the south at their expense. The north also feared that its 
few main valleys would be inundated and the most 
desirable reservoir sites developed for export projects, 

leaving northerners with higher-cost alternatives; and that 
by the time the north needed more water, the south, 
already satisfied, would be indifferent to northern needs as 
expressed through the appropriation of public funds. The 
d_i lemma for the state legislature was to relieve the fears of 
the ‘north while ensuring the south a continuing supply of 
water.“5 

At first, it was generally believed that the only solution 
was a constitutional amendment. In three sessions of 1956, 
1957 and 1958, more than 50 such amend_ments or other 
legislative proposals were offered, including those by the 
Attorney General’s Committee of Water Lawyers, the State 
Chamber of Commerce, the State Department of Water 
Resources, and a Subcommitteje of the Legis|a‘t‘ure.‘°° 

Agreement could not be reached. It "was impossible to find 
wording which would satisfy’ both sides. 

Governor Brown brought the matter to a head in 1959 
by approach_ing it from quite a different direction. The 
state, it was declared, had sufficient water to meet the 
demands of both the areas of origin and the areas of 
deficiency. The real problem, in that case, was to provide 
adequate financing to develop those resources for all parts 
of the state. This latter argument was telling, for in hearings 
held even in the northern counties, many local officials 

expressed more concern for financing of storage and 
multipl_e-use facilities than with the strea_mflow which they 
could not use to a much greater extent anyway without 
regulation .‘ 5 7 

The outcome of this logic was the California Water 
Resources Development Bond Act,-‘“ popularly referred 
to as the Burns-Porter Act, adopted by the legislature in 

1959 and approved by the electorate at the general election 
of 319.60. The Act authorizes the issuance of 1.75 billion 
dollars in general bonds for construction of the State Water 
Project. It also appropriated all money inythe California 
Water Fund’°9 created earlier in the session mainly out of 
tideland oil and gas revenues. 

The county- and watershed-of-origin statutes were not 
repealed by the Burns-Porter Act. Rather, they were made 
applicable to the State Water Project.‘ 7° And water service 

contracts were deliberately put beyond the legislature's 

power_of abrogation, insofar as possible, by ple_dging 

revenues therefrom as security for the bond_s to be issued. 
Beyond this were financial provisions favoring northern 
water development. The act provides 130 million dollars 
exclusively for assistance to local water projects under an" 

expanded Davis—Gr'unsky Act;”‘ most of the projects 

eligible for this assistance are located in the north. Also, to 
the extent that California Water Fund money is expended 
an equal amount is provided in offset bonds for local needs 
and export facilities in the areas of origin. It should be 
noted also that the initial facilities of the State Water 
Project were ‘designed to meet demands in the areas of 
origin, these being five dams a_nd reservoirs on the upper 
Feather River. Finally, the State Department of Water 
Resources announced that it would respect area-of—origin 
needs as a matter of policy.‘ 72 

Meanwhile, a courtroom test of California's area-of- 

origin statutes was narrowly avoided.‘ 73 

Were Californians generally satisfied with the solution 
offered? Although the official literature coming out of 
Sacramento makes little reference to any division of feeling 
within the state, in fact the bond issue of 1960 passed by a 

narrow margin, and only because there are more voters in 
the southern than the northern counties.”‘ Figure 7 
shows‘ clearly the interregional split. The only‘ apparent 
anomalies, Butte and Yuba Counties, are located down- 
stream on the Feather River and stand to gain flood 
control and other services difectly from the export features 
of the State Water Project. The bare fact of the outcome is 
that the northern areas of origin had no state border to 
protect themselves against their neighbors to the south. 
Outnumbered and outvoted, their political power was still 
sufficient to achieve what accommodation they did. 

California officials rely on the State Water Project, and 
on additional features which will complete the California 
Water Plan, to mute any future demands for area-of-origin 
recapture. But new rumbles of discontent have developed. 
Cons_ervationists have joined Contra Costa County leaders 
in fighting the Delta Peripheral Canal on the ‘ground that it 
will deplete the fresh water input to San Francisco Bay. 
The environmental issue has spread to the state's proposed 
Dos Rios dam on the Eel River and, indeed, to the whole 
State Water Project which is nearing completion but in need 
of new bonding.”5 Southern California water agencies 
were enraged in 1968 when State Resources Secretary 
Livermore sugge_s_ted that north coastal counties might be 
paid for exporting sdrplus vi’/'ater.”° It is unlikely, how- 
ever, that major changes in the Project or its financial 
underpinnings will be made at this late date. 

Colorado 

Rejecting riparianism in Coffin v. The Left Hand Ditch 
Co.,‘ 7 7 the Colorado Supreme Court made it clear in 1882,
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Figure 7. (‘aliforilia Water Resource Development Bond Act, 1960'. 

and ruled‘ repeatedly since, that basin or other geographical 
limitations on the law of prior appropriatioinffgr beneficial 
use were not to apply. Indeed, Article XVI of the state 
constit'uti6n declares water to be the property of the. 
public, not any privileged pajrt of it.‘ 75 It was therefore up 
to Colorado, appropriators individually to de_tjerm_ine where 
they would apply their rights, subject only to the arrange-' 
jr'n’en't‘_s on iiinterstate waters as specified in U.S. Supreme 
Court decrees and interstate compacts. 

Pressure for spatial considerations was inevitable, how- 
ever, owing to the fact that, as in California, most of- the 
pop'ulati'or_1 ‘and, a‘fra_‘b_l'e l_a_nd are in one part of the state (East 
Slope). while most of the. water i_s~_i_n another (across the 
Continental Divide, on the West Slope). 
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Several diversions onva small scale had crossed the 
Divide before the general economic depres§,iAonm'of the, 
1930's. No real conflict began, however, until 1933 when, 
under dr‘ough_t__ conditions, a Northern Colorado Water Users 
Associa'tio’n formed east of the mountains to support a 
private study of major diversion from the Colorado River to 
irrigable acreage in‘ the: vicinity‘ of Greeley. Shortly aj_f_ter= 

ward, the federal Bureau of Reclamation endorsed ‘the 

project,- l_<_n_ovvn ,a_s”the Colorado-Big Thompson, and secured 
per'm_is$‘iofi_ -to "enter ‘Rocky Mountain National Park in 
search of storage 'po’ssibi|’it_i'es.' 79 in 1936, the Office of the 
Solicitor", Daepartment of the :lr'it,erio'r1, r'u|ed_ tjhat the 
Colorado River Compact permits transmountain diversion 
of the ‘waters of the C,o,l,oradoj River into other basins, so 
long‘ as they’ are used bene_fi(:_ial,ly within a Colorado Basin 
state.”°

H



Against these plans formed the Western Slope Protec- 
tive A_ssociat_ion_. Its members realized that they could not 
hope to retain exclusive ownership of all the water the state 
would eventually take from the Colorado, but they wanted 
some assurances on limitation of export across the Divide. 
The Western Slope interests sponsored the Delaney Resolu- 
tion which was adopted, after hearings, by the State 
P_la_nning Board.‘ 8‘ The thrust of the resolution was that in 
the absence of comprehensive surveys, it was reasonable to 
assume that the West Slope would ultimately use half of 
Colorado's apportionment in the Colorado River, and, 
accordingly, that every plan for transmountain diversion 
should incorporate, at its expense, compensatory storage 
equal to the amount diverted. In other words, a form of 
equitable apportionment should apply intrastate. 

Fortunately for the West Slope, it had political 
bargaining strength in the U.S. Congress beyond its num- 
bers. Representative Edward Taylor, as Chairman of the 
House Appropriations Committee, had power to block any 
federally-financed project which would take water away 
from his district unless the proponents of such a project 
were will_i_ng to make concessions. Taylor and his West 
Slope colleagues also demanded that such concessions be 
written into the laws of the state of Colorado.‘ 8’ 

The two sides came to an agreement in 1937. The 
Colorado-Big‘ Thomp“so'n diversion feasibility report, printed 
as Senate Document 80,‘ 83 75th Congress, outlined 
con'dit_icn_s for compensatory storage for West Slope protec- 
tion in the form of the G_ree_n Mountain Reservoir, with a 
capacity of -152,000 sacre-feet.‘ 8" Assurance was also given 
-that-, if necessary to meet Colorado River Compact obliga- 
tions, transmountain diversion would be discontinued in 
advance of a cutback in West Slope appropriations. At the 
same time, an act passed by the state legislature authorized 
the cfreation_ of ‘water conservancy districts,’ 85 of which 
the area re’c'eivin‘g' Colorado-Big Thompson water was to 
become the first. This act provided the state counterpart to 
the federal guarantee of area—of-origin protection. At that 
t'ime, it p|_aced a ceiling of 320,000 acre-feet on ultimate 
diversion; this was the amount expected to be reached by 
the Colorado-Big Thompson Project. Later, however, when 
state ‘officials anticipated negotiating the Upper Colorado 
Basin Compact and reali_zed that this might leave more 
water on the West Slope than could be used there, thus 
w'eakeni_ng the state's bargaining position, the absolute 
limitation on diversion to 320,000 acre-feet was 
removed.”‘ The pertinent section of the Water Conser- 
vancy District Act, as amended in 1943, reads: 

However, any works or facilities planned and designed 
for the expcrtat_ion of water from the natural basin of 
the Colorado River- a_nd its tributaries in Colorado, by 
any district created under this article, shall be subject 
to the provisions of the Colorado River Compact and 
-the Boulder Canyon Project Act. Any suchvvorks or 
fac:i|'ities' shall be designed, constructed and operated in 
such manner that the present appropriations of water, 
and in addition thereto prospective uses of water for 

irrigation and other beneficial consumptive use- 
purposes, including consumptive u_ses for domestic, 
mining‘ and industrial purposes, within the natural 
basin of the Colorado River in the State of Colorado, 
from which water is exported, will not be impaired nor 
increased in cost at the expense of the water users 
within the said natural basin. The facilities and other 
means for the accomplishment of said purpose shall be 
incorporated in, and made a part of, any project plans 
for the exportation of water from said natural basin in 
Colorado.’ 8 7 

The practical effect of the Colorado statute is that a project 
proposing to divert water from the Colorado River across 
the Divide must. construct a compensating reservoir that 
will leave the West Slope in as good a position for present 
and future development as if the diversion. project had 
never been constructed and the river had remained unregu- 
lated. There is considerable doubt, however, about the 
long-term effectiveness of the statute. 

in the first place, it pertains only to conservancy 
districts, not to any other private or public group "nor to 
any individual. Thus the city of Denver was able to deny 
the principle of compensatory storage in its latest major 
diversion. The Colorado Supreme Court favored Denver in a 
sweeping statement: 

We find nothing in the Constitution which even 
intimates that waters should be retained for use in the 
watershed where originating. 
The waters here involved are the property of the 
public, not any segment thereof, nor are they dedicated 
to any geographical portion of the state. 
The right to appropriate water and put the same to 
beneficial use at any place in the state is no longer 
open to question.‘ 38 2 

Although not yet tested, the 1943 statute may be fore- 
doomed as u‘ncons'tit'ution,al by the court's strong language 
in this case, on the ground that it i_nter_fe_res with the 
requirement of beneficial application by favoring reserva- 
tion. 

Even the West Slope's protection written into the 
Colorado-Big Thompson Project Act of 1937 has been more 
recently construed as lirjnited to presently existing,appropri- 
ations_ for the storage of water in Green Mountain Reser- 
voir.l 8 9 

The vitality of West Slope protection as promoted by 
its representatives in Congress, on the other hand, is 

evidenced by the. federal Fryingpan .— Arkansas Project.‘ 9° 
An enabling statute for this dhiversion across the Divide, 
provides that its construction and operation rn'u_st conform 
to the Colorado state basin-of-origin‘ statute. Further, the 
Secretary of the Interior is precluded from using the power 
of eminent domain to a_c'qui_re Fryingpan water rights for 
use outside the basin. Finally, -t_hi_s project’ was denied the 
status of "participating project” in the "Basin Fund of the 
Colorado River Storage Project.‘ 91
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Nebraska 

The Nebraska legislature enacted a general irrigation 
act in 1889 which flatly prohibited the transfer of water 
from one basin to another within its boundaries.”’ Four 
years later, a curious amend_ment was added: "Unless such 
stream exceeds in width one hundred feet, in which_event 
not more than seventy-five percent of the regular flow shall 
be taken/’x‘ 93 thereby making an exception to the rule for 
the state's major rivers. 

This statute was invoked in 1936 against an application 
by the Central Nebraska Public Power and Irrigation 
District to irrigate a larger part of its acreage outside the 
Platte River Basin_.—‘ 94 Other interbasin diversions proposed 
by the Bureau of Reclamation also were abandoned.‘ 95 

In a 1960 ‘case, however, the Nebraska Supreme Court 
essentially nullified its earlier decision against inter-basin 
diversion by allowing a diversion from the Snake to 
Niobrara River, on the ground that the former was a 
tributary of the latter.‘ 96 Of course, all streams in the state 
are directly or indirectly tributaries of the Missouri, so the 
implications of the whole statute are now open to doubt. 

Oklahoma 

Oklahoma is a relative newcomer to the field of 
area-of-origin protection, having enacted its statute only in 
1957. One of the guidelines to be followed by the St_ate 
Water Resources Board is as follows: 

Before an appropriated or adjudicated right may be 
granted for water to,be ultimately used at a distant 
point, sufficient reserves should be set up to take care 
of the present and reasonable future needs of the area 
or origin. Limitations should be placed on transporta- 
tion of water resources from any watershed or other 
source of supply unt_il reasonable present and future 
beneficial needs of equal rank within the immediate 
area have been supplied.‘ 9 7 

No controversy has yet developed over these provisions. 

Texas
4 

In reconciling the riparian and appropriation doctrines 
in Texas, the former were confined to normal flows and did 
not attach to flood waters which presumably. could be 
appropriated for use outside the basin of origin.’ 9 

Explicit recognition of basin needs was incorporated in 
a 1913 irrigation act, part of which declares: 

It shall be unlawful‘ for any person, association of 
persons, corporation, water improvement or irrigation 
district to take or divert any of the water of the 
ordinary flow,‘ u‘nderfI'ow, or storm flow of any stream, 
water course, or watershed, in this State into any other 
natural stream, water course, or watershed, to the 
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prejudice of any person or property situated within the 
watershed from which such water is proposed to be 
taken o_r diverted.

H 

Before a_ny person, association of persons, corporation, 
water improvement or irrigation district shall take any 
water from any natural stream, water oo’u_rse,_ or 
watershed in this State into any other? watershed, such 
person, association of p"e‘rso‘ns, corporation, water 
improvement or irrigation district shall make applica 
tion to the Board of Water Engineers for a‘ per- 
mit...and no such permit shall be issued by the 
Board until after full hearing before said Board as to 
the rights to be affected therebyp. . and from any 
decision of the Board an appeal may be taken to the 
district court of the county in which such diversion’is 
proposed to be made. . . 

‘99 

These articles became known as the “watershed-.prejudice" 
act. For many years they went largely un_n_oticed, which is 

probably fortunate insofar as confusion attends their 
meaning. Does prejudice refer to existing basin rights only 
or does it extend to potential development? Does the 
statute really mean‘ "any" prejudice at all, or sufficient 
prejudice. to outweigh. the benefits _of diversion? Does the 
act apply only to ‘major watersheds or basins, or to the 
smallest tributary? 

The last-mentioned problem probably can be attacked 
according to the nature of the controversy, as elaborated in 
the Nebraska experience. A transfer of; water from one 
tributary to another tr,i:bu'ta_ry of the same major river is 

beyond 
_ t_h_e watershed if complained of by a riparian 

located on the originating tributary; but such a -transfer is 

deemed _to_ be within the watershed and therefore lawful if 
the only comp_lain_i_ng riparians are located downstream 
from the point of confluence of the two trib.utaries.2°-° 

Concerning the first-mentioned problem, City of Anto- 
nio v. Texas l/_Va_ter Commission2°‘ seems finally to have 
provided an answer. The Texas :Supreme Court» construed 
the watershed-prejudice. a.c_t t0.cover only existing wate_r 
rights without regard to future development in the basinof 
origin. In u'pholding the trial courtls denial of'p_e_rm_i_ssion to 
San Antonio to bring»-in new water supplies from the 
Guadalupe Basin, however, more weight seemed to be 
attached to the city's failure to consider supplemental 
supplies available in the San. Antonio Basin than _the 
prejudice which diversion would cause" in the Guadalupe 
Basin. Of most importance in this case,»the Texas‘Supreme_ 
Court declared that considerations of ignterbasin diversion 
must be based upon three factors: purpose of use, existing 
rights and the public welfare. Obviously, eonsiderable 
discretionary power remained with the regulatory agency in 
matters of public welfare. - 

A‘ resurgence of interest in airea—of-origin protection 
develo”p'ed progressively with water pla_n_ning efforts on a 

statewide basis ‘after -1950. The B'u’i_'eau'-of Reclamation 
played a leading role» at first "in ‘proposing major water 
transfers, at the same time taking the position that the



federal government would comply with the Texas 
protection statute.’ °2 

In 1965, the Texas Water Development Board was 
created with responsibilities for planning and working out 
financial arrangements for the Texas Water Plan_. One 
provision of the legislation creating the board has a strong 
bearing on interbasin transfers: 

However, the Board shall not prepare or formulate any 
plan which contemplates or results in the removal from 
the basin of origin of any surface water to some other 
river basin or area outside of such basin of origin if the 
water supply involved in such plan or project will be 
required to supply the‘ reasonably foreseeable future 
wate_r requirements, for the next" ensuing fifty-year 
period within the river basin of origin, except on a 
temporary, interim basis. . 

.2°3 

The Board, which also has the responsibil_ity of holding 
hearings in the process of determining basin needs, has 
more recently taken the stand that the fifty-year require- 
ment is a con'tin‘u’ing lirnit__at_ion on all future modifications 
of the statewide water plan. In other words, any add_itional 
water transfer projects designed in the future will have to 
count fifty years ahead from that time in protecting 
in-basin needs.2°4 V 

The "fifty-year lock up", as some describe it, is a 
compromise arrangement which avoids the awkward and 
indefinite situation of recapture. It was insisted upon by ' 

easte_r,n_ Texans whose fears were generated first by_ 
widespread discuss,io_n_ of the Texas Basins Project of the 

’ Bureau of Reclamation and increased with preliminary 
drafting of the Texas Water Plan.2°5 Concern was 
expressed for the effect of abnormal drought on streamfflow 
in the eastenrn part of the state and for protection of the 
fresh-salt water‘ balance along the Gulf ‘Coast, as these 
problems would intensify with export of water to south 
and west Texas.’°° Even a revised Texas Water P|a_n2°7 in 
late 1968, which placed greater reliance on out-of-state 
sources, ‘primarily the Mississippi River, failed to impress 
many critics. 

In 1969, while federal agencies were engaged in a 
reconnaissance study of the feasibility of diverting 
"su_rplus"_ Mississippi waters to west Texas and eastern New 
Mexico,2°8 the government of Texas decided to go to the 
people for financial‘ backing. Voters were asked on August 
5 to support, not the Texas Water,Plan di_rect_ly, but a 
constitutional amendment raising the authorized amount of 
Texas Water Deve|"o’pr'nent« Bonds to 3.5 billion dollars, and 
associated matters.2°9 Without a majority vote of support, 
the massive Water Plan could not begin to take shape. The 
vote, c_lose; the amendment was defeated, nonetheless. 
Fi_gu_re 8’ shows,e_as did the earlier vote in California, clear 
interregional separation. The outcome in Texas differs from 
that in California because in the Lone Sta_r State only a 
minority of the population occupies the drier region which 
stands tovgain by importing water. The vote was closer in
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that a greater proportion of eligible voters regi_stered their 
preferences in the drier regions of Texas than in more 
humid east Texas.“° This characteristic of constant 
awareness of water a_nd zeal in promoting water as the key 
to progress in west Texas may yet bring a reversal in 
outcome, if the amendment is returned for another vote in 
t_he nea_r fu_tu_re. In the meantime, the Texas Water Plan, 
which proposes to tran_sfer 4.45 million acre—feet of 
"surplus" water from east Texas, as well as 12 to _13 nmillion 
from the Mississippi, into the western drylands, is effectively 
stalled. ~ 

PROTECTION OF UPPER FROM LOWER 
BASIN STATES’ 

Compacts and other arrangements have largely 
supplanted Supreme Court decisions as a means of 
allocating the waters of ariver among states each of which 
has proprietary clai,I'hS,.over it_._ Commonly, the basin states 
divide up the whole river ‘among themselves, le’aving nothing 
to be exported toany state outside the basin. 

A |a_rge nu_m_b_er_ of oompacts_ have been effected to date 
on U.S. inte‘rst‘a'te' ’wate_rs,_ Western states have entered into 
eighteen of these?“ the state of Colorado, hea__dwa_ters 
area for so many streams, is itself a party to eight of them. 
Equitable apportionment or division is almost always a 
stated goal. It is quest_ionable,'however, whether interstate 
compacts have satisfied the expectations of the Supreme 
Court, the federal government, or st'a't'es-rights advocates for 
mutual accommodation by quasi-sovereign entities. Most of 
the criticism“’ levelled at them would seem‘ to apply to 
the Colorado River Compact. 

Compacts on the Colorado 

The first compact, and still the most controversial, was 
drawn up in 1922 by representatives of the federal 
government and the several states of the Colorado 
Basin.“3 The conditions which brought them together 
were those common to most area-of-origin conflicts. The 
lower basin states had got off to a headstart in water 
development. Irrigation was practiced along the lower 
reaches of the _river on both sides of the international 
border and in the Imperial Valley farther removed. Los 
Angeles, meanwhile, was looking to the Colorado for a 
cheap source of power and addvitional water supply._The 
regional economy had developed about as far as it could 
from natural st_re_amflows which varied causing 
serious floods at some times and shortages at others. It all 
pointed to a major storage facility on the river to_pl’9Iect 
and provide for the expansion of all of these uses. Boulder 
Dam was to become that facility, for which federal funds 
were necessary. 

The slower-growing states of the upper basin, 
meanwhile, were becoming increasingly fearful, of losing 
their water and hostile to the construction of Boulder Dam. 
They felt that so large an impoundment for the lower basin
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would endanger their own future right to utilize the river, 
sinc downstream users’ were ready to put almost all of the 
controlled flow to use and thereby establish priorities 
which would preclude later development in the upstream 
states where, theyargued, ninety percent of the flow 
originated. 

Cond_itio_ns were such as to bring the two sides together 
in a compact. The upper basin states would support the 
authorization of ‘the dam in Congress, in return for a 

guaranteed aymou'nt- of water, free of the pressure of 
temporal pr'i'orities, which they could develop whenever 
they needed it. 
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Texas Water Amendment, 1969 . 

Items of interest within the resultant compact are 
Article II, which defined the basin to include not only the 
natural drainagearea of the river but a_'|':l other te‘rritcr‘y' to 
which it might be 8p"ps|ied’;? ,Ariti"cle lll, which contains the 
apportionment on a fifty‘-'fli’fty basis betweenthe states of 
the upper and lower basins, but unfortunately determined 
in absolute amounts which were later dtiscovered to exceed 
the actual supply; and Article IV, Wh,ié_h l‘l1a_’l<[fs fI§VIg_tIOfi 
and power, the downstream uses, suybserviejnt to domestic 
and agricultural uses_.“‘ 

Apportioning water to each state in the compact 
became an impossible task; the compromise of g"roupin’g the



states was effective for the time being but, like other 
serious problems of measurement of supply and of 
authority to apportion, led to continued disputes on 
interpretation before the U,.S‘._ Supreme Court, and finally, 
as. a political matter, back to Congress. 

ln'tere§ting|'y enough. when it came, time to settle with 
Mexico on the‘ river in 1946, i_t was the lower basin states 
which draped themselves in the Harmon doctrine to deny 
the Mexi_ca_ns any right to Colorado River water. California 
contributed the"'s_a'ri1‘e amount of flow to the river as did 
Mexico, which was virtually‘ none at all; as part of the 
country of origin, however, California complained of being 
"sold down the river" to benefit an‘ alien economy.’ ’ 5 C 

While Arizona and Caltifor’ni_a_ continued to fight a 
running battle over their rights in the lower river-, the upper 
basin states were preparing their own long-range plans 
which involved a second compact on the river. It was 
evident to all by this time that there was much less water in 
the river than earlier estirnated.“° The upper basin states 
could not meet delivery requirements to the lower basin 
and still dev,elop new projects without storage faci'l'i‘t’ies to 
carry over" flows from wetter to drier years. The only‘ 
realistic source of financing such fa_ci_lities was, again, the 
federal government, which insisted on a water-rights 
sett'|‘e‘me’nt firs’: arjnong yiease states.“7 Within two ye“a'r"s 

and without the interstate f_,r_ict,i_ons which commonly 
precede a compact, e commissioners of the four upper 
ljasin states and of Arizona’” had accomptlished a final 
sa|loca‘ti'on of their waters; in an Upper Colorado River 
Compact. Witr/1/ a’ corrirnon orbuligation to the earlier 
Colorado River Compact, no state would gain by delav. All 
were] u_ndeve_loped and none had the resources to go it 
alone. 

Most of the negotiation period was consumed in 
d'etejr'm'i"'_ ng the flows of tributary. streams contributed by 
each of the. upper‘ basin states, a task complicated by water 
losses through natural and artificial de’p|et_ions.“° It was 
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‘early deci_d_ed that percentages, rather than absolute 
qu"antit_ies, of were a more realistic means of 
apportionment in a river system with such wide variations‘ 
from year. to year. 

VWyorni_ng's commissioner suggested that diversions 
outside the Upper Colorado Basirn not exceed 25% of the 
share of any state and that these be cut off when necessary 
to fulfill daischarge obligations to the lower basin. The rest 
of the upper basin states, however, refusedto accede to any 
basin limitation or preference, declaring it a matter for each 
state to freely decide‘ where its water was to be u_s_ed."° 

On what basis, then, was water allocated arrjong the 
states? Colorado, which contributed much more water- 
than all the other sta_tes combined, proposed that 
streamflow contribution be the basis for decision. With‘ 
more irrigable land than water, New lvlexico and Utah held 
out for a recognition of future development potentiaal. A 
master plan for development based on best use for the 

upper basin as a whole was rejected, but a Bureau of 
Reclamation reportz“ on ultimate i_rrigable land and 
potential projects for each state in the basin was conrsidered 
carefully. When the data from the latter source were 
corrected by the states’ engineering advisors, they formed 
the chief basis for the final’ compro,mise32~2-~ (seeTa_b|_e 8). 
In effect, the shares were ”what each state could live with," 
sufficiently equitable for the respective legislatures to ratify 
and for— Congress to confirm. 

Table 8. _Upper Colorado Basin Apportionments 
’ 1956 1948 A flow canmbutjon Corrected Compact p:1°ght States to Total Irrigation Apportiori-‘ of Basin Flow* Potenti_al* * meat Accmmt 

°f Wat“ Revenues 

Arizona A .8792. 

C 

.e% 50,000 a_.f. — 
Colorado 70.14% 52.5%

_ New Mexico 1.58% 9.5% 11.25% 17.0% 
Utah 16,;38_‘7e 25.4% 23.00% 21.5% 
Wyoming 1 1.03% I 2.0% 14.00% 157.5% 
Total 106% 100% 100% 100% H 
‘Average flow 191.4-:.45 with allowances _rt1a§_1e_;f:or o_ut-_of- 
state. losses, from Offleial __Ree_ord, Upper Colorado River Basin 
Compact Geramissiqno (.1948).- III. 3. 

“Revised from U.S. Department of“ t_l_1_e Interior, Bureai: or 
Reclamation, The Colorado Rjyerj (I946), 3-5,’by'the engineering 
advisors to the Compact Commission, 0ffiéidI.Record, II, Meeting 
7,1‘1'1‘_rfr. 

Besides a gross apportionment to states, accommo- 
dations were made for cooperative regulation of storage 
and releases. Water could be stored in one state for 
the benefit of another: several agreements specify minimum 
inflows for major tributaries from one state to another. A 
permanent commission was created with ‘a range of 
adminaistrative powers surpassing anything that had gone 
before in’ com'p'act-making. 2 2'3 . 

The payoff to continuing cooperation among the upper 
basin states and with the federal government carne in 1956 
when Congre_ss authorized the upper basinwide. Colorado 
River Storage l5roject.“‘-‘ The major features of this 
program are four large storage units and a g‘reater number 
of ’p‘a'rticipat_ing»,» largely irrigation, projects.“5 This act 
provides for another alpportion’rnent- among the states, this 
t_ime'of net power revenues through a basin account, to 
help repay the ‘costs of irrigation in the participating 
projects. As Table 8 ‘shows, this apporftionm_e_nt is not much 
different from that attached to water itself. Projects to be. 
subsidized" from power revenues need not be located in the 
basin portion of the st_ate."”° 

The Missouri 

The demands _of better-watered upper‘ ‘parts of ot_l_'_ier 

Western i_n_terstate systems for whatthey consider their fair 
share of runoff to satisfy future needs have likewise. been 
given some expression in legirslation.
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Toward the end of the Second World War, plans were 
b_eing drawn for almost complete development of the 
waters of the Missouri Basin by both the Bureau of 
Reclamation and the Corps of Engineers. A bitter contro- 
versy arose over which agency's plan would be controlling — the Bureau's favoring irrigation interests or the Corps’ 
with emphasis on . downstream navlgfiation and flood 
Control?" With the threat of a Missouri Valley Authority 
hanging‘ over their heads, the rival agencies abruptly 
effected a merger, known as the Pick-Sloan plan, in which 
the_ Bureau dominated, development 'u'p’s‘t‘rearn in the drier 
lands and the Corps dow'n'stre’a'm. The 1944 Flood Control 
Act which authorized the Pick-Sloan program carried an 
important concession to the .upstrea_r_n states which feared 
that the m_a_i_ntenance of a flowing navig‘ati‘on channel in the 
downstream reaches might someday curtail their consump- 
tive uses. _By insertion of the O'Mah_oney-M_illi_ken amend- 
ment, 

The use for navigation. . . of waters arising in states 
lying wholly or partly west of the ninety-eighth 
meridgijanv shall be only such use as does not conflict 
with any beneficial consumptive use, present or future, 
in states lying wholly or partly west of the ninety- 
eighth meridian, of such waters fo_r domestic, 
municipal,,stock water, irrigation, mining’ or industrial 
purposes. 

Reproduced in all successor flood contro_l acts, t_h_is prin- 

ciple is not necessarily limited to the Missouri River but 
applies to all Western states. 

A_n earlier effort on the part of some of the same 
states, namely Colorado, Nebraska and Kansas, to restrict 
by compact the Corps from operating a reservoir‘ on the 
Republican River in aid of navigation on the lower Missouri 
had fa_iled_. President» Roosevelt vetoed it as incompatible 
with the federal commerce power?" The three states at 
that time had to content themselves with a Congressional 
declaration of intent to respect the priority of irrigation 
and other consumptive uses. 

The Columbia 

The upper basin states of the Columbia had tried for 
years to achieve advantages comparable to those enjoyed by 
their counterparts on the Colorado and Missouri. Idaho and 
Mont“a'n_a contribute a ‘significant portion of the American 
streafriflow and a number of storage sites which benefit 
power generation as well as other uses downstream (see 
Table 9). It seemed to them only fair that they share in 

these benefits. 

lnterst_at_e friction over storage in the upper basin 
developed‘ on a ‘small scale as far back as 1918, A rival plan 
to Grand Coulee Dam for serving the dr'yla,n_ds of central 
Washington took form at that time in gravity canals and 
tunnels |ead_ing from the Pend Oreille‘ River.23° But the 
gravity plan was conditional upon interstate coope,ration_. 
The prospect of an Idaho lake being used to _store Idaho 
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water for the irrigation of Washington land and, during part 
of the year, the generation of energy for the Washington 
Water Power Company, did not rest well with ~t_h_e upstream 
neighbor. The Montana .LegisIat'ureiw'as also d'is‘t'urbed when 
it became clear that the plan intended to store water in 
Fllathead Lake, raising its level between 10 and 14 feet and 
drowning out surrounding farms and cottages." ‘ 

Washington's attempt to reach, a settlement by interstate 
compact‘ was defeated when Idaho decided in 41925 to act 
unilaterally, denying by law its state engineer the power to 
permit the use of Idaho water outside the state. Senator 
Borah declared in Congress that he was in favor of 
Washington's Columbia Basin Project but that -‘-‘we don't 
want them making a duck pond out of our domain. They 
will have to stay off ldaho.""’” And two years later, the 
Idaho Legislature passed another law, holding‘ the waters of 
the three northern ldaho lakes and their shorelines i_n trust 
for the state. i 

Table 9. Water Supply and Power Generation in the Columbia Basin 

Percent Contribution Percent Generation 
Political to Watervsupply at . 

of‘ Power from all 
Unit Bonneville Dam‘ Federal Dar_ns** 

Canada 36.5 
Idaho 25.9 2.7 
Montana 1 3.4 2.9 
Oregon 8.1 23.0 
Washington 1 2.1 71 ._4 
Nevada, Utah 4.0 
Wyoming 

100.0 100.0 

‘Bonneville is the farthest-downstream installation on the Colum- 
bia River. 

‘ _ ‘ “I965 fiscal year pcivvér data, combining Bureau of Reclamation 
and Corps of Engineers generation. Three major projects on the 
interstate reach of the lower river, Bonnevme, The Danes, and 
McNa'riy, were consi(_lered_ as being half in Oregon, half in 
Washington, for statistical purposes. It should be understood that 
power generation data are not exclusive‘ to the Columbia River 
Basin from Bonneville upstrearri'; that non-federal generation is 

ign_ore,d_;‘ and that future’ downstream generation will be "ever: 
greaterby the time Canadian Treaty storage is cor‘npl‘e'te. (With 
Treaty storage, Grand Coulee ‘alone could increase its7ca'p'ac‘ity to 
as much as 9,‘/2 million kilowatts from its present 2 million.) 
Source: U.S. Senate Coiiimittee on lnterior and Affairs on 
Columbia River Basin Account, 89th Cong.-,7let_ (September, 
1965) 32; and Congrerisiorral Record, CXII (July 142, 1966) 
Senate, -Table 3. _

V 

The immediate cause of unrest subsided with the- 

construction of. Grand Coulee Dam in the 1930's; it 

resumed, however, in 1943 when the federal .'g‘over'nrne'nt 
itself proposed to raise the levels of Flathead and Pend 
Oreille lakes as a means of "increasing power output" for 
emergency war needs.233_ Within a few years, after the war 
a_nd after‘ thedestructive Columbia flood :ofr19_48, two 
major federal storage projects were endorsed in thisregion: 
Hungry Horse in, Montana, as an alternative to additional 
storage in Flathead .Lake, and Albeni Falls in northern 
Idaho, with storage capacity limited, to ‘the maximum 
natural water level of Pend Oreille Lake. .
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More headwater storage would not be forthcoming for 

some time, despite the importance attached to it in federal 
agency recommendations for comprehensive development 
of the whole Columbia Basin?“ Rejecting the Pres_id_ent's 
s_uggest_iorl that a valley authority be established, t_he 

governors of the Northwest states returned to the idea of a 
Columbia Interstate Compact. From 1950, when the 
compact commissioners of Idaho, Montana, Oregon, 
Washirngton and Wyoming first met, until 1964 when they 
terminated their efforts, the allocation of water develop- 
ment benefits between the upper and lower basin states 
remained the chief source of contention.’ 3 5 

Idaho and Montana argued that they should receive 
some kind of reward for their storage releases which 
benefitted federal and non-federal power plants down- 
stream; They had s_uffered some dislocations of existing 
land uses in providing storage, and were being asked to 
provide more storage. Meanwhile, their downstream neigh- 
bors were reaping the benefits in abundant, low-cost power, 
with some left over to subsidize reclamation in the vicinity 
of the larger dams. 

Beyond a general concession of priority for upstr‘ea"m 
consumptive uses, Oregon and Washington‘ showed little 

inclination to bargain. When the upper basin states made a 
specific proposal for retention of at-site power for their 
exclusive use, no agreement could be reached. And when 
the Montana delegation suggested that any commitment by 
an upstream state to provide storage control should be 
counterbalanced with an ‘allocation’ of power attributable to 
those storage projects to the state in which the project was 
located, the downstream states refused to have anything to 
do with a definitive al_location_.”° Reconciliation over this 
issue was not made any easier by Idaho's support for 
private power development at Hells Canyon, against a 
federal proposal whichwould have provided more storage 
at the same location and thereby more power capability for 

» the 'bja"s‘i'n ‘as awhole.’ 3 7 

As the prospects improved of reaching an agreement 
with Canada to‘ supply further upstream storage, all the 
more ‘—necessa_ry since Idaho‘ and Montana were not about to 
increase their contribution to the system, the legislatures of 
Oregon, and Washington progressively lost interest in ratify- 
ing a Columbia Interstate Compact. 

Although the compact idea was laid to rest in 1964 and 
their hopes for an allocation of compensatory power along 
with .it,~ Idaho offi,cia,l_s were not about to stop pressing for a 
redistribution .of Columbia River‘ benefits. But now the 
emphasis was on reclamation benefits and the vehicle they 
proposed was basin account. The Bureau of Reclamation 
had first suggested a s'ystern of pooling water project costs 
and revenues for the entire basin in 1947.2“ It had been 
only partially adopted, however, chiefly in directing federal 
power revenues, in excess of what was allocated to repay 
the cost o_f power features of major projects, to subsidize 
irrigation de’velop’ments i_n their respective vicinities. Thus 
the downstream states had received a lion's share of
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reclamation assistance, as well as low cost power, from 
projects like Grand Coulee, Chief Joseph and the Dalles.”9 
Idaho received some like benefits,“° but wanted more; 
specific_al|y, Idaho's Senator Jordan wanted. net power 
revenues from the larger downstream plants extended 
immediately to help finance the cost of new reclamation 
development miles upstream in his state.2‘” 

There being no foreseeable limit to water availability-in 
the basin, and no need for active and continuing co- 
operation among the states as long as the federal agencies 
took the initiative in operating major projeqs and negoti- 
ating with Canada, the upstream states had little bargaining 
power. It was not- until the threat of outside interference, in 
the form of Southwestern thirst, madeitself feltabout this 
time that the upper and lower basin states of the Columbia 
began to reconcile their varying interests. This recon- 
ciliation is discussed at greater length in Chapter 5. 

Protection of Basin States from Non-Basin States 
There is, then, an established precedent of interstate 

agreements by which the better-watered upstreamstates in 
major river basins have safeguarded their own future 
development. Self-interest provisions are also in effect in 
some places at intrastate levels. At issue in this section is 

the right of a state (or group of basin states) to reserve its 

waters from other states which do not have natural access 
to them; which are, in other words, outside the basin in 
question. 

_Most states. are simply silent on the question of 
exporting their water to other states. A few + California, 
Idaho, Montana, Utah, Washington and Wyoming — permit» 
diversions (not necessarily interbasin diversions) for use 
outside the state if reciprocal privileges are granted by the 
imp_orti_ng state or if the legislature gives specific appro- 
val?” The only absolute prohibition is found in_ Colorado 
which provides for the welfare of its citizens in no 
uncertain terms.“3 But even Colorado is bound _to mutual 
accommodations with its neighbors in the Upper Colorado 
Basin Compact. 

The question of a state's sovereignty over its internal 
waters seemed to be answered for many. years by Hudson 
County Water Co. v. McCarter in 1908.24“ A New Jersey 
statute forbidding transport of water by pipe or ditches out 
of the state was upheld by the U._S., Supreme Courtagainst 
a water companyvwhich had contracts to provide water 
from the Passaic River to parts of New.York City, Two 
justices, however, dissented on the grou_nd that the statute 
violated the interstate commercelclause of the federal 
constitution. 

Only three,yea_rs_ later, the same court struck down an 
attempt by Oklahoma to conserve _ its natural. gas by 
prohibiting exportation?” According .to the decision, ‘-7 In 
matters of . . ..—interstate commerce there are. no state 
lines,'' and "The -welfare (of the several states) transcends
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that of any state.” A similar conclusion was reached several 
years later in Pennsylvania v. West Virginiaz“ against the 
latter's attempt to restrict gas export by state statute until 
such time as its own needs were satisfied. 

The water and natural gas cases appeared to be in 
conflict. Mr. Justice Holmes, who had written the opinion 
of the court in the Hudson County case, dissented on the 
West Virginia finding. Perhaps, as some reviewers suggested, 
water was placed in a different category than oil and gas, 
because it was to the state a "great public good, and what it 
has, it may keep and give no one a reason for its will”-;" 7 

whereas natural gas was an obvious and lawful article of 
interstate commerce, requiring general and not local regula- 
tion. Or perhaps New Jersey got its way in the water case 
because no established use in New York had yet been built 
on it; whereas substantial dependence of out-of-state 
consumers on West Virginia gas had already obtained?” 
in the Oklahoma case, at least, the opinion seemed to find 
some difference, if unexplained. 

And surely we need not pause to point out the 
difference between (a great) river, flowing upon the 
surface of the earth, and such a substance as gas, 
seeping invisible through sands beneath the surface?” 

More recently, the Hudson County water decision 
seems to have been overruled in favor of interstate 
commerce by City of Altus v. Car‘r.”° Altus, 0k‘lahor"n'a, 
contracted for a ground water supply a few miles across the 
border in Texas and expended considerable funds by means 
of a bond issue before the Texas legislature intervened with 
a statute prohibiting export without its consent. Failing to 
give any explanation itself, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld 
a federal court's decision which declared the natural gas 
cases better authority than Hudson County, vvhich Texas 
relied upon.’ 5 1 The groundwater was exported. 

Because the Altus case received only a review of, rather 
than a full hearing before the'Su'preme Court, it may not be 
the last word on state power in this regard. Rather, it seems 
logical to expect that, since a state's right to reserve water 
for future needs has been sanctioned in interstate compacts, 
the state should be able to do the same with waters which 
are intrastate. The issue, therefore, would probably revolve 
around whether the state's claimed needs were realistic or 
excessive. 

Early in the present century, the states of Maine and 
Nebraska had enacted legislation prohibiting the export of 
electric power beyond their respective boundaries?” 
Never challenged in the courts, both states realized none- 
theless how disadvantageous such restrictions were for 
modern economies and repealed them. 

The above-mentioned statutes and cases all refer to the 
attempts of states individually to keep their resources at 
home. Until recently, no regional association of statessuch 
as those sharing an interstate river basin has found it 

necessary to band together in opposition to proposals 
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which would divert its waters elsewhere. Could any such 
interstate alliance legislate its own protection? 

In view of the power of Congress to apportion 
interstate waters, as clarified in 1963 in Agrizfona ‘ v. 
California, and to override state statutes according to the 
commerce clause, interstate as well as state protection_ism 
by this route is no guarantee of success. As if to ur'ider'|ine 
this interpretation, the Attorney General of the state of 
Washington gave an opinion in 1,964 that the Columbia 
Basin states, even with a ratified and approved compact, 
could not reduce Congress’ power to decide on the question 
of water export out of those basin states as it wished.’ 53 

SUMMARY OF PAST EXPERIENCE 
Three different circumstances of area-of,-‘origin protec- 

tion in the Western states have been considered in this 
chapter. In the first, a state acts to protect its local areas of 
streamflow origin against unlimited diversion by other areas 
intrastate; in the second, an upstream state acts to protect 
its claim on, an interstate rive_r; and in the third, a state acts 
to protect its waters from an extrabasin diversion by 
non-basin states. None of the accumulated experience 
points to interbasin or interstate diversions as good or bad 
in‘ th_e_mselves. Their ac_com_modation with state water 
policies seems to be the critical factor. Federal agencies 
have shown no inclination to "buck” area-of-origin pref- 
erences when these have been consolidated at the state or 
interstate level. 

At an intrastate level, the riparian limitation has been 
reinforced by statute in a few states with the intention of 
granting preference, without exclusive use, to the area of 
origin. lnterbasin diversion within. a state's boundaries 
cannot be denied, however, when a majority of the 
population stands to gain from it, as the California and 
Colorado controversies made clear. The best a basin of 
origin in that situation n do is attach strings of a 
statutory or, perhaps better, financial nature to reduce its 
loss. Clearly, area-of-origin protection is weakest at this 
level. 

On interstate rivers, the U.S. Supreme Court early 
upheld the right of upstream states to reserve a portion of 
flow for their future uses, whether‘ or not these were to be 
developed in the basin in q‘uesti'o"n. In striking down the 
riparian limitation as well as the time priority of appropria- 
tion law for interstate waters, the court nonetheless refused 
to go all the way with upstream sovereignty. It decreed, and 
interstate compacts subsequently applied, a principle for 
the equitable sha_ring of common "waters among quasi- 
sovereigns. 

So much for allocating intrastate waters within the 
state and interstate waters among the affected_ states. it is 

the remaining case for which answers are not as apparent. 
What are the prospects for a state (or group of states which



share a basin) l<e_epi_ng its waters against the import designs 
of other states located entirely outside t_h_e natural drainage 
area? This question ceased to be academic after the 
e'xpa‘nsive Unit_ed Western Investigations of 1950-51. The 
interest of California and the Soufthwest i_n the Columbia 
Basin and of Texas in the lower Mississippi are unmistak- 
able. The recent Texas groundwater case has implications, 

but provides no clear direction. Probably only Congress can 
speak with assurance on an issue of this magfiitjude. As 
more states in the American Southwest complain that they‘ 
are approaching the point of exhaust__i_ng the supplies of 
water available within and running along their boundaries, 
here is where —t_he action promises to. be. Here is where the 
precedents of law give way to the strategy of politics.



CHAPTER 5 

The Pacific Northwest as an Area of Origin 

The Northwest-Southwest confrontation in Congress 
over water diversion was more than interregional. Outside 
forces, mentioned toward the end of ‘Chapter 2, were larger 
than either region cou_|d rnuster. The factor that made this 
area—of.-"origin experience different from others before it was 
the success with which‘ Northwest strategists were able to 
close past divisions in their own ra_nks and play the 
changing na_t_i_onal temper for all it was worth. Armed only 
with the water supply arguments of the past, the states of 
the Colorado Basin gradually fou_nd their position ‘un- 

tenable. 

As a matter of course, the protagoni_sts produced 
charges and counter-charges. Southwestern spokesmen were 
incensed that the Colun_'1bia' River, with ten‘ times the 
volume of the Colorado, was "wasting" to the sea; 
Northwesterners replied that their non-consumptive uses 
should not be downgraded, that the fis_h, the barges and the 
power plants were capable of using all of the water in the 
river. South_western leaders argued that they musthave new 
water to accommodate a rapidly expanding economy; 
Northwestern protectionists complained that irrigation 

should not be ex-tended where water was costly at the 
expense of the national taxpayer and the Northwestern 
farmer who could grow most of the same crops. These and 
more arguments were heard. No attempt is made to catalog 
or appraise them here?“ This chapter is ‘co'nce’r’ned more 
with the strategies inside Congress and out by which the 
states of the Columbia Basin were able to fend off the 
ambitions of their thirsty neighbors to the south. 

OVERTURES FROM THE SOUTHWEST 
From 1964 when the first version of a Colorado River 

Basin Project bill began to gather momentum in Congress, 
there was little doubt which was the intended source for 
augmenting the Colorado. California had ‘rejected a Pacific 
Southwest Water Plan which hoped to draw from its north 
coastal rivers. Interested parties from the private sector 
hastily drew lines farther northward on their maps. Secre- 
tary of Interior Stewart Udall himself ad_rn_itt_ed in Hea‘ri'ngs. 
”We don't think it even wise to study anything other than 
that source, meaning 

_ 

from the Columbia River below 
Bonneville Darn. . ., 

.”255 

H.R. 4671, which carried Southwestern hopes through 
a series of l-learings in the House, started with the Central 
Arizona Project, having a priority junior to California's 
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compact allocation; Bridge and Marble Canyon dams within 
the Grand Canyon; and a Development Fund financed 
largely from these dams. It also directed the Secretary of 
the Interior to investigate and recommend a project for 
delivering not less than two and a hal_f rnillion acre-feet of 
water into the Colorado B'a'sin from outside sources. This 
sum was later raised to eight and one-half mil_lion by the 
bill's sponsors, more than enough to fulfill the legal 
obligations of the early Colorado River Compact. to the 
satisfaction of all its signatories. To ensure‘ the support of 
its neighboring states for its own project, Arizona had 
found it necessary to add the importation clause and to 
back its financing with power revenues from the Grand 
Canyon d_a'_rns.”° These very additions, however, were 
what provoked the formidable opposition of Pacific North- 
west congressmen and en_vironment_al conservationists. 

Area-of-Origin lncent_ives 

Directly and indirectly, spokesmen for the Colorado 
Basin states tried to persuade their coljlea‘g'ue‘s from the 
Northwest that int_erregiona‘l water transfer would be good 
for the West in general and protective of the area, of origin 
in particular.

S 

Westwide unity provided a major theme. it was stressed 
that all of the Western states had some arid or semi-arid 
lands that would benefit from water development projects. 
In this re‘sp‘ect, they were d,i_f_fe,re_nt from the rest of the 
country against whose g'rovvin”g urban and civil priorities“ 

Western water programs must ‘compete for federal funds. 
The backlog of Congressional appropriataions for Corps of 
Engineers and Bureau of Reclamation projects in the West 
was approaching several billion dollars.”'’ The West was 
also described as an interdependent__ ‘region, whatever 
large-scale, project benef,ited California ultimately benefited 
Idaho as well. The Colorado River Association, com- 
rnissioned a consulting study to publicize just how depen- 
dent Northwest products were on Southvvest mja'rVl<'éts.“' 

The Pacific Northwest-Southwest lntertie, already 
under construction as a rneans’ of marketing surplus 
Columbia River power southward, was cited as an exalrhble 
of cooperation which resulted in gains to both regions. The 
Northwestern states accomplished long-t_efrm prot'e’ctio'n as 
well as profit by inserting _;a regional preference clause in the 
enabling legi_s_lation withthe approval of the Southwestern 
customers. Such protection, it was suggested, could be 
provided similarly for water as for _pow'ejr.’5°
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Proponents of diversion studies hoped that protective 

clauses might. win the support of the Northwestern states; 
but if that were not possible, at least congressmen from 
other parts of the country might be convinced that the 
legislation was not unfair to the Northwest. 

The kind of protection offered in statutory form in 
H.R. 4671 and adopted in principle by the Western States 
Water Council?” derived in both cases mainly from 
California experience. In‘ sum, no statutory language by 
itself could be relied upon to satisfy the needs of both the 
exporting and importing region; it- must be made meaning- 
ful by funding water development in and for the ‘area of 
origin at the same time as some water is removed. An added 
virtue of this approach in the view of Southwesterners, of 
course, was a change in empha_si_s, away from the question

~ 
of future area-of-origin" recapture a_nd toward the mutual 
benefits of cooperation. See Tables 10 and 11. 

Beyond undefined and unqualified assurance of pri- 
ority for water use in the areas of o_rigin as against the areas 
of importation, H.R. 4671 carried a gu‘aran__ee for the 
former of "prices to users not adversely affected by the 
exportation of water to the Colorado River System."’“ 
How would this guarantee be _made f_in_anci_a||y operable? 
The Pacific Southwest Development Fund, a variati_on of 
the basin accounting concept, was to provide the means. 
Earlier, Bureau of (Reclamation officials had expressed some 
interest in treating all seventeen reclamation states as one 
basin for the purpose of pooling costs and reven_ues;’“ 
understandably, the Northwest with its enviable hydro- 
electric power ‘position was cool to the idea that its power 

Table 10. Protection Available to Prospective Areas of Orig‘:/1 as in Condition, of Water Export — State Experiences 

State Statutory Protection C°mpensau9xi. 
,- ,

> 

Nature Funding Recapture? 

Nebraska 
, Prohibitivon of interbasin transfer in 1889; 
arnended in 1893 to permit some transfer 
from mafor streams. (Neb. Rev. Stat-. 
46-206 [Jl960]) 
Recent court decision makes protection 
dubious even for smaller streams. (Ainsworth 
Irrig. Dist. v. Bejot, 170 Neb. 257 [-1960]) 

California County-of-origin law, 1931, and watershed- As of 1959, policy Offset bonds to equal Possible in principle. (25 of-origin law as appliedto Central Valley is to build local vvater expenditures from Ca- Ops. Cal Attorney General Project, 1933. (Calif. Water‘ Cod'e,VSec. projects along with 
. liforriia Water ‘Fund, 8, 9 [1955]) Unlikely, in 10505, 11460-63) Both made applicable facilities for export. plus expanded Da'vis- view of emphasis on to State Water Project under the 1959 Grunsky program for developing vv'ater- for area Burns-Poner Act: (Calif. Water Code, local development. 

‘ 
of origin rather than 

Sec. 12.930-.44) ' 

reserving it;. 

Colorado Federal guarantee of West Slope protect- Compensatory Users of diverted water -' Temporary recapture 
A ion in 1937 Colorado-Big Thompson storage, to leave assessed cost of re- promised only in C-BT Project.repor'_t. (Sen. Doc. 80, 75th area of origin in as placement storage in Project, under specified ‘ 

‘_Cong.; last Sess.) Colorado River Basin good apposition for federal projects. ' 

fl_ow'conditions. 
Proje'ct- Act of 1968 restricts.application "using water as if - 

to existir1g'vvat'er users. (P.L. 90-5, 37, there had been no 
V-, See. 501 [f] ) State counterpart diversion effected by 
legislation is Colorado Water Con_serv- Green Mountain 
angy (District Act of 1937, amended Reservoir in C-BT 
1-943, applicable only to such district's. Project, Ruedi Dam in 
(Colo. Rev. Stat. Arin. 150-S-13, Frying Pan-Arkansas 
_2d [l___943] ) C_ons_titu_tion‘ality of state, Project, both federal. 
legislation in some doubt after Denver 
diversion,‘litiga'tion. (148 Colo. 173, 
P. 2,d,v27-3 [19,61] ) 

Texas 1913 Watershed prejudice Act. (Tex. Assumption that basins No. Fifty-year? limitation Rev. Stat. Ann. 7589-91 [l954]) Of Origin will have first designedtas compromise 1965 Texas Water Development right to purchase water between, area-of-origin and Board Act provides for foreseeable from the future Texas area-of-deficit demands. 50-year requirements of basins of Water System. 
origin within State water Plan. (Tex. 
Laws 1965, c_h._297, Sec. 3[b], 588) 

Qklahqma Limitation on Interbasin transfer in 
favor of area-of-origin future needs, 
as of l_957 (Okla Laws 670, No. 
502, Titles VII and IX)
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Table ll. Protection Available to Prospective Areas of ' Origin as 3 Condition of Water Export — lnte_r_s_t_a_te_fIrgnsfer 

Proposal Assurance of Protection Compensation 

Nature Funding 
Recapture? 

Pacific Southwest 
Water- Plan (1964 
revision) 

»“Dive_rsion,s of water would be subordi- 
nate toall existing‘ and anticipated 
future needs, including the retention 
of water in the watersheds of or.ie'_n 
if estimates of future needs prove 
insufficient." 

‘-‘Financial assistance . . . 

for construction of any 
future projects in the 
watersheds of origi_n,_if 
such assistance is not 
otherwise provided; and a 
guarantee that. any addi- 
tional costs of future 
projects, caused by the 
preemption of lower-post 
water sources which 
otherwise would benefit 
the area of origin V. . 

would be offset by . . . 

revenues to the extent that 
the costs chargeable to 
such projects would be no 
greater than if there had 
been no export under the 

Plan.” 

l’aE:i'fic Southwest 
Development Fund; 
consisting of net_ 
power: revenues from 
Bridge Canyon and 
Marble Canyon dams 
proposed by the Plan, 
and from Hoover and 
Parker-l_)avis dams 
already in service. 

Unknown. “Retention" 
does not neeessarily . 

mean the recapture of 
water which hasalready 

exported. 

Lower Colorado 
River Basin 
Project, I-LR.

" 

4671, 1965 

“All requirements, present 
or future, for water within 
any State lying wholly or in 
part within the drai.n.ase area 
of any riverbasin and from 
which water is eXp.o'r'ted by 
works planned pursuant to 
this Act. shall have a. priority 
of right in perpetuity to 
the use of the waters of that 
river basin, for all purposes, as 
aga_in_st_ the uses of the water 
delivered by means of such 
exportation works, unless

_ 

otherwise provided by inter- 
state. agreements” 
(Title II, sec. 207 [b]) 

“ 
. . . assistance to the end 

that water supplies may 
be.avaj1ab.le for use there- 
in [areas of origin] ade-. 
quate to satisfy their? 
ultimate requirements 
at prices to users not 
adversely affected by 
the exportation of water‘ 
to the Colorado River 
system.” 
(Title ll, Sec. 207 
kl) 

Lower_Colorado 
River Basin 
Development Fund, 
consisting primarily 
of net» powe::xe'vehues 
from Bridge Canyon 
and Marble Canyon 
dams proposed, 
Hoover and Parker- 
Davis dams in serviee, 
and Arizona-Nevada 
section of Pacific 
Northwest-South- 
west Intertie under 
construction-. 
(Tit1e.IV, Sec. 403) 

Irnplicit but unknown in 
respect to “priority of 
right in perpetuity.” 

Western
, 

Stateswater 
Council, 
Pr.incipl_e.s — Standards — 

. Guidelines, 
1957 

“l.;3.l. Iynter,-basin or 
inter-regional transfer of 
water shall contemplate 
only the transfer from the 
area of origin of those 
quantities_ of water deemed 
—to_be surplus . . .

" 
“l.3.2. In making determina- 
tions of possible surplus 
water, all water‘-related 
needs of the states and 
areas oforigin . . . shall 
be recognized." 
“l.3.3. All require- 
ments, present or future, 
for uses within the , 

drainage area of any 
river basin, shall have 
p.r_iori_ty and right in 
perpetuity to the use of 
the waters of that river 
basin, for all 
purposes; as against the 
uses of water delivered 
by means of" such 
exportation works, 
unless otherwise 
provided by treaty, 
interstate agreement 

‘ 
or compact.” 

Alternatives 
aresented for. 
subsequent 
.¢!s=.<=_i..s_ior.1.= 

“l.2.l . . . 

j 

(a) The 
or replacement 

‘ of the water 
exported -to -the 
area of origin; 
or (b) 
equivalent 
beneficial 

’ 

P.1T9EIa.I_!.1.S 

‘acceptable to 
the area.”



~ ~ 
Table 11 (cont’d.) 

Proposal Assurance of Protection 
V _7 

A V 

‘cofiufensfiuqny 
V Recapturé? 

Nature Funding 

Western ‘—‘lp.3,.4. The cost of 
States Water water development to 
Council. the states of 
Principles °"i$i’—‘ Shall “°-t 5° 
_ iv _ greater. but may be 
Gfilijzgnazfs 1ess, than would have

H 

1967 
’ been the case had there 

, never been an export (‘mm ‘-1) from those states 
. under any such plan.” 

“1.3.5. In thestudy of int_erst_ate diversion, any interstate 
diversion project shall neither impede nor min_imize the 
development of water resources-in the state" of origin, and shall 
resu1t=in substantial net advantage to such stateeover th'ea‘d- 
vantage it could have obtained, by itself or otherwise, without 
such diversion project.” 

_ _ 

“l.3.6. All plans for 
inter-basin diversion of 
water shall provide for 
such financial 
a.rran'ge‘me'r'1ts"with 

the states of origin as 
may be necessary to 
comply with sections 
1.;3,.4..,and 1.3.5. abjove.” 

“~l.3.7_. The exportation of watershall not ‘change an 
area of origin from a water-rich tova“ water-deficient 
economy and shall not adversely affect the competitive 
i5@>Sition.,of'the area of origin-” 
“1.3.8. State or- area of origin priority shall be explicitly 
set. forth‘ ‘in all con't.r¥‘ac't's for the use of imported 
water. Shou_l_d such priority ever be denied,_ thfoifglr 
subsequent action of the _Cf_o_ngres_s, or otherwise,

_ 

areas of originwill be‘ entitled to just com'pe'nsation.” 
"‘l.:3.9. Federal statutes designed 
to protect st_at_es.and areas of 
origin, in any regional inter- 
state plan of watéri develop- 
ment. should. include the 
consent by the United States 
"for any such state of origin 
to ,sue’i_n_ the Federal Courts, 
to eompél Federal 
to comply with such’ statutes 
and for s.u.c..h. other relief 
as deemed e'q’uitable.” 
“L4,. statement of 
principles shall not be 
Considered asfany 
support or advocacy 
for the diversiori of ' 

water from one river 
basin to another." 

Colorado Same as H.R. 4671, Sam; a_s_H_,R, 4671. Same as H.R. 4671, 
‘River Basin 1965 1965 (Title II, 1965 except for the 
Pfolect. 

, 
(T'i.t1e1L‘SeC- 203 Sec. 203 [a]) elimination of Marble 

P-1.» 90-537» [b]) canyon‘ and Bridge 1953. 
v_ Canyon darn’ revenues.- 

(Title IV, 403)
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revenues should underwrite some irrigation project a 
thousand miles away. A few members of the Western States 
Water Council had hoped that all eleven of its member 
states might be considered one basin under provisions of

~ 
the 1965 Water Resources Planning Act with similar 
advantages of pooling costs in the case of"w'ate‘r redistri- 
bution; again this was not well received and was effectively 
blocked when the Pacific Northwest states petitioned to 
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organ_i_;_e their own basin commission under the Act»._”3 
The Deveiloprnent Fund created under the terms of H.Fl. 
4671 would mark the first time invvhic_h revenues raised in 
cne basin would support feasibility‘ studies and compen- 
sation in a_nothe_r. The net power revenues from Bridge 
Canyon and Marble Canyon dams and from the existing‘ 
Parker-Davis and Hoover (Boulder) dams, all in the lower 
Colorado Basin, would be used for this pur'pose.-2°-4 

Off the record, proponents of interregional transfer 
were less hesitant in projecting‘ posit_iv_e benefits to areas 
from which water might come. The Northwest would gain a 
large payroll from c9nstru_ction.and continuing operation of 
export facilities, a va’riet”y of benefits from water control 
and availability locally, expanded rnarketjs‘ for its-products 
in a more populous Southwest, and more?“ Par-tji'cu_larly 
tempting’ to rujral communities in the dry 'environ'ment_'s' of 
southern Oregon and Idaho was the prospect of tapping 
water supplies en route south'ward for local agricultural 
expansione. Congressman Tunney of California t_rafnsformed 
this "sw'eeten_er” onto a map which truly seemed to make 
the desert bloom. (Fig. 9) . 

Unlike the experience gained in other resource develop- 
ments, even hydropower developments, the possibility of 
the states of the Columbia Basin selling wa'te_r by the 
acre-foot te thfe Southwest was never taken serio'usl"y by 
either side. This great public good, was, apparently, too 
pricel_ess for any region with some left over- to deny or take 
adv’a"ntfa_ge of another in need. For an internatioinal transfer, 
direct m”onet_ar7y payments might be the only‘ acceptab|_e 
alternative, but within the national borders, who had ever 
heard of such a thing? The Director of the California 
Depart_ment of Water Resources expressed disdain for the 
idea of paying 'i'tribute.’-' to areas. of origin. ln Ca_liforn_ia he 
considered that such a _transaction would be unconst_itu- 
tional and that it made no more sense on a larger scale 
eithe_r«.3-65

' 

Incentives Questioned 

Alarmed at declining ground water level_s and the 
prospect of continuing de‘i7._i|_etion, of the Colorado River by 
se'i:iuenti_al, project authorizations, the Southwestern states 
were understandably willing to make prom'ises_ now in 
return for immediate action on importation studies. How 
gocd were these promises? A suspicnious Northwest raised 
several doubts about them publicly. 

It might well be two or three decades before Northwest 
water users would feel any real pinch from _a reduction of 
flow in the Columbia ‘River-. Would there be sufficient 
money remaining in the Pa_,._.. (2 Southwest Development 
Fund to compensate inconveniences and lost incomes, or to make up the differe,nce between.normal proiect. costs and 
those made necessary by flow reduction? 2‘ 7

~ 

"Because the Colorado project bill was not a pact or_ 
contr'a"ct between two parties or regions alone, but a matter 

for Congressional decision and federal funding of any 
ultimate construction, it would be vulnerable to changing 
national circumstances in the long run. The Bureau of the 
Budget appeared "reluctant for this reason to .endorse. by 
legislation any guarantee against rising prices of water 
projects‘ to_either the‘ area of origin or the area of 
im’portaftion.~2“ Even if a federal commitment were 
forthcoming, could one Congress obligate all future Con- 
gresses? Under pressure of continued, growth, what was to 
stop the Southwest from using its greater political power in 
Congress to amend the protection clauses? 

The possibility of recapture by the area of origin of its 
waters was implied, but not c|a_rified in H.R. 4671.269 
Under a program of interregional diversion, if Northwest 
residual flows proved insufficient to meet all local needs, 
could the tap be turne_d off either permanently or d,u_ri,ng_ 
critical periods? This was obviously an issue which the 
proponents of diversion p'refe‘rred not to face. until later,‘ 
when at least the broad feasibility of thevpmgram were- 
e'stablished_. For the Northwest, however, the u’nl'ikel_i_h_ood 
of recapture was clear. And it was bothersome because ‘the 
protection offered, that is, compenrsation against rising 
costs occasioned by water removal, seemed to be intended 
for future project con_stru_ction, whereas greater costs might 
be suffered in terms of declin_ing fish runs, water quality or 
power generation. Protection of these non-consumptive 
uses of the Columbia could better be served by recapture, 
at least tempo'r‘a‘r‘i|y», than by compensatory projects.'“° Of 
course, cash could be offered as another form of compensa- 
tion for losses incurred in the source area, but this, like 
selling water itself, would mean an p’re‘cede'n't in interstate 
water experience which none -of the Southwest- states 
appeared ‘eager to establish. 

The dissatisfaction of the states of the Columbia Basin 
was perhaps best expressed during the Western States Water 
Council deli'ber'a'tions over principles for interregional water 
diversion, when they insisted upon a final clause: 

1.4. This statement of principlees shall not be consid- 
ered as any support or advocacy for the diversion of 
writer from one riv_er basin to an‘oth’e'r." 1 

Their real opposition was not wasted here, however. It was 
saved for Congress where they set about not merely 
amending the protection features of a diiversiony bill but 
deleting any mention of diversion itself. Once the irn_m_e-: 
diate threat’ of water export" was defeated, they were 
amenable to such protectionist clauses for eventual imple- 
mentation.2" ' ' 

‘ 9 ' 
'

B 

PACIFIC NORTHWEST STRATEGY IN comsness 

Most of the pleas voiced in Congress’ about the 
Colorado River Basin Project bill related to one r?egion_"'s 
need for more water and ajnot_her’s need for more time. 
Behi_nd the pleas, both sides were busy forming alliances 

5‘,1_j.



and planning strategies. These latter held more signifi<_:_a_nce 
for the area-of-origin struggle. 

Figure 10 provides a ca"ps_u|_e commentary of the 
actions arid‘ reactions which contributed, over a period of 
six years, to the ultimate legislative compromise. It will be 
evident that most of these. took" place i_n coim,m_ittee rather 
than on the floor of the House or Sejnate. 

Committee Orientations 
For anyone reviewing the history of Western reclama- 

tion bills, three findings are inescapable. Firstv, such bills as 
a rule go to the Interior and Insular Affairs Committees of 
the respective Houses for consideration, committees whose 
’membership is invariably dominated by Westerners. Second, 
the voting pattern of Western members r_efl,etjt_s 'st_r'onger 

identification with their region(s) than with their parties. 
Third, the ch_ai_r._men of these committees, in a manner 
wh_ich_ is treditivonal throughout the Congressional structure, 
wield’ con‘side'rable personal influence on the outcome of . 

any proposed legislation. 

Membership of the Interior Committees which delibe- 
rated over the Arizona and Colorado Basin project bills, in 

the 89th Congress is indicated in‘ Table 12. Ofthe 33 House 
members, 22 were Westerners (17 of the 20 |,rrigat,ion_ and 
Reclamation Subcommittee mernberS)} all but one of the 
Senate members irepreseinted Western states. The labels 
Democrat and Republican counted for little in committee 
voting on the Colorado River Bwaesion Project; sep,a_ret_i,on was 
entirely on regional gr’ou_nds_.”3 In the House, Chairman 
Wayne N. Aspinall of Colorado complemented a heavy 
representation from the Southwest; on the other _sid_e,— 

Henry M. Jackson of Wajshington ensured "the northwestern 
states more eonmnittee stre’n'g’th‘ than their numbers alone 
could achieve. As chairmen, Aspinall and Jackson couldand, 
did determine which, among °.0ml3.eting peroposals, wou_ld 
be entertained by their respective oornmittees and hence 

' 

what» form" such proposals must take to ensure passage. The 
Southwest states were soon made aware that any legislation 
which espoused the cause of interreggional diversion would 
make no headway in a committee cha_ir'ed by" Senator 
Jackson.’ 7“

R 

National Focus 

The repre,sentatiy'es frorfn the Pacific Northwest did not 
have to fight‘ alone. There’ was enough in the Colorado 

Table 12. Membership in the Interior and Committees 
of t_he'il_o_ti§e and Senate, 89th 

HOUSE 
Wayne N. Aspinall (D. Colorado), Chairman 

Leo O'Brien (D. New.York)” 
Walter Rogers (D. Texas)" 
James A. Haley (D. Florida)" 
Ed Ed_mondson (D_. .Oklahorna)" 
Walters. Ba‘rin'g_ (D. Nevada)" 
Ralph Rivers (D, Alaska) 
Roy A;. Taylor (D. North Carolina) 
Harold T‘. Johnson (D. California)“ 
Hugh l,.;. Carey (D_. New York) 
Morris K. Udall (D. Arizona)“ 
Compton White (D. Idaho)" 
Phillip‘ Burton (D. California)" 
David King (D. Utah) 
Walter Moeller (D. Ohio)‘ 
John V_. Tunn’eyfi(D. California)” 
John Bifigham (D. New York) 

SENATE 

Thomas S. Foley (D. Washingtoen)" 
N. Neiman :C_:,ra_ley (D. Pennsylvania) 
Joh_n Race (D. wisdonsinl 
Ribfiaffl White (D. T3._X.3§)**

I 

Teno _Ronc_al_io (D.‘Wyom’ing)" 
John Saylorr (R. Pennsylvania)" 
E. Y. Berry (R. South Dgkota) 
Craig Hosrner (R. California)" 
Joe Skubitz (R. l<_an_s_as)‘”‘ 
(~§h_a_r|_otte Reid (R. Illinois) 
Laurence T. Bu’r3t'o'n (R. Utah)" 
Ro’gers;C. Morton (R. Maryland) 
Wendell Wyatt (R. Oregon)‘ ‘ 

George V. Hansen (8. ,l:da_ho)',' 
Theodore l_<_upferrnan_ (R.N.Y_.) _ 

Edwin Reinecke (R. California)" 

Henry M. Jac_kson_ (D. Washington), Chairman 

Clinton P. Anderson (D. New Mexico) 
Alan Bible (D. N§\!,3.d.3) 
Frank Chur_c_h (D. Idaho) 
Ernest Gruening (D. Alaska) 
Frank E. Moss (D. Utah’) 
Quentin N. Burdick (D. N. Dekota) 
Carl Hayden (D. Ari__z_ona) 
George McGovern (D. Dakota) 

Gaylord Nelson (D_. Wisconsin) 
Lee Matcalfe (D. Montana) 
Thomas H. Kuchel (R. Celoifornia) 
Gordon Allott (8,; Colorado) 
Len 3. Jordan (R. Idaho) _ 

Milvvard l.__. Simlison (R. Wvofning) 
Paul J. Fannie: (R. Arizona) 

‘ Memb_efr‘ship li7St\8d'D_y party and seniority by Congressional Quarterly. 
'“' Members also of Subcornmittee on Irrigation and Reclamation.
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Beth Congress 
\ 

I 
A 

; -90..th. Congress .1963 ——-—-————- 1964 
1 

1965 89 th
’ 1968 1966» I967 

;§eg'innhg of numerous propos- 
‘als from privatevfirms and Hearings on further revised Interior, Arizona and Enindividuals,‘ for alternative 
and more distant sources of 
water -to augment southwest‘ 
supp’l'iesv.,._.APirkey.... .‘Paz-sons 
. . .Helson.=.-. 

California agree on‘ Lower
' 

Colorado «Riyer Basin‘ Pro- ' 

1ect' (LCRBP) bill, -bolder A 

than. PSHP, i'ncludes,d‘ir- 
ective to: Interior to 

Revised BCRBP introduced for 
Hearings in House Interior 
-Subcommittee as H.R.‘|o57»l*; 
Interior Dept-. to‘ ‘investi- 
gate and recommend project 

'H.R.II6,7l, HCRBP‘, subordin- 
ates iflational Hater‘ Com- 
mission f(*created| in .'l'i‘tl’e 

II of“ibi=l'l): to role of 
overseeing Interior ‘impor- 
tation: feasibility study. 

H.*R.3300 {and other new ver-
_ 

sions of ‘are introduced » 

for-Eflouse; Interior Subcom- 
Iliittee Hearings», generally

~ 

~~~ 

~~ 

._,.- mpg" ¢n_.fea311,1'1.ity of to "import not ‘less than 2.5 
, Approved by Committee. §1?i‘ll_ :retreat1fl8:'W° '50‘ ‘"139 V 

..,_.-' -auyngnfinsf colnmdn from million acre-feet to 
. nonetheless’ fallowed to die 

. _C-301°" d3,'I|'-ind 51'” £933 " ,.-" alternative- sources, Colorado Basin; amended‘ to by California which fears 
I 

‘ N»'1f1,_‘Y t°:"‘°°°“"‘539°“§° .,.°" =LCRBP substituted‘ by suh- 8-. 5‘ proponents: following 
. conservationist amendments 

} 

“'91- Study °f 3".9"°"' u_s. Dept of Interfon releases committee _'for CAP as Hearings. .0 and: lossgof Calif. =Pbiority.- . 

i 

-tation. 
.

‘ 

initial ‘Pacific Southwest Hater 354553" 
.." 

1 

Arizona forces ‘Hearings to in- 
Plan (PSVP) for review. includes 

.-' 
clude s.1oo-o as man as H'.'R.3300. 

CAP + two Grand Canyon dam + 
,-° 

. Nevertheless‘, H.*R.3300~ is adopted, 
auglnentagon ogfifiorago River‘ 

.0. 
. 

‘, _ includingifeasfiubil£‘y,‘rstudybgfh 
from nor am » em a- sources. 

_ . 
Y _,o' augmentat on t pp ngg t 

. 
' 

RGV5-39¢‘ P3"? Submitted‘ by Bureau of the Budget ex- ,0’. 
1 . ,. 

‘ 
,_.°° Canyon dams dnd NHC subordinate 

.°' Iflt°,1‘1°1‘ D99’-'-= 3“ H93!"-7'83: presses? Admin‘istration's ,6’ 
1‘ :.d"'£"i's""“‘:"' ':h’°"3'i~'tS°°‘ ‘ff .-‘ role. CRBP then ‘passes House- . 

. 

- 

‘ 3 H H 

- . 
. . 

‘ 

9 A s re er;-. .' 
*

. 

o‘. ::f°rsi*n°mh:§n ‘,cal,1f°'fm1a 
‘ 

d°“bt 35°“ 5°"'°' “"_°°‘s . 

e::rf:;'s::a::t§_nzx:.,na sac _.°' 
Compromise. CRBP becomes P.L. 

_. 
7 
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River Basin Project bill from the first to make others 
unhappy, as well. Consequently, much of the controversy 
was diverted from local and regional water supply needs to 
national water management problems across the board, 
taking in such things as technological alternatives, environ- 
‘mental sensitivities and spending priorities, as well as 
problems peculiar to other regions. 

An immediate, if fortuitous, assist for Northwest 
protectionists developed from the ranks of conservat_ionists 
who opposed any further d_am construction in the Grand 
Canyon of- the Colorado. The Sierra Club and other like 
organizations_were able to rally a national constituency for 
their cause.“‘ By eliminating the two power dams from 
the Southwest's ambitious legislation, conservationists were 
likewise _elimina_ting much of the support necessary for 
financing another aspect of the bill, namely the study of 
sources for augmenting the Colorado's flow. 

The Administration was slow to develop a position on 
the bill. Interior Secretary Udall had worked closely with 
Southwestern water leaders to resolve the supply problem 
with a solution acceptable to all the states of the Colorado 
Basin. When the solution appeared to be running unaccepta- 
ble costs among other groups and regions, the Administra- 
tion could sit on the fence no longer. Through the Bureau 
of the Budget, it began in 1965 to ’q‘u’es'tion the propriety of 
some of the bill's precedents, such as the guarantee to both 
the area of origin and the Colorado Basin of protection 
against rising prices occasioned by interbasin diversion."‘ 
The whole gamut of water problems and opportunities 
across the ‘nation was becoming so complicatedfas to lead 
the Bureau to suggest that the financial, aesthetic and 
interbasin aspects of the Colorado Project bill might be 
placed in better perspective by an independent national 
commission. The point was naturally not lost on North-. 
western legislators that such a_ commission would be taken 
up with more considerations than interbasin diversion 
criteria. 

It was the capability of Northwestern leaders to take 
advantage of this widespread unrest over the Southwest's 
bill which made their strategy effective. Leaving the 
conservationist_s to bear most of the burden of opposition 
to Southwestern ambitions in the House, the Northwest 
was able to play its stronger hand in the Senate lnterior 
Committee. There, Chairman Henry Jackson was instru- 
mental in blocking progress on the Colorado River Basin 
Project bill. 

As early as 1964, Jackson was able, by legislative 
amendment, to turn aside the threat of a Northwest- 
Southwest diversion study by excluding his region from 
those possible alternati_ve sources mentioned in S. 1658. ‘ 

The effect was to return pressure to northern California as 
the most likely water surplus area from which to augment 
the Colorado River. Californians could only allow the bill 
to die in the 83th Congress.’ 77 (See Figure 10.) In the next 

year, two pieces of |egislat_ion having broad bipartisan 
support received Jackson amendments before enactment. 
These were the Water Resources Planning Act and the 
Water Project Recreation Act?" The amendment on the 
former forbids any study of water transfers between river 
basin areas organized under the Act by either the Water 
Resources Council or any commission responsible for a 
basin area; in the latter legislation, the Department of 
Interior is prohibited from making any project feasibility 
report without specific Congressional authorization. 

From that point on, Senator Jackson was well-placed 
to contribute to Administration doubts on the Colorado 
Project legislation, and to follow them through in his 
committee's deliberations. He refused to hold Hearings on 
the Colorado River Basin Project at all, but was pleased to 
entertain the Administration's proposal for a National 
Water Commission which would include such things as 
interbasin transfers and environmental values within a 
context of national needs?” The commission bill, S. 
3107, was approved by vote of the Senate. Meanwhile, the 
House Committee, under Southwest domination, first 
ignored, then accepted the idea of a national commission, 
but only in a role of subordination to the Interior 
Department's study of Colorado River augment_a_tion in the 
1966 version of H.R. 4671. 28° Toward the end of the 89th 
Congress, California members of the House Rules Commit- 
tee allowed H.,R. 4671 to die in fear of added amendments 
on the floor of the House by conserv'a'tionists from the 
Eastern states.’ 3‘ 

The 90th Congress opened with a new statement_ by 
the Secretary of Interior that the Administration could not 
support the Southwest's legislative package as it stood_, and 
favoured instead separate measures for the Central Arizona 
Project and the National Water Commission.”2 The 
chairman of the Senate Interior Committee was only too 
glad to oblige, but proponents of the Colorado River Basin 
Project in the House were intrabnsigent; their retreat was 
nonetheless foreseeable, if gradual, in view of a split in their 
own ranks. Arizona broke with what she concluded to be a 
losing cause. 

Dividing the Southwest 
The seven states which shared the Colorado River came 

together on the Colorado River Basin Project solely on the 
issue of imported water solving their mutual problems. As 
opposition to this objective stiffened on ma_ny fronts, the 
temptation of the basin states to revert to their separatje 
and conflicting interests in the river similarly grew. 

Distrust between the upper’ and lower basin and 
between the states of the lower basin had not been put to 
rest by past compacts, court decisions, or construction
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programs. Even as they were negotiating a common 
legislative position in 1965, the upper and lower basins 
were in dispute over the filling schedule of the reservoir 
behind Glen Canyon Dam because of its effects on power 
generat_ion at Hoover (Boulder) downstream.’ 33 

None of the basin states was deluded into believing 
theirs was an alliance among equals. California, with its 38 
Congressmen and with an active state program budgeti_ng 
$360 ‘rnil|i'on for water development alone in 1967, 
exceeded the political power and financial capability of all 
her neighbors combined?” Still, California had not always 
won its own way in Southwestern water matters when 
national dec_is_ions were required? ‘ 5 

All Arizona ever really wanted was the Central Arizona 
Project. For years Arizonans had watched their neighbors 
on the river_ move ahead with their own projects while their 
state remained frustrated. in 1951, the House Interior 

Committee had refused to consider Arizona's project until 
its legal rights to the river had been adjudicated?“ 
Arizona v. California was finally decided by the U.S. 
Supreme Court in 1963, clearing the way for the state to 
return to Congress for the project that was then more than 
ever needed to restore falling ground water levels, rescue 
abandoned acreage and sustain explosive urban growth. Its 
legal victory notwithstanding, Arizona was rebuffed by its 
neighbors who insisted that there was not_ enough water left 
in the river to accommodate the Central Arizona Project 
without hurting them. California led the rebellion against 
the Secretary of Interior's Pacific Southwest Water Plan 
when it appeared that surplus supplies i_n the northern 
regions of that state would be directed in part to Arizona's 
use?" 

As the price of their support in Congress, Arizona had 
reluctantly agreed to add some provisions to its project bill 
which would satisfy all the basin states. These included a 

California priority to 4.4 million acre-feet in the Colorado 
River over Arizona's future project withdrawals, several 

smaller projects in the Upper Basin, two power dams rather 
than one inside the Grand Canyon, and a requirement for 
the Department of the Interior to make a feasibility report 
on means to augment the flow of the Colorado by 8.5 
million acre-feet’. Arizona then observed the growing 
opposition to H.—R. 4671: The Senate Interior Committee 
refused to consider it, while the measure was blocked from 
reaching the House floor late lnthe 89th Congress, even 
after committee approval, by Californian members of the 
Rules Committee who feared coanservationvist amendments. 
Taking stock‘ of the situation at the beginning of the 90th 
Congress, Arizona Representative Morris Udall was led to 
tell his neighbors across the Colorado River: 
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I must tell you bluntly that no bill providing for a 

so-called ‘Grand Canyon darn” can Pa§s the Congress 
today. . . . . I must also tell you that no bill providing 
for augmentation of the Colorado River by importing 
water from the Columbia — or even feas_ibi,|ity studies 
directed at the Columbia — can pass the Congress 
today. Senator Jackson, chairman of the Senate Inter- 
ior Committee, will see to that? 38 

Arizona could foresee no success in bucking the Adminis- 
tration, the Canyon conservationists, and the Northwest, 
none of which was actually opposed to the Central Arizona 
Project alone. The state therefore cooperated with Senator 
Jackson i_n holding Interior Committee Hearings on its 

project alone. Both the Arizona project and water‘ commis- 
sion bills passed the Senate without d,i_ffic_ulty.”9 When 
House Committee chairman Aspinall refused to continue 
Hearings into 1968_.on Arizona's project, Carl Hayden, 
Arizona's powerful m_ember of the Senate Ap'p‘ropriatio'ns 
Committee, forced him to change his mind with a threat to 
pass the project within a general appropriations mea- 
sure.29° 

PACIFIC NORTHWEST Actlvltiv 
OUTSIDE cjoueness 

All the while pressures were building in Congress for a 

feasibility studuy of interregional diversion, the four states 
of the Pacific Northwest were not about to simply wait and 
worry. As the Colorado Basin states had come together in 
pursuit of exte_r_na_l_ supply, it now seemed urgent to the 
Columbia Basin states that they find a common positionof 
their own. This would require a degree. of active coopera- 
tion they had never before reached among themselves. 

Idaho, Montana, Oregon and Washington had not had a 

great deal to do with each other directly in water 
development. With so much water in the Columbia and 
coa_stal systems and so little withdrawn for consuimption, 
there was little likevlihood of one state infringing on 
another’s appropriations. The greatest need was for major 
storage projects, and for these each state looked to the 
financial capabilities of the feder’a'"l g‘over’n'ment. In the 
federal-state partnerships which ensued, however, the senior 
member supplied most of the initiative, the plans anjcl the 
funds. Indeed, federal agencies invested more heavily in 

Northwest waters than in any other of the West's basin 
regions (see Table 13). What little interstate cooperation 
there was in controlling the flows of the Columbia, 
therefore, came‘ about for the most part under federal 

29! auspices. 

This situation was to change radically in response to 
the threat from the Southwest.
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Table 13. Federal Expenditures in Western 
Water Development Existing and 

Authorized, 1964 

. No. of Storage Construction Regions 
Projects (Acre-feet) Cost 

Arkansas-White-Red 166 66,975,338 4,082,725,162 
Central, South Pacific, 
and Central Valley 158 30,821,403 3,455,564,380 

Colorado 
I 

105 47,744,905 1,413,518,338 
Columbia-North Pacific 213 67.45 8,493 7,551,400,010 
Great Basin 53 2,223,580 203,461,958 
Missouri . 193 118,813,179 3,566,734,361 
Rio Grande-Gulf 115 35,582,562 1,09_8,70l,l_5_3 

Total 1,003 369,619,460 21,372,105,362 

Adapted from U._S,.~, Senate, Committee on Public Works, Western 
Waxy Development 1964, Chap. III. 

Improving Stjate Pe’rfor'mance 

All four‘ of the Northwest's state governments recog- 
nized a‘ golden opportunity to overhaul and streamline their 
water programs. Beginning in 1965, they made their new 
priorities clear in three related measures: reorganization of 
the state administrative structure pertaining to water, 
reinforcement of the budgetary aI_location for water plan- 
ning an_d promotion of ultimate statewide needs studies. 

Oregon was somewhat ahead of its neighbors in the 
Northwest, perhaps because of its proximity to California 
and a fore)/varn_i,ng of what might come after the 1950-51 
United Western Investigation?” In 1955, the Legislative 
Assembly created the Oregon Water Resources Board with 
broad responsibility to speak for the state in program 
form‘ulaj'tio‘n. A basin-by-basin, appraisal was well underway 
when the Board urged in its Fifth Biennial Report: 

That immediate fiscal authorization be obtained to 
determine the ultimate water requirements on a state- 
wide basis notwithstanding the need for continuation 
and progressvive review of the normal, shorter-range 
program. There is no question as to the Pacific 
Southwest's water needs. Diversions from the Pacific 
Northwest should be restricted to water known to b_e 
in excess of the ultimate needs of Oregon and of the 
Northwest. . . . 

"3 

The Legislature complied and an intensive four-year study 
projecting the states’ supply and demand for water a full 
century‘ ahead was quickly underway. In May 1969, the 
results were i_n: 

The Study indicates that Oregon does not have enough 
water o'riginja'ting within its borders to fulfill its total 
requirement in the year 2070.29‘ 

In releasing the 1969 report, Oregon's governor announced 
that his state would probably have to import water from 
Canada before the year 2070.- 

In Idaho the Legislature established its State Water 
Resources Board in 1965. With the generous funds appro- 
priated for‘ it, the Board wa_s ch_arged with formulating a 
state water plan to be completed in 1970. At its first 

meeting, a slogan was set: "|daho Water for lda_ho 
People."”5 

In Montana, the State Engineer's office was abolished 
in 19065. The Montana Water Resources Board was created 
in 1967, with expanded authority to conduct comprehen- 
sive statewide planning.”‘’ The Legislature appropriated 
additional funds for a state water plan to assess needs 50 
years into the future and to be completed in 1970 or 1971. 

After several years of talking reorganization, the 
Washington State Legislature made it official in 1967.297 
Where previously 18 different agencies were involved in 
someaaspect of water management, limited consolidation 
resulted in a State Department of Water Resources and a 
supporting Advisory Council. The State Water Plan -to be 
developed by the Department will no doubt fill in many of 
the gaps of t_he si_xteen-month Initial Study of the Water 
Resources of the State of Washington brought forth by 
university researchers, which projected water demands to 
the year 2065; the unsurprising, if tentative,- finding of that 
study left the state in ultimate need of all its waters?” 

In sum, the water management structure of all four 
Northwestern states was reorganized; ultimate need stu- 
dies were-well underway and state expenditures in sup’p'o’rt 
of such studies were roughly tripled?” all of these before 
Congress moved toward a decision on -the Colorado River 
Basin Project legislation. 

Resolving Upstream-Downstream Differences 

The Columbia Basin states were anxious to achieve 
collective, as well as individual, strength in the face of their" 
common threat. The Pacific Northwest River Basins Com- 
mission would, in 1967, become the agency to focus and 
coordinate their efforts. “Before that could happen, how- 
ever, the state of Idaho insisted that they come’ to terms 
over one issue about which the upper basin states had‘ long 
been resentful. That was the disproportionate sharing of 
benefits downstream from storage projects in the upper 
reaches, Fortunately for the Northwest, the storage issue 
"had never precipitated a division of the magnitude which 
served to bring the construction program on the Colorado 
River to a halt.
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The background of upstream-downstream differences 
in Columbia Basin development was described in Chapter 
4.3” Idaho and Montana had failed, over 15 years of 
interstate compact negotiations, to win concessions for 
their flow and storage contributions to power generation 
and other benefits in the lower basin. It did not make them 
feel any better to see Canada handsomely rewarded for the 
same kind of contribution by treaty, as the‘ compact 
comomission cI_osed out its efforts in 1964. Idaho officials 
continued to press for a redistribution of Columbia River 
benefits, but by this time not in terms of power allocation " 

so much as in reclamation assistance, and not by interstate 
compact but by basin account.’3°1 Montana showed little 
interest in this latter developrn_ent;53°2 Idaho, on t_he other 
hand, was anxious to see the Columbia's partial bas_in 

account, which worked largely for the benefit of reclama- 
tion projects associated with downstream federal power 
plants, extended so that the net revenues of these same 
plants could cover new reclamation developments in south- 
ern ldaho.3°3 

Fearingan increase in the cost of electricity such an 
arrangement might mean for its consumers, the mainly 
public-power state of Washington was just as reluctant to 
accept a formalized basin-wide account as it had been 
earlier to ratify any concessions to its upstream neighbors 
in the Columbia Interstate Compact. But now Idaho's

' 

bargaining position was much improved. Northwest unity 
was a priority item for turning aside the threat of water 
diversion to the Southwest; and Idaho officials made it 

clear that their price for Northwest unity was a Columbia 
Basin Account, recognized and formalized by Congress.3°4 
Without it, Idaho would not cooperate with its neighbors in 
establishing the Pacific Northwest River Basins Commission 
to carry forward their joint program of assessing regional 
water supply and future need patterns. 

Washington's Senator Jackson accepted the basi_n 

account principle in 1966. The occasion was a bill before 
his Interior Committee providing for a third powerhouse at 
Grand Coulee Dam, to which bill the basin account was 
added in ,amendment_.3°5 Later that same year, Jackson 
negotiated a limitation on funding reclamation through the 
account to protect federal power consumers against an, 

increase in rates.3°° The outcome appeared to leave 

everyone happy, but no one more so than the regional 
d_irector' of the Bureau of Reclamation who was "encou- 
raged at the first substantoial unanimity of a major issue on 
the part of all interests of the Northwest."3 °7 

Establishing the Pacific Northwest River Basins 
Commission 

Just as the "Columbia Interstate Compact Commission 
was terminating its unsuccessful efforts in 1964, publicity 
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attending Southwestern ambitions caused some Northwest 
water leaders to have second thoughts. A few years earlier, 
the commissioners had agreed on a clause pro’hib'iting water 
export from the Columbia Basin without the consent of all 
member states?" Perhaps the Compact should now be 
ratified after all, if it could effectively block any external 
attempt to divert the Columbia. ' 

Asked for an opinion, the Attorney General of the 
state of Washington could give no credence to this hope. 
Even if ratified by member states and consented to by 
Congress, no compact could preempt future Congresses 
from ‘exercising their superior power to l_egis_|_a_te in inter- 

regional matters.3°9 There was a definable limit, in other 
words, to regional protectionism. 

To coordinate their individual water studies, the 
Northwest states chose instead to take advantage of the 
provisions in the Water Resources Planning Act of 1965. 
The "Act allowed for the establishment of a federal-st_a'te 
commission, amply financed, for any large basin(s) region 
in which the majority of affected states petitioned for it.'°' ‘° 

Such a commission would be responsible for coordinating 
state planning efforts and for creating a comprehensive plan 
for the future water-related development of the region. 

Thanks to Senator Jackson's amendment, the Act also 
forbade the Federal Water Resources Council or any such 
commission "to study, plan, or recommend the transfer of 
water between areas under the jurisdiction of more than 
one river basin ccmm_is_sion".3 ” The important thing for 
the Northwest, therefore, was to‘ petition for commission 
status as a geographical area which excluded the dry 
Southwest. 

In 1966, the Northwest governors defined their area as 
"those parts of Idaho,‘ Montana and Wyoming which are 
within the Columbia River Draignage, plus all of Washing-' 
ton and Oregon except for the Klamath River’-'3” By 
excluding the Klamath River, they thought that California's 
participation on such a comm_ission would be precluded. 
But California argued that the proposed oomm.i.ssi..on WOUW 
include some Great Basin drainage, Goose Lake, and_ the 
Smith and Rogue rivers, and that such inclusions gave 
California the right to representation on it.- Utah and 
Nevada also asserted their claims for representation; Redefi- 
ned upon request of -the federal authorities, the Pacific 

Northwest River Basins Commission came into being in 

March 1967, without Southwest membership.f3"3 The 
speed with which the Northwest moved cannot be mista- 
ken; this was the first basin cornm_i_ssion to be established 
under the_1965 Act. 

The Commission immediately assumed responsibility 
for an ongoing Columbia-N_orth Pacific framework study of



Qiioes water ‘sUDIoli.es. heeds and problem idemification. 
which should be completed in late 1970; also, more 
detailed studies on the Puget Sound and Willamette 
:su'l>regic.m:s;.’ 

‘ ‘ 
it will proba.bl.y be 1977‘ or‘ 1978 before the 

rema_ining subregions are analyzed in detail, and before .a 

comprehensive plan to provide for Northwest water needs 
to the year 2020 will emerge. There appears to be little 

doubt -that the Comrti.ifs.s.ion will make a strong case for 
keeping the Columbia within its natural basin.3 ‘ 5 

LEGISLATIVE OUTCOME 

St_a_rti_ng fresh in the 90th Congress, the Senate Interior 
Committee heeded the Administration's plea for separate 
Central Arizona Project and National Water Commission 
bi.|.|.|.‘s.... Both passed. id 1967. without dififtieulty and were 
tabled in anticipation of House action. 

In the House, N‘orth,vyest legislators pressed their 
opposition to the Colorado River Basin Project bills, 

pleading for more ‘time to complete their own water need 
studies through the Pacific Northwest River Basins Commis- 
sion before any interregional‘ d'ive'r‘s'lol-l reporrt was attemp- 
ted. At f.i.rs't refusing to give way to the demands of 
conservationists, area-of-origin protectionists, or the Admi- 
nistration, Southwestern supporters of H.Fl. 3300 graduatlvlty 
re'trea‘ted—fro'rrr two to one to no darn inside the Grand 
Canyon;— a_nd to removal of the National Water Commission 
from a role‘ ofsubordination to‘ importation studies. A final 
conces‘sio‘n to theTNo'rt'hwest was then inco‘rpo'rated in the 
bill-:-' 

Provided. that the Secretary .s.h.a|.l not. under the 
authority of this clause or anything in this Act 
contained, make any recommendation for importing 
water into the Colorado River system from other river 
53Sifi§ l’ll‘I.it_l‘ld.l.1t. the 3.ti5iJ?‘<>"\‘lé|. Of those. States Whitéh Will 
be affected by such exportation, said approval to be 
o.bta.ine.d. in. a. rhanner ¢.:.o.n.s.i§te.n.t. with the procedure 
and criteria established by Section 1 of the Flood 
Control Act of 1944. (58 Stat. 887‘) 

So’uth'we‘ster'n‘ legislators claimed that this clause made 
area-of-origin protection as complete as could be accom- 
o|.i.s.h.ed,-"~” that. the or.i9in.a_t;ih9 st.a.te.s .vvou.|.d. have veto. 
power, as well as; a price guarantee and a right of recapture. 
Northwestern congressmen countered, however, with a 
charge that the Flood Control Act criteria" requijred only 
that affected states be consulted and ‘permitted to express 
their views‘, and that no veto power was involved.3 ‘ 7 

With .these changes. the whole House sitill voted for a 
bill in 1968 with provisions for the Secretary of the Interior 
to study alternative sources for Colorado River augmen- 
tation_.3”’ It was then up to the senate and House to 
resolve their different versions in co,nf_erence committee. 

The |eslis|a't.ive outcome. P.L. 90-567'-. has. been deiseritr. 
ed as a eomprom.i.se. The S9u.thwe_st- states did ffieke seine 
gains for the long run in project authorization and a 
national guarantee to provide for Mexico's rights to the 
Colorado River in future augrnent"atic'n of the river. And 
th.ey se.cu.red an. agreement by which 

The Secretary of the Interior shall conduct full and 
complete reconnaissance investigations for the purpose 
of developing a general plan to meet the future water 
needs. of the WefsTtern Uhited $t.aIteZs'- Such i.nve.sti91at.i.ons 
shall include the long-range water supply available and 
the long-range water requirements in each water 
resourrce region of the Western United States . . . . A 
final report shall be submitted not later than June 30, 
19.77. . . . 

3” 

A long-term .l.>a_si.s vvas final ly em.erg.ing upon which each of 
the eleven states in the Columbia and Colorado Basins 
would have to justify its claims, using pririciples and orite‘rfia 
comp.ara.ble to its n.e.i9h.bor.s-, whether it wanted to take 
water from them or hold its waterxagainst them. With 
strong federal participation in all parts of the West., the 
respee.t.ive fféfheworikr studies of .l\.lorthw.est and S.o..uthvvest 
would less likely end in accusations of unrealistic estimates 
of resources or requirements. For the benefit of the 
.Northwe.st. however. the la.n9u.age quoted above oon.ti.n.u.ed::. 

Provided, that for a period of ten years from the date 
of this Act, the secretary s’ha’l'l' not underrtake recon- 
h.a.is.s.an.c.e s'.t.ud.ies of any plan -for the .importat.i.o.n of 
water ‘into the Colorado River Basin from any other 
natural river drainage basin lying outside’ the State's of 
_Arizona, Ca'liforni'a, fcolorado, New lvlexioo, and those 
portions of Nevada‘, Utah and Wyorning‘ 'whic'h are in 
the natural drainage basin of the Colorado R,iver;.3‘2° 

'Th_is_ was a_ remarkable oo_n_ce_ssion to the Northwest. For the 
next ten years, the federal authorities‘ and the affected 
states could explore desalination, weather modifition, 
reallocation between uses, or any other means of solving 
the Southwest's 'subD|‘y pfoblteiht but they .e.ou|.d not study 
i_rn_portat_io,n into the region from other states. The North- 
west had secured its protection for the time being; and a lot 
could change in ten ‘years.
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CHAPTER 6 

Canada and its Provinces as Areas of Origin 

After the U.S. Secretary of the Interior has reported on
A 

the Western states water supply and demand circumsta_nc_es, 
and the moratorium on interregional waterdiversion studies 
has expired, both by 1978, Congress may, if it wishes, put 
an end to further squabbling by investigating and approving 

‘av plan to move Columbia waters southward (or,.f,or that 
matter, Mississippi waters westward). The U.S. Congress has 
the power to act positively for interregional development, 
just as the U.S. Supreme Court has the power to invalidate 
negative "measures of state and regional protectionism. 

In the event of an official shift of interest to Canadian 
water supplies, however, there will be other considerations. 
For one, the nature of discussions between sovereign states 
gives a quality to any negotiations vastly different from 
domestic matters where ultimately one sovereign has the 
authority to enact a _law d_ecid_ing what deve|opmen't,- if any, 
will take place. For another, any international rapport 
would have to take account of the different constitutional 
frameworks of Canada and the United States, particularly 
in the matter of how ju_risdjct_ion over water i_s divided 
between levels of government in each country. 

Whatever else the continuing controversy over water 
diversions proves, Canadians cannot be accused of apathy 
on this issue. Reaction to diversion proposals has been swift 
and, with exceptions, negative. No previous arrangements 
between ‘the two countries in resources ownership, 
development or exchange has quite prepared the way for 
Ca_nad_ia_n waters to flow into American hands. At the same 
time, it should be understood that neither country hasbeen 
tested with a real offer to bring that about. 

F_EDERA,L_ AND ,PRQ'V|_NClAL J‘U'RISDIC"|"”lQNS 
IN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 

In con_t'rast to the more clearly realized responsibilities 
of various levels of government in vinter management south 
of the border, and the growing dominance "at the federal 
level,‘ federal-provi_nci'a_l relations in Canada are much less 

fixed and federal initiative less apparent. Many questions of 
water law have never reached the courts; indeed there has 
been no litigation at all between governments on inter- 

provinci_al wat_ers.3 2’ One reason why this situation has ‘not 
become critical, at least until recently, is the administrative 
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machinery developed at an early date for regulating private 
water development; another is the re|at_ive|y small 
population of the country, in "relation to the general 
abundance of water and the large territorial size of most of 
the provinces, allowing‘ each to manage its affairs without 
doing great harm to its 'neighbors«.3 2 2 

The legal f,ra_mew_orAk for water management in Canada 
has been conditioned almost entirely by the British North 
America Act, which dates from Confederation in 1867.323 
The Act imposes a bifurcation Qf ju_risdiction between the 
federal Parliament and the provincial Legislatures, now ten 
in number. 

_A reading of the ,B.N.A._ Act leads—one to draw a 
distinction between the proprietary and legislative rights of 
governments to water, that is, between who owns the 
resource and who can legislate respecting its use. This 
distinction is unimportant only in the Yukon a_nd 
Northwest Territories where the federal government retains 
complete jurisdiction. Elsewhere, the provinces own the 
resources. A_s owners, they may reg'ula’te flows and licence 
users. 

But both senior levels of government have legislative 
responsibility for water in the provinces. The provincial 
governments may legislate in the matter of water supply for 
urban and ru'r'al uses, pollution control, power generation 
and recreation. The federal government, on its part, has 
exclusive legislative jurisdiction over navigation and 
fisheries, which were the most important uses of water in 
1867; it has power concurrent with the provinces in 

agriculture, and can legislate over 'int‘erprovinc_ial under- 
ta_ki_ngs, parti_cu‘|'a_rly as they involve trade and commerce; 
finally, the federal government has overriding jurisdi_ction _in 
international \waters.3 2-4 

Federal,-provincial cooperation in multiple-purpose or 
comprehensive water _development programs was not 
foreseen by this early legislation. ,Ex,ceptywh_en its spending 
power could be drawn upon, more or less in an ad hoc_ 
manner-, the provinces preferred to carry out their programs 
without federal pa'rti'cipati’on,.'"5 No better e'xam‘p'le of 
provincial autonomy exists for Americans than the way 
British Columbia forced Ottawa, as well as the United 
States, to make important concessions in the eventual 
Columbia River Treaty.32°



It i_s essential to understand the divided jurisdiction 
over water management in Canada when consideringjythe 
possibilities of e'x'p‘o’rt. Because -the provinces own their 
‘water's, it is quite improbable that any diversion could take 
place to asnothesr country or even another province without 
the active support of the province(s) from 'wh'ic'h the water 
would come. Conversely", no province could arrange an 
export ’wit_hou_t t_he approval of the federal government, in 
view of the latter's jurisdiction over international waters, as 
clearly set forth in the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909 
and the lnternational River Improvements Act of 1955, and 
over the regulation of interprovincial and external trade. 
What. this comes down to, then, is a veto power on water 
export at both levels of g’overn_rnentv. 

As an importer of water, on the other hand, the U_nited 
States would face less d_if;f,icu,l,ty vis-a-vis its state 
gover’nrnents. _A US. treaty is the supreme law of the land 
a_nd overrides state laws and even ‘state constitutions. It is 

unlikely, however, that any state wou_ld oppose a plan 
which would make more water available to it. If a state, or 
a province, objected to the mere transportation of water 
through, its territory en route to another ju”risd'ic‘tion-,« 

federal powers in both countries appear suffici_en_t to 
proceed regardless?’ 2 7 

Before leaving the topic of jurisdiction, it will be well 
to clarify the national origin of any waters which may be 
involved in in‘ter’na’tional diversion. No nation has a right, 
legal or rnoral-,-_rto water in another nation, any more than it 
has a right to other resources there. Insofar as discussion 
centres on waters ‘which flow wholly within Canada, it must 
adrnit these waters to be Canadian, not "continent‘al"" 
resou_rces.3—” If on the other hand, the United States 
wished to draw off more water from the international 
drainage system "for its own use, some accommodation 
would p_res*u_rn_a_bly have to be made through the Boundary 
Waters, Treaty and the good faith now existing between the 
two countries on their common ‘waters. It is unlikely, 
however, that any further unilateral withdrawal from 
boundary waters wou_|d_ solve any more problems than it 

would create-. A more complicated situation would seem to 
arise from_ the interplay of internal and international 
waters.’ ’ 9 

CANA_D|,A_,N EXPERIENCE IN 
ENERGY RESOURCES EXPORT 

Those who are inclined to favor international water 
diver’sion's ’rnak§e the point that water can be sold as a_ 

Cgmmodity essentially no different from oil-, natural gas or 
electricity, all of which are being exported from Canada to 
the United States.f33° These energy exports have prevailed 

despite earlier fears that, once committed to a foreign 
market, they could never be recaptured for domestic use; 
and despite the non-renewable nature of oil and gas i_n 

contrast to water where there is not the same threat of 
permanent exhaustion of the resource itself. Some Western 
Canadians, hoping to increase their share of the U.S. oil 
market and anticipating a strong American interest in 
Canadian water, have suggested t_h_at Ca_nad_a could make a 
better deal by negotiating them together?“ ' 

When the federal Minister of Energy, Mines and 
Re's'ources, J.J. Greene, went to Washington in December, 
1969, to seek expanded markets for Canadian oil and 
natural gas, he was met with a proposal by his counterpart-, 
Secretary Hickel of Interior, that the two countries 
consider estab|,i_shi_ng continental markets for all e‘ne‘r<gy 

resources. Impressed as he was, the Minister to_ok; pains to 
explain upon his return that d,iscu_ssi_ons_ of a continental 
energy rnar_ket were only of a preliminary nature and that, 
in any case, the resources package would hot include fresh 
water.332 

it maybe useful to digress briefly‘ at this point into a 
consideration of Canadian experience in energy resources 
export, pa'rti<':‘u_larly for any analogies which may be 
applicable i_n the current water debate. 

Change in Energy Policy 

Anti.-export attitudes in‘ Canada concerning strategic 
energy resources seem to have developed, as a result of the 
frustrating experience of trying to recapture electricity 
generated on the Canadian side of Niagara Falls and used on 
the other side. During the first decade of this century, 
hydropower capabilities on the VNiagara and St-.; Lavvrence 
rivers greatly exceeded Canad,ia_n power demands. Charters 
were therefore granted by the Ontario and Quebec 
governments to several U;S.-controlled companies whose 
projects were financed on the basis of long-term sales 
contracts with their parent utilities across the border. 

By 1910, twoethirds of the Canadian generation at 
Niagara was being ¢.=.on.sumed by industries and other users 
i_n the vicinity of Buffalo, New York.3'33 Alarmed at this 
trend, the federal Parliament had passed in 1907 "An Act 
to Regulate. the Exportatiori of Electric Power and Certain 
Liquids and (_ia_se’s”. The Act required a federal license to 
export power, subject to review each year’, and char_g_ed an 
export duty of up to ten dollars per horsepower year.334 
Apparently, this deterrent did not have the desired effect, 
for another export contract was entered into in 1912 fora 
term of 85 years; and the Public Service Commission of 
New York gave it scant notice in passing upon further 
applications.335
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The first attempt by Canada to actually withdraw 
power being exported was not made until 1917 when 
acceleration of munitions production for the war pressed 
upon existing power capabilities a_t Niagara. A one-man 
Royal Commission was appointed by the Canadian 
govern'r'nent to arrange for electricity repatriation, if that 
was desirable. The best that could be done was a twenty 
percent reduction of sales across the border.33° The 
Commissioner did not believe that any more reduction wa_s 
a_dvisa_b|e, since the Americans were using the power to 
contribute to the same war effort. Nevertheless, the 
incident took on significance with the passage of time. 
"'Pow'er‘ expo'r'ted is power lost" became the official and 
unofficial attitude of Canadians interested in providing for 
their own industrial growth. 

During the recession of the 1930's, Ontario and 
Quebec power producers failed to obtain permits to export 
surplus capacity to the United States.3 3 7 

It was not until the late 1950's that the policy of the 
Canadian federal government on long-term energy export 
changed. A number of factors were important in this 

change. When the 1907 restrictive legislation requiring 
annual permit renewal was enacted, the qu_antity of 

electricity exported, while small in absolute terms, 
represented a major portion of the total generation of 
power in Canada (33 percent) and a major portion of the 
power supply available to upstate New York?” Also at 
that time, there were no alternative sources of power at 
hand to replace the hydroelectricity exported, at either end 
of _t_he line; power could not be economically transmitted 
more than a few‘ miles, and thermal plants were not very 
efficient. 

The situation was very different by the end of the 
1950's. Power exports from Canada, although greater in 

absolute terms, represented only a negligible amount of the 
total generation of either oountry.339 Electric power could 
be transmitted hundreds of miles from distant generating 
sites to load centers without appreciable loss of efficiency. 
Thermal plants burning coal, oil and gas provided com- 
petition such that neither an exporting nor an importing 
region would be wholly dependent on the generation of 
energy from one source. Interconnected grid systems which 
could wheel electricity back and forth over long distances 
were beginning to reinforce the stability of supply. 
Repatriation was no longer a vital issue, with all these 
alternatives available. 

But» also, Canada was from the early 1950's exporting 
natural gas, oil, coal and uranium, all of which can be, and, 
some of which were, used to generate electric power. The 
prospect of nuclear power becoming competitive with 
hydro in the foreseeable future was a further impetus to 
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develop large-scale hydro potential in remote areas while 
the opportunity lasted. The United States was the only 
market large enough to consume these‘ large _i_ncre,ments of 
power and to provide the financing necessary to develop 
them.3“° Likewise, the United States was the only market 
large enough to support Western Canada's burgeoning 
petroleum development and to encourage the exploration 
necessary to finding more deposits. - 

Accordingly, a Royal Commission on Energy was 
appointed in 1957. As a result of its recommendations, a 

National Energy Board was cre_ated by the federal 
government in 1959, with authority to review applications 
for energy export against reserves and future national 
demand?“ The rule applied by the Board for natural gas, as 
an example, is 30 years supply in proven reserve for 
Canadian requirements before export is permitted. For 
electric power export, licenses have been extended under 
the Board Act from one year up to a maximum of 25 years 
or for a period specified by provincial statute. The export 
duty on electrical energy was abolished. In 1963, under the 
prodding of the British Columbia government, it was agreed 
by Ottawa that the Columbia River Treaty‘ power benefits 
allocated to Canada could be sold to the United States for a 

30-year period.342 

Implications for Water Export 

The record shows that Canadians have benefitted 
materially from exports of oil, gas and electricity to the 
United States, not only in direct terms, but in the 
investment and exploration activities which‘ attended the 
opening of these markets. The proved reserves of oil and gas 
are much greater now than in the early 1950's when 
exports began.3"'3 Long-term Canadian needs for energy 
and energy resources appear to be well protected, given the 
extent of reserves and the interchange-ability of energy 
resources. The provincial and federal governments are eager 
to increase oil sales to the United States, whether as a 

separate commodity or within a continental energy 
package. 

Are the Canadian people likely to change their 

attitudes and the federal a_nd provincial governments their 
position on water export, as they have with regard to 

energy export? 3“ How analogousare the two situations? 

Some parallels are clear. Before the Alberta 
government was prepared to export natural gas, before the 
federal government would sanction long-term energy 
exports in any form, it had to be proved that reserves were 
sufficient for domestic needs. Inventories of potential 

hydroelectric sites, determination of new petroleum fields 
and forecasts of future demands were instituted with the 
objective that Canadians would be served "first and



always". This is much the same caution advocated by 
government with regard to water resources. Indeed, it has 
been suggested t_hat a national water board he created to 
make a similar inventory and determine export levels in the 
sam.e W.3Y in which the National Energy Board sets out 
guidelines for natural gas.345 

Another parallel applies in the economies gained from 
access to U.S. markets. Canadian hydroelectric 
development could not have progressed as it has on the 
Columbia, -the Peace, the Nelson and the Hamilton rivers i_n 
recent years, nor could Western Canadian petroleum 
ex’plor‘a'tio‘n have developed on its present scale, without the 
Aineentive of a larger U.S. market and the support of U.S. 
investment. A natural gas pipeline serving Vancouver 
industrial growth from nor-t_hern B.C. and Alberta became 
feasible in the 1950's only because the same line would 
serve the states of the Pacific North'w'est.3"° Similar_ly, 
American financing for a large-scale water export plan 
might assist local and regional water development in Canada 
by making water and attendant benefits available to the 
water deficient parts of the Canadian Prairies en route 
southward. 

The differences between the situations are also 
impressive, however, perhaps enough to outweigh” their 
similarities. For one thing, gas, coal and uranium are of no 
use to anyone lying in the ground; they become 
commodities and assume value only when exploited and 
trangsported to markets. Secondly, the various energy 
resources and their electrical derivatives are mobile and, to 
a significant degree, substitutional one for another. Given 
these factors and the vast energy reserves of this and other 
continents which may be drawn upon, Canada appears to 
have little’ reason to fear either ex_hausting its own supplies 
or being unable‘ to recapture specific exports. Water, on the 
other hand, does not have the properties of a substitutional 
commodity. Water cannot easily be divorced from a larger 
natural and economic environment; it is an essential part of 
that environment, unlike a subsurface petroleum pool. A 
removal of say ten million acre-feet of flow from the Peace 
Fliver cannot help but affect barge navigation and muskrat 
trapping downstream on the Mackenzie delta, not to 
mention other dislocations such as flooding along the route 
of export. Balancing these interests becomes more than an 
exercise in trade and commerce; everyone has some interest 
in what; happens to his visible environment. The first 
bothersome doubt about large-scale water redistribution, 
therefore, concerns the protection of the Canadian 
en'vir]on_i"nen,t, a cause of increasing public anxiety.347 

The second and probably greater doubt centers on 
re'cap'ture. What if water thought to be surplus to regional 
or national needs and therefore exported, was three or four 
decades hence found to be needed for Canadian economic 

growth? Could it be withdrawn from American markets 
which had come to depend upon it? Fears of. this 
consequence are likely to persist much longer in respect to 
water than they did in respect to energy resources with 
their ready interchangeability. There are no substitutes for 
many consumptive and recreational uses of water. The 
question of recapture will quite likely remain a stumbling 
block, despite promises or treaty termination 
provisions.3” 

POSITIONS ON WATER EXPORT 
Canada seems to figure prominently in at least nine of 

the privately-contributed proposals for water redistribution 
mentioned in Chapter 2,. All have been rejected on grounds 
of in_sufficient technical and economic e'vidence a_nd 
questionable objectives.3“9 This is not to d_i_sguise the 
obvious interest some academics and even elected officials 
have in regard to the benefits which large-scale dfiversion 
could bring to the southern Prairies of Canada.3 5° 

Canadian officials have noted the confusion‘ on ‘this 
matter within the United States itself. The record of 
area-of_-origin struggles by northern California countiegs and 
by the Pacific Northwest is at hand; and even the state of 
Alaska seems u_nwilling to declare support for exportation 
to the "lower 48”.35‘ When asked in 1966 whether his 
government had any designs on Canada's waters, U.S. 
Secretary of the Interior Udall made this decisive com'merit:« 

We've suddenly begun to realize in the United States 
that if we do the right job in pollution control, we are 
going to increase our water resources enormously . . . 

we are not looking hungrily at Canada’s'w’ate"r resources, 
we are looking at our own.’ 5’ 

And to be quite clear on this matter, the U.S. gover‘nr'ne'nt 
has made no offer to the government of Canada, formally 
or informally, either to buy water or to initiate a joint 
discussion ‘of the question. 

Official Views 

What response has Canada made vis-a-vis the privately- 
sponsored diversion proposals? Statements made by the 
responsible federal ‘ministers over the past few years, both 
inside and outside the House of Commons, can be 
summarized as follows: 

(1) Canadian waters are not a continental resource: 
they are as Canadian as any other resource found 
withi_n the national boundaries. 

(2) There is no identifiable market as yet for Canadian 
water in the United States.
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(3) Canada would be unwilling to negotiate any sale of 
water at present even if there were a market, 
because Canadian water supplies have not yet been 
adequately inventoried and Ca_nadian water 
requirements into the future have not been 
assessed. Canada must satisfy its own requirements 
first. 

(4) An accelerated effort is underway in Canada to 
this end, but it will take at least several years to 
complete. 

(5) Federal and provincial governments in Canada 
must both agree before international negotiations 
can begin. 

(6) Canadian waters will never be sold under con- 
ditions which would jeopardize their permanent 
ownership and their repatriation if and when 
needed in Canada. 
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These major points were repeated continually by the 
Government of Canada into 1970353. The provincial 
governments have been in accord with the federal pgosition, 
Western provincial leaders making "it explicit that they 
prefer to in'vestig'a‘te diversion possibilities within their own 
borders.°5° 

It should be understood that the response of the federal 
and provincial governments was not necessarily intended to 
preclude large-_s_c_agle water export for all time, but rather to 
make clear that the question, was pre_mature. As seen from 
north of the border, there is no buyer and no seller at the 
present time. Each country should determine what its own 
needs are and how _it wants to satvisfy them before any 
international discussions.can be meaningful. There must be 
national plans (incorporating regional plans) before there 
can be any real iunternationial discussion. With "this in mind, 
Canadian water officials began to do some long"-needed 
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National Inventory 

Federa_| department reorganization in 1966.created a 
Water Sector within the new Department of Energy, Mines 
and Resources. There were immediate indications that, 
while Canadians were not prepared to consider water 
export at the present time, neither could they afford to 
stick their heads in the sand. In cooperation with provincial 
agencies, the Sector began to expand and accelerate its 
inventory of fresh water supplies’ 5 5 and to consider means 
of assessing future requirements for all purposes in the 
major basins and regions of the country. External pressure, 
here as in the "case of the Pacific Northwest, provided a 
golden opportunity to reorganize and lay the foundation 
for any eventuality. ’ 

As would be expected, hyd_rometric coverage began in 
the more populated regions of Canada; it is only now being 
extended into the far North.35° Several years from now, 
reliable average flow data should be ava_ilable for the whole 
country. Averages, of course, provide an overall picture 
without necessarily answering all needs. An order of 
streamflow magnitude can be appreciated from some of the 
major rivers illustrated in Figure 11 and Table 14. 

Table 14. Average Flow of Ten Major 
(hnadian Rivers 

Flow in 
Millions of 

River and Recording Station acre-feet year 

Fraser River at Hope, B.C. 70 
Columbia River at international Boundary 72 
Yukon River» at Dawson, Y.T. 55 
Mackenzie River at Fort Sirnpson, N.W.T. 185 
Nelson River at Cross _I_.a_ke, Man. 53 
Churchill River at Granville Falls, Man. 20 
Ottawa River at Grenville, Que. 49 
St. Lawrence at Cornwall, Ont. 174 
Hamilton River at Muskrat Falls, Lab. 40 
St. John River at Pokiolc, N_.B. 19 
Source: Water Sugrvey of Canada, Department of Energv. Mines and 
Res'o'u'rce"s, Surface Water Data (Ottawa 1966). 

Information on existing water uses is similarly incom- 
plete on a national -basis. Some provinces maintain a partial 
inventory ‘through their licensing procedures’; detailed u_se 
info‘r'r'fia't_ion h_as been collected in a few major basin studies; 
and the federal government pub|i_shes annually a record of 
developed and potential hydropower'sites.35" Obviously, a 
more systematic inventory of all existing uses will be 
required before it is possible to make an adequate assess- 
ment of Ca_nada’.s future requirements. Federal-provincial 
discussions have been initjatedtoward developing better 
tools for future needs evaluation, but thus far there is little 
to show from them?” The federal government offered in 

1967 to finance one comprehensive basin study in each of 
the major regions of Canada, where forecasting needs, 
among other things, could be tested_.3 5 9 

NORTHERN OPPORTUNITIES AND 
PROVINCIAL BOUNDARIES 

As Figure 11 suggests, approximately 60% of Canada's 
runoff is carried by rivers flowing northward. But 90% of 
the population concentrates within 150 miles of the 
international border. As local resources are developed to 
capacity in the population's southern regions, it is quite 
possible that Canadian governments may want to dip more 
deeply into the northern reservoir than in the past for water 
and powerneeds. A beginning has already been made in 
interbasin diversions, as Figure 12 and Table 15 indicate, 
and more are under investigation. Of the few diversions 
existing and under construction in Canada, none cross 
provincial boundaries, and almost all are for power pur- 
poses. Both of these circumstances may change in the next 
decade as some projects now under study consider in- 

creasing water supply in the southern parts of the country. 
Of special interest today are two joint federal-pr‘ovincia| 
investigations of alternatives to continental thinking gath_er— 
ing momentum behind the protection of the national 
border. 

. The Saskatchewan-Nelson Study and Prairie Waters 
Apportionment 

If any part of Canada can be considered water 
deficient-, it is the southern Prairie Provinces, and a few 
small va_ll_eys in British Columbia. Almost twenty years 
before J.S. Powell's magnificent report on the arid lands of 
the United States, Captain John Palliser identified the bulk 
of the semi-arid Prairie lands in his expedition from 1857 to 
1860.3” Southern Alberta and Saskatchewan, users have, a 
century later, utilized most of the available flows of the 
South Saskatchewan River which, with its tributaries, flows 
through the heart of ”Pa|liser’s Triangle.” Meanwhile, the 
North Saskatchewan, Peace, Athabasca and Churchil_| rivers 
continue to flow northward and eastward away from most 
of the region's population and economic activity. 

In 1967, the federal government reached an agreement 
with the provinces of A_lbe_rta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba 
for a five million dollar survey of the water resources of the 
Saskatchewan-Nelson Basin which would include the 
potential additional supply by storage within the basin 
and/or diversion from northern watersheds?“ 

The federal government was unsuccessfu_| in attempting 
to supplement studies of supply and engineering feasibility 
with demand forecasting studies for the region; none of the
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Table 15. lnterbasin Water Diversions: Canada" 

Average Annual Amount Purpose 

Political ‘(or sq. mi. - 

River Diversion Unit mil.‘ac-ft. dr. area)- (formerly)-now 
_ 
Year Estab. 

A. Affectzingicanada
‘ 

- 1. Allagash tto=Penobscot Maine ?' (270) (log driving) power ’ 

3 1,841 
2; L. Michigan to Illinois R. Illinois 2.31 (navigation) supply, dil. 

‘ (l848)1910 
3.-St..Mary R‘. to «Milk R. 

p 

Montana .18 irrigation 
’ 

1917 

B; Existing in'Canada - 

4. Nechako ‘R. to: Kemano R. 
_ 

BaC. 2.17 power 1952 
5-. L. St. Joseph to Winnipeg.R. Ontario 2.02 power 1957 
.6-. Long Laketo L. Superior Ontario ‘l-.0~l power 1939 
7. Ogoki R. to: L. Superior Ontario 2.82 power 1943 
8. Megiscane=R. :to ‘:St. Maurice R. Quebec ?_ (263) power 1953 
9. Indian R. tozllumber R. Newfoundland .15 power 

. 10. Grey R..to Salmon ‘R. Newfoundland .69 power 1967 

C. Under Construction in‘ Canada 
11'. Naskaupi &,Cana.iriktok to Hamilton R. Labrador ? (4384) power 1968- 
12. Victoria-&‘White-Bear -to ‘Grey R. Newfoundland 12.87 power 1968- 

D. Studied .or1Under Study in Canada‘ 
13. Porcupine to ‘Peel to Rat rR'.» Y..T., N.W.T. power 
14. Yukon 5t0 Taiya or Taku B;C., Alaska. power 
155. McGregor R-. to Peace >R.. B.C. flood control& power 
vl'6~., Shuswap, tozokanagan R. B.C. supply, dilution, etc. 
'17. Alb'erta?s'PRIME vS_tudY Alberta supply, etc. 
l*8=. Fed-Prov.3Sask.-Nelson Study ‘Prairie Provs. supply, etc. 
19. Northern Ontario Study‘ Ontario. supply, navigation, etc. 

20. Churchill to Nelson R. Manitoba power. 

*Flrst-order diversions only are ‘indicated, i.e., those. which result iniflow reacliing‘the»ocean by other thanits naturalchannel. Second-order diversions, ‘such as that from the 
South Saskatchewan‘: to the‘ Qii’Appel1e, and lower orders, such: as thoseseffected‘ by canal feeding rightdown to the individual »user’s different points of intake and outflow, 
are not shown. Note that inost existing diversions serve power uses and requiredonly minor construction ‘activity to‘bring about,'whereas future? diversions will*serve supply V 

and other purposesstua greaterextent and will.prob'ably‘require‘more complicated management and, longer conveyance<faci1ities.-



7_,. Eiisling or Under Construction 

:5 Under lnyestivgution 
5 See Table 14 for Reference to Number: 

Figure 12. 

provi_n_c_es wanted its neighbors or Ottawa to determine that 
the best use of interprovincial waters might be ou't'side its 
b‘oun'd‘a'r'i‘es.3°" Yet the present survey is not compre- 
hensive enough to result in the selection of projects for 
implementation.’ 6 3 

The situation moved somewhat toward resolution in 
1969 vvhen the three‘ provinces agreed among themselves 
upon an "equ_itabl_e apportionment" of all their common 
‘waters?-5 4 Now that each province knows how much water 
it ’’owns'', a further federal-provincial agreement may 
follow in the future to study patterns of "water use a_nd 
future demands. As a result, eventual diversions from 
north-flowing rivers seem highly possible. 

Important questions remain for resolution. What objec- 
tions will downstream residents in the Northwest Ter- 
ritories raise at a diminution of their natural flows to satisfy 
provincial growth? What" compensatigon, monetary or other- 
wise, rnigh: be offered to the mutual satisfaction of the 
territory, the provinces and Ottawa? The participation of 
the federal government in any s_uch arrangement would 
necessarily be strong; it is both the proprietor of territorial 
resources and the bankroll of major water project construc- 

Interbasin diversions — Gmada- 

tion to help the Prairies. ,Fin,a|_ly, would it become more 
economicaally feasible (and perhaps more environme'n‘t’a‘llyl 
harmful) to divert more ‘water southward then the southern 
Prairies will need in,iti,a|_Iy, paying off project costs by a sale 
of the extra volume across the international border? 

Northern Ontario Studies 
After rejecting Kierans’ GRAND Canal proposal in 

1960 and again in 1965, a committee of the House of 
Commons recommended that the federal government invite 
Ontario and Quebec to investigate the possibilities of 
something along the same lines, that is, d_ivert_ing southvvard 
some of the drainage in the James Bay watershed-.365 
Quebec preferred to decide its own program; the federal 
and Ontario governments, however, agreed to study the 
water resources of five basins tributary to Jame‘: Bay, the 
use of the water in these basins, and the potential gain of 
diverting water out of them.3°° The obvious receiving area, 
of course, would be the Great Lakes, which have already 
been supplemented with a small volume of northern waters 
through the Long. Lac and Ogoki diversions of 1939 and 
1943 respectively.“7 Again, the on-going studies are 
primarily of a hydrometeorological a_nd engineering nature.
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Unrest in northern Ontario over what may happen, height- 
ened bv the f"ailuZr‘e bv the governrnents to artieulate their 
‘objectives clearly, places the outcome in serious doubt.3“ 
Thus far, the federal government has kept. this potential 
reservoir of supplementary water out of the hands of the 
lnter,nation,a,| Joint Commission l_n the latter's continuing 
study on regulating Great Lakes levels?” Of course, any 
addit.idhiaf.| diversion into the L.él<eS cannot help but involve 
American interests. It has been suggested that "further 
importation of northern Ontario waters into the Great 
Lakes might help not only in, regulating their levels but in 
controlling a worsening pollution problem in the lower 
La'ke“s;”.° 

CANADA WATER ACT PRIORITIES 

In the fall of 1969, the federal Minister of Energy, 
Mines and Resources i‘ntjrodu¢ed a bill fiintjo Parliament 
which has been described" as; the most important piece of 
legislation respecting resources since Confederation a 
céntuirv age: the Ca;nfa_:cl.a_ Water Act.-3 7 ‘ it ee'ri_sist.s basicfllv 
of an enabling framework for comprehensive and coopera- 
tive water management among all levelsof government, but 
its immediate emphasis is di_rected to‘ a water problem of 
n:at.ien.:al.e<;>ncejrnt: i:eI‘Ijuti§n:“’ Ne rnejrmoyn. is of 
water diversion or export. The omission is probably as good 
an indication as exists of how unprepared and indisposed 
the Canadian people and their governments are to make any 

H__‘__é____ . 
—~ — 

.decision on this latter subject 

New products and processes have created a major pol- 
lution threat to the public's use of’ nearby lakes and rivers, 
and other social and e‘n‘v'ir"o’nm'e‘nt‘al values have intruded 
into w.ha.t. was once. the engi.r.1eer-’s. .do.n'1a.in. of single-u.se 
planning. A recent and ‘dramatic. instance affecting diversion 
is the case of southgern Indian Lake in nor—'thejr'nj Manitoba, 
A provin,c,ia|l_y-sponsored plan to divert over 20 million 
acre-feet of flow from the Churchill River to the Nelson 
River ‘for power‘ enha;njcejm_efnt founjclered in 1969, largely 
on the rock of Indian reluctance to relocate backed up by 
strong public sentiment.’ 73 This diversion by itself would 
have exceeded all interbasin_ diversions new exuisting in the 
United States. 

Finally. it should. be expected that many Canadians 
will probably not be -satisfied with a conventional deter- 
mination by government agencies of what supplies will be 
"su.rb'|Ius" to future natuional needs .and therefore e>i<'r‘>.<.=i.r.'c.- 

able. Some will want to keep all of their waters at home 
regardless, because that is their image of "the true North 
strong and fr'e}e"". water, with its environnienta'l connota- 
tiens. brings out the nationalism. in Cainaduians of all vv_a|.k.s 
of lire."‘»‘T 

Indeed, whatever national identityicanadiians as a 
people ultimately make, it probably cannot exist apart 
from the wealth-of water which characterizesthe geography 
of Canada.
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S'u‘mfm_ary and Conclusions 

SUMMARY STATEMENT 
Area-of-origin protectaionism is a. Phenomenon of" long 

standi_ng.» _It has been followed in this study thr‘o"ug‘h the 
greater part of a century of w’at'e'r‘ law and pol'it_ics in the 
North Ame'r'i‘can West. l-t shows little evidence of fading 
duiietly away in this age of ‘interregional and inter‘nati‘onal 
linkages. Self-interest persists in ways that cannot eas,i_ly be 
accommodated by an ec'ono'mist'_s model. 

The challenge of large-scale interbasin water move- 
ments does not lend itself to limited analysis, either 
geog‘ra'p'h'i¢aJ:Iy or iantellectuaally. There are too many dif- 
ferent circumstances and ways of app'roaching them. 
Chapter 1 discussed‘ the pers'pect_ive_s of efficiency, equity 
and environmental qua_lity-.- Areas both, of water abundance 
and of water scarcity have rested their cases mainly on 
equity grounds; in more recent controversies, efficiency and 
environmental ‘criteria appear to be working against dryland 
importation afnjd the__refo,re>, if only incidentally, to protect- 
int:ra'_basi_n in_te_re_sts. 

The weight of evidence for increasi_ng water supplies in 
"the American Southwest was compiled in Chapter 2. 
Post‘-war» pjopul_a_t,i,on_ growth is ‘impressive, but no more so 
than the prevalence of traditional attitudes to water in this 
dry region. Perhaps the most significant decision made by 
state water o'fficia’ls"v_v'as -to’ protect their existing irrigation 
economies ag'a‘ins't cc';)rnpet_i,t_i_ve pricing and expropriation. 
Traditional ir_rig_at_ional uses consume ninety percent of 
Cal_iforni_a's water supplies; under ultimate development as 
foreseen by the Ca|ifo'rnia Water" Plen, ir’rigat_io,n will still 

consume, eighty percent of the state's water. State govern- 
ment recoils from the thought of ’-‘canniba|izing" agri- 
culture to support newer municipal and industria_| cus- 
tomers, however much these latter‘ dom_in_ate economic 
growth today; iPolit_ijcafl| expedience directs the search to 
greener fields of unappropriated water elsewhere; the 
difficult choice locally between urban and rural users is 

thus a'v"oio'ed_. The official attitude that more w'a'ter will 
solve everyone's problems is mirrored in numerous private 
engineering schemes which focus on. potential additional 
su'pp'Iies to the exclusion of social and te_chno|_ogica| 
alternatives.

~ 
CHAPTER 7 

With oonside‘ra,bfle e2_<peri_ence in states like Colorado 
and C'a,lifornifa at redistributing flow patterns, and with the 
power of population numbers adding to the clamor each 
year, Southwestern thirst begins to look like an irresistible 
force. But when tha_t_ force meets an immovable‘ object in 
the form of a state or national boundary, the outcome is 
not entirely predictable- Are areas of Water‘ ab_‘u_nd_ano_e_ 
capable of building protective vi/‘ails around t_he_mse_lves and 
defying outside interference idef_in_ite,ly? 

,Chapter 3, investigates the river basin as a source of 
political ‘strength. Protecting the ba_sin’s waters, whether it 
is the Columbia or the Tuolumne, is a meaningless objective 
except with reference to the political jurisdictionisl encom- 
passing it in whole or part. There is no effective repre- 
sentation along strictly basin lines. Political regionalization 
of the continent has determined the existing patter_n, of 
interbasin ‘diver’si'ons;» none cross state boundaries (or 
prov’inci'a‘_I bounadaories in Canada). No political jurisdiction is 
as concerned with keeping water in its natural (‘:_h_annel,s as it 
is in keeping it vvivthin, the jurisdictional area. Basin 
boundarifes usual ly only. approximatethe area of origin. 

The long history of areaj-of-origin experience recounted 
in Chapter 4. indic,a_tes the hierarchical relationship between 
degree of protection and level of po‘litic"a!l i_nvo|v_e;ment. A 
small valley within a state must bargain to achieve any 
limitation on the expert of its waters; even then, it risks 
being outvoted by neighboring areas which may be out- 
growing their own supplies, as the counties of origin in 
northern Cal,ifo_rn_ia_ discovered. At a higher level on the 
h'ierarchy, an, upstream state speaks with more authority in 
protecting its interests on interstate waters; it cannot, 
however, assume the righ't of absolute sovereignty which 
Attorney General Harmon_ had suggested in earlier years. 
The g’rea_test ambiguity would seem to lieat a higher level 
still, in the case where a state (or group of states) ado_pts a 
“hands off” attitude tow‘a_r‘c;_l other states which have no 
riparian access to the waters in question‘. This is the level to 
which recent. controversies have reached. The Pacific 
Northwest — Sou‘thvvest- conflict over the Columbia River‘ 
has helped to dispell some myths in this regard. in 
transforming the co'ntrov‘er‘sy from points of law to the 
possibilities of politics.



The states of the Pacific Northwest were unable, 
ind_ivldually or collectively, to legislate their own protection 
against their neighbors in the Southwest. Congress would 
not be bound by that. But, as described in Chapter 5, 
Congress also presented an opportunity to isolate the 
proponents of interregional water diversion from the 
mainstream of national policy. Southwestern legislators, 

drawing upon their intrastate area-of-origin experiences, 
attempted to provide similar assurances and incentives in 

return for Northwest support of their legislative proposals 
for diversion, studies. The protective clauses suggested were 
probably sincere in intent, but ironclad guarantees against 
future loss to an area of origin occasioned by export cannot 
be written. The Northwest moved both to close; past 
divisions and weaknesses in its own ranks at home. and the 
capture changing national priorities in Congress. The 
strategy was sound. A ten-year moratorium on diversion 
studies was bought to allow for a more comprehensive look 
at the Western water picture. For the Northwest, there were 
other gains: improved state administration and direction of 
water studies, and improved cooperat_ion regionally. For the 
first time, the state governments of the Northwest were 
prepared to initiate, rather than merely review, federal-state 
comprehensive water progr'ams. 

What at once becomes apparent with the escalation of 
water redistribution proposals to continental levels is a 

change in political_ context as well as in ‘scale. Chapter 6 
explored federal and provincial jurisdictions in Canada, the 
imperfect analogy of water to energy exports, and attitudes 
to serving American markets. For the time being, as in the 
Western states, there is more official interest in a compre- 
hensive assessment of regional water problems and op- 
portunities than in implementing any major scheme of 
diversion. Again, the pressure of outside interest has forced 
the responsible governments to reorganize and accelerate 
their own‘ basic water studies, and in the case of the Prairie 
Provinces and Ontario to consider alternative diversions 
which would serve ‘Canadian needs. The coincident resur- 
gence of nationalism and environmental concern north of 
the border makes even preliminary official discussions of 
i_nternational diversion unlikely in the near future. 

AREA-OF-ORIGIN ALIGNMENTS 
Ironically enough, -area-of-origin strategies have suc- 

ceeded in particular circumstances partly through cul- 

tivating the demands of antagonistic or potentially anta- 
gonistic interests. Two expedient but effective alliances can 
be mentioned. ’ 

Upon occasion, certain areas of streamflow origin have 
given encouragement to their dryland neighbors by offering 
to joi_n forces. What might be termed an "escalation 
tendency” app_ears to have developed within the framework 
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of the area-of-origin hierarchy described in Chapter 3. 

When, despite its best efforts, a threat to its water supply 
continues, a lower-level area of origin will join with its 

antagonist for the purpose of shifting attention to a larger 
source of unappropriated water somewhere else, that is, to 
the next level of the hierarchy. 

Thus, the upper basin states of the Colorado, not 
secure in the protection afforded by the Colorado River 
Compact against the growing needs of their downstream 
neighbors, and particularly fearful of the, Central Arizona 
Project's projected draw on the river, agreed in 1966 to join 
Arizona and California in support of the Co_lor_ado River 
Basin Project legislation,_H.R. 4671. A condition of their 
support was that a feasibility study be made of a specified 
amount of water which could be diverted into the Colorado 
Basin from outside. In protecting its compact allocati,o,n on 
the Colorado in this way, of course, the upstream area of 
origin on that river shifted the conflict to a higher level, to 
an interregional struggle with the Pacific Northwest in 

Congress. 

The Northwestern states, on their part, are not 
reluctant to pass on the search for new water still farther 
north, to Canada. The ten-year moratorium gained out of 
their efforts to counteract diversion p,rovis_ions of the 
Colorado River Basin Project legislation will not protect the 
Columbia River forever. The governor of Oregon, it was 
noted in Chapter 5, expected that his and other states in 
the West would have to look to Canadian water supplies 
sometime in the next few decades; his colleagues at the 
1969 Western Governors’ Conference were inclined to 
agree. The chairman of the Pacific Northwest River Basins 
Commission has made several hopeful references to water 
abundance north of the border, as have some regional 
newspaper editorialists. Similarly,- the Mississippi Valley 
Association, with an uneasy eye on Texas’ ambi_ti_on_s, 

adopted, a policy statement at its 1969 annual meeting to 
the effect that before any major interbasin diversion is 

authorized, a comprehensive study should be made of the 
whole North American continent3 75 

For future struggles, another relationship may be more 
significant, that between area-of-origin protection and 
environmental protection. lronicallfy, the prospects’ for such 
areas being able to retain water for their own future" 

economic development have come to depend, to a large 
degree, upon the anti-developrnent sentiment surrounding 
environmental causes. This sentiment is expressed arti- 

culately a_nd forcefully against large-scale water impound- 
ments and movements. The Northwestern states have 
profited from adverse publicity attending proposed dam 
construction within the Grand Canyon, the revenues from’ 
which were intended in part to support diversion feasibility



studies to augment the Colorado River. The threat to the 
Canyon's grandeur in the Colorado Project bill andgto other 
envi’ron'ment'al features elsewhere across the nation helped 
Washington's Senator Jackson to focus the necessary 
political support in favor of a Nation_al Water Commission 
and against any kind of commitment to interregional 
diversion. Economic and Environmental motivations cannot 
always be separated, of course. East Texas’ opposition to 
the State Water Plan was based largely on its implications 
for estu_arine fresh-salt water balance, b_ut this balance was 
also important to an already profitable fishery. The 
political potential of the environmental movement over the 
long run is unclear, It has given new strength to areas of 
origin today which their predecessors never had in their 
lonely and local struggles; but it may eventually work 
against the aspirations of the area of origin for its own 
development. 

A PERSPECTIVE ON THE CONTROVERSY 

We in Montana know that we are on the threshold of 
great future economic development. Water will play a 
most irnporta_nt part in that development, and if it is 

not available, we stand to be left as a hinterland, sup- 
plying our water to other areas.3 7‘ 

All out water can be translated into growth some- 
where. Let it take place here in Canada.3 77 

The message has not varied greatly over the years, from 
Owens Valley, through the counties of northern California, 
the West Slope of Colorado, the states of the Pacific 
Northnwesnt, even to the provinces and territories of Canada. 
A_reas of greater-quantity and better-quality water supplies 
want recognition of their ‘‘right’' to grow, to keep up or 
catch up with developing economies elsewhere; and, like 
those who would capture some of their supplies, areas of 
origin give credence to the conventional wisdom that water 
is the key to this objective. 

Whether any area, large or small, can afford an 
obsession with water supply as the sine qua non for its 

economic progress is ‘questionable. Many residents of the 
Pacific Northwest have still not awakened to the fact that a 
low-cost hydroelectric power advantage since World War II 
has failed to make the region an industrial giant.3" 
Meanwhile, the rerna'rkab'le affinity of population migration 
for the warmer and drier parts of the West continues 
unabated. In the period 1960-1965 seven of the Western 
states grew faster than the n_ational average; most of them 
belong, at least in their faster-growing areas, to the dry 
Wej_st—_. If swimming pools, air conditioning and ma_nicured 
lawnscapes are any indication, in-migration has not been 
accompanied by an adjustment of living habits to the 
paucity of natural water supplies. But neither nature nor

~ 
morality dictates that there should be. If this kind of living 
reflects popular preference, it will hardly be thwarted by 
the jealous designs of better-.wate,red but less-developed 
regions to divert growth in their direction. To restrict 
streamflow to internal use when greater oppor'tu'nities for it 
are available outside the basin may be ,rQugh_ly ana_log0.u_s to 
prohibiting the diversion of highway traffic to faster 
expressways on the ground of protecting existing local 
businesses. 

Of course some bothersome doubts have surfaced on 
the other side, too, in the wake of controversy. If people 
will continue to live where they want, there is still a price 
to be paid for their choice. Elsewhere this price "may be 
expressed in higher bills for fuel a_nd clothing, or in a degree 
of mat_eria_l comforts foregone for the sake of sovereignty; 
in the drylands it is the cost of water. Some hard questions 
remain: whether there is any longer Vjusti_f'icat_ion -for 

federally-su_bsidi_zed water programs on the ground, for 
example, that southern California is an underdeveloped 
land; whether the consumptive uses of water by farms and 
industries is inherently more valuable and should always 
take priority over its non-consumptive uses, which seem to 
be more highly regarded outside the drylands; whether one 
region or nation should risk_ a psychological loss of i_de,n,tity 
in serving the demands of another. 

This dissertation has studiously avoided labelling either 
side "right” or "wrong" in the positions taken. Many 
shortcomings become obvious when measured against 
efficiency, equity or environmental criteria. But self- 

interest is human nature, no less for regions and n,at_i_o_n§ 

than for iindiividuals. The conflict of these interests is 

essent_ia_l in providing alternatives for a political process 
which must choose a course from among them. It has been 
said that conflict and controversy are to politics what 
competition is to economics. This study is intended to 
contribute to that controversy, that it might be better 
informed of what has gone before and what is likely to 
result from further overtures for major streamflow redis- 
tribution. . 

‘Already there have been some rewards out of the heat 
of controversy. simplistic claims to successfu_l regional 
development through water availability are increasingly 
questioned. Governmental agencies in the various areasof 
origin undergo reorganization and some of their duties 
become more clearly defined. The public is made aware of 
the magnitude of water development programs in relation 
to other spending priorities. Future diversions of major pro- 
portions are not foreclosed by _the protective caution which 
has come to dominate recent supply and demand surveys, 
but neither is water likely to be captured and conveyed‘ 
over hundreds or thousands of miles merely because it is 
"wasting to the sea unused.”

A
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Iation. See Chapter 5, Table 10 for consideration of the provisions 
in H.R. 4671. 

153. ‘Valley residents had no opportunity to argueagainst the 
capture of their ‘water rights until the city, moving‘ ‘quickly and 
eu.i.etlv.- presented them with a felt aecor.np.|Zi.. Their reaction was 
then violent, but- powerless. Perhaps the most vivid account of Los 
Angeles’ long struggle vis-a-vis Owens Valley watér.su'p'p'|y is to be 
found in Remi Nadeau, The Water Seekers (New York, 1950). 

154. For example, AB. 607 (1925 Reg. Sess.) and A.B. 247 
(1927 Reg. Sess.). 

155. Calif. Stats. 1927, Ch. 286. 

156. Calif. Stats. _1931, Ch. 720, now codified as Sec. 10505 
in the California Water Code. 

157. Plumas lies upstream from Butte County on the Feather 
River’; Sierra lies upstream from Yuba County on the Yuba River; 
Calaveras and Tuolumne lie above _Stan_isl_a_us County on the 
Stanislaus River; Fresno and Madera lie above Merced County on 
the San Joachin River; and so on. In some of the Mother Lode 
counties, where an important stream forms a common boundary 
between ,rather than from one to the other, problems of 
interpretation arise. 

158. Marion E. Marts, "When ‘Can California Join the 
Union?" Yearbook, Association of Pacific C0851‘ Geographers 
(1963), 10. 

159. Calif. Stats. 1933, Ch. 1042. 

160._ lbid., Sec. 11, now codified in California Water Code as 
Sec. 11460. Secs. 114,61-3 ‘give further cond_ition_s tothe watershed- 
of-origin pri_ncip|e_.; « 

‘ 
' '

- 

161. see P.A. Towner, "Protection for Areas of Origin and 
Areas of Export in Water Projects: The‘ California _Experience,"' 
Proceedings,‘ International vC,on_fe_re_nce on Water for Peace, 
(Washingt_on:~ Government Printing ‘Office, 1966), V, 639.~ 

162. U.S., House of Rep'resenta'tives, Central Valley ,Project 
Documents, Part I, House Doc. 416, 84th Cong., 2d Sess. (1956), 
787-790. . . 
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163. California Department of Water’ Resources, The California 
Water Plan, Bull. No. 3 (S_a'cram‘ento, 19,57). ' 

164. 25 Ops. Cal. Attorney General 8 (1955) an‘d'26 Ops. Cal. 
Attorney General 81 (1955).- 

165. P.A. Towner, "Laws Protecting Areas of Origin," ,a,dd,ress 
before the Eel River Flood Control and Water Conservation 
Association, Ukiah, California, October 9, 1964. 

166. The reports of all four of these groups arelpresented and 
compared in California Legislature, Report-of the Counties of Origin 
Subcommittee, Ninth Partial Report by the Joint Cornrnittee on 
Water Probl_ems, (Sacramento: p'ub|'i"she‘d" by the Senate, 1957). 

167. “ 
. . . I don't. think there is any north-south conflict. I 

don't think there is any p'ol_itical coinfvliict. I think we must approach 
this with rea.|.itv and we must .n.o.t.e that the northern part ofthe 
state just does not have the finances without a little lift from the 
state either on a loan basis or $0I‘h6 éthér "way". Now, I say this 
sincerely because I don't think that at any time the northern part of 
the state has. has! that fe.elin9- I find the people verv e9n9enia.|- All 
they viant is adequate water for their necessary uses, but we cannot 
reach our’ hand into the sky and find dollars and cents to construct 
these ’projects . . 

." (Ib_id., .27. :Sta_tem,en_t:by Assemblyjvomanj Davis, 
rn_e_mber of the Subconi-n_mit_tee and representing a northern consti- 
tuency.) 

168. Calif. Stats. 1959, Ch. 1762, codified as Water Code 
Sections 12930 through 1294.4. 

169. Calif. Stats. 1959, Ch,‘_140. These revenues had been set 
aside for water projects since 1956. An'n’u'a'l accruals a'r’e‘n'o'w' limited 
by law ‘to’ $11 m'illi_on' (Ca_iif;._~ Stats. _1964,- First Extra Ch. 
138). '

' 

170, I_n 1959 the l_egisI_at_ure procl_a_i_r_7ne_d that it was the 
"established policy of the state" that its projects consider the 
'-‘needs of the area in which water originates" to the point. of 
constru'cting 'works_for the "reasonab|_e ultimate requirements” of, 
such an area. (Calif. _Water Code, Sec. 108) The Burns-Porter Act 
incorporates by .reference the ’watersh'e‘d-of-origin‘ provisions of the 
Central Va_lleylProject,., . 

171. Qa_l,if. Stats.; 1959, Ch, 1752. 

172. Address ‘by the DepartmentDi,recto_r,-VVlli_l|_iarn Warne. 
before the North Coastal Counties Supervisors Association, Santa 
Rosa, California, Feb'r'uary 24, 1961. 

173. Arnador and Calaveras Counties both filed to assert their 
priorities under the county-of-origin statute against the state 
releasing from its fillings a volunie of water petitio'ned for by the 
East Bay‘ Municipal Utility District. The cases were. ,d_i_,sr,r_1i_s,s_ed, 
however, when the D_is_t_rict_ agreed to pay each of the counties two 
million_ dollars settlement for release of their claims under_ the 
st_atu_te._ See Gary D. Weatherford, "Legal of _I'n‘ter'regionaI 
Water Diversion," U.C.L.A. Law? Review, XV (1968), 1310. 

174. Caljfotnia, Statement of Vote, General Election, No- 
vember 8, 1960 (Sacramento; California ._S_ta_te Pri_nt_i_ng Qffice, 
1960),. .



1_ 75. Christian Science Monitor, March 8, 1970, 18. ~ Pro- 
position 7, a constitutional a_rn_end_rn_ent to increase the state's 
interest rate on bonds already authorized in the 1960 Development 
Bond Act, was put to the voters in June, 1970. It passed. 

176. Li_vermore also opposed Dos Rios Dam and argued that 
environmental spokesmen, be given advisory‘ status on state water 
agencies and commissions. (A_quedu_ct News, Metropolitan Water‘ 
District of Southern California, September, 1969, '3). Governor 
_E_l_eagan‘, however, looks upon the rivers of» the north coastal region, 
including the Eel, as "our long-term water bank.” (Aqueduct News, 
November, 1969, 3). 

177. Op. cit. (1882). 

178. ”Section 5. The water of every natural stream, not 
heretofore appropriated, within the State of Colorado, is hereby 
declared to be the property of the public, and the same is dedicated 
to the use of the people of the state, su_bject to appropriation as 
hereinafter provided. Section 6. The right to divert the un- 
appropriated waters of any natural stream to beneficial uses shall 
neverbe denied . .~ . 

"
' 

179,- See U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Re- 
clamation, The Story of the Colorado — Big Thompson Project 
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1962), especially Chro- 
nology, vi‘). 

1 80. Ibid. 

181. Charles J. Biese, "Corii_pensa't§ry»VStorage," Rocky Moun- 
tain Law Review, X_Xll (June, 1950), 455-456. 

182. Ibid. , 455. 

U.$. Senate, ,Co,I_orado-Big Thompson Project, 8. Doc. 80, 
75th Cong., 1st Sess., 1937. ' 

184. 'Ibid;, 3-4, 23. Of this capacity, 52,000 acre-feet was 
designated as replacement for the supply which would have been 
available naturaliluy to western Colorado users if there were no 
diversion, and the cost for this storage charged to the irrigation 
project on the East Slope. The other 100,000 acre-feet allocated 
to the power features of the project and was to be paid from power 
revenues. 

'

' 

185. Colo. Rev. Stat. 150-5-13,. (1937). 

186. Biese, op.—‘cit., 457. Thus, not only was the earlier 
derriand of acre-foot storage for acre-foot diverted droppjed, but 
there was no absolute limitation of the amount which could be 
diverted. - 

187. Colo. Rev. Stat. Ann. 150-543 (2) (d) (1943). 

1.88. Metropolitan "Suburban Water Users Association v. Colo- 
r'aoo__River Water Conservation District, 148 Colo. 173, 202, 365 P. 
2d 273, 288-89 (1961). This latter is the successor to the Western 
Slope, Protective Association. 

_ 

. 1'39. Coiorado River Basin Project Act, P.L. 90-537, September’ 
30, 1968, Title v, sec. 501 (f), 82 Stat. 898. 

190. 76 Stat. 391 (1962), incorporating House of Representa- 
tives Doc. 130, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. (1961). 

191. See Upper Colorado River Commission, Eighteenth 
Annual Report, (Salt Lake City, 1966), 100. 

192. Neb. Laws 1889, Ch. 68, 6-504. 

193. Neb. Laws 1893, Ch. 40, 3-578. Neb. Rev. Stat. 46-206 
(1960). 

194. 131 Neb. 356 (1936). 

195. See (Wells S. Hutchins and Harry A. Steele, ‘-‘Basic Water 
Rights Doctrines and Their implications for ‘River Basin Develop- 
ment”, Law and Contemporary Problems, XXII (Spring, 1957), 
296. 

196. Ainswarth lrrig. Dist. v. Bejot, 170 Neb. 257 (1960). 

197. Oklahoma Laws 670, NO. 502; Title VIII and IX (1957). 

198. Motl v. Boyd, 116 Tex. 82, 286 S.W. 458 (1926). 

199. "Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann. 7589-91 (1954),. Article 7591‘ 
prescribes penalties for violation of articles 7589-90. 

,

’ 

200. See footnote 196 above. 

201. 392 S.W. 2d 200 (Tex. Ct. Div. App. 1965);. 

202. A joint report in 1958 by the Texas Boardof Water" 
Engineers, the Bureau of Recl_a_rn_at_ion, the Corps of Engineers and 
the Soil Conservation Service gave assurance of basinprotection. It 
is incorporated in S. Doc. 111, 85th Cong., 2d Sess., 157-158 
(1958). 

203. Tex. Laws 1965, Ch. 297, Sec. 3(b), 588. 

__ 
204. Correspondence from Williiuam F. Sa'nderso'h', 

Administrative H V g _ 

Devellopment Board, Austin, November 30, 1967. 

205. Texas Water Development Board, Water For Texas, 
Preliminary (Austin, 1966). 

206. Texas Water Report, January 23, 1964, 2. 

207. Texas Water Development Board, The Texas Water Plan 
(Austin, November, 1968). 

208. see Chapter 2, footnote 72. 

209. League of Women Voters of Texas, "Voters Guide", 
brochure u_ndated. 

210. The Cross Section, a monthly pu_b_li_tion of the High 
Plains Underground Water Conservation District No. 1_,— carries inits 
August, 1969 issue a breakdown of the vote by counties. Only 18% 
of the regicstered voters turned out statewide; 24% of those. eligible 
in the High Plains voted. »

- 
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211. Actually, there have been more than eighteen. Others, 
not recorded i_n Richard T. Wi_d_r_'ner (ed.), Documents on the Use 
and Control of the Waters of Interstate and international Streams 
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1968) dealt with specific 
matters like fisheries and boundary delimitation. ‘ 

212. According to one critic: "The chief weakness of 
compacts has been that they have negotiated agreements too 
precisely and in too. much detail, vvithout sufficient information and 
study of the problems involved. ,M_ore_over, cornpacts have not 
provided the proper kind of administrative machinery to deal with 
these shortcomings." See Ernest A. Englebert, "Federalism and 
Water Resources Development", Law and Contemporary Problems‘, 
XXII (Summer, 1957), ‘341. 

213. For an account of the conditions in the basin preceding 
negotiation, see US. National Resources Committee, Regional 
Factors. in National Planning (Washington, 1935), Chap. 7; and 
Charles J. l\ll_eye_r_s, "The Colorado River", Stanford Law Review, 
XIX (November, 1966), 10-‘— 12. 

214. The Colorado River Compact was approved by Congress, 
after six out of seven state legislatures had ratified it (Arizona 
dissented), as part of the Boulder Canyon Project Act,’ 45 Stat. 1064 
(1928). 

215. U.S. Senate, Committee on Foreign Relations, Hearings 
on Water Treaty with Mexico, 79th Cong., 1st Sess., 1945, 520-523. 

216. In 1922, the total average virgin flow of the Colorado 
River was believed to be approximately 17 mi_l_li_on_ a_c_re_-fee_t_. 

Estimates have since been revised, downward to below 14 million 
a_c_re-feet, but st_i_ll carry little certainty. See the report of the 
Committee on Water, National Research Council, Water and Choice 
in the Colorado Basin, Publication 1689 (Washington_: National 
Academy of Sciences, 1968), Chap. 3. 

217. The Colorado River (1946), 13. 

218. The upper basin as defined in the earlier Colorado River 
Compact inclu_de,da_l,l t_he d_rai_n_age a_rea_ above Lee Ferry, which took 
in a small part of Arizona. That state was thereby entitled to a 
minimal allocation of upper basin water. 

219. Upper Colorado River Basin Compact Commission, 
Official Record, _(Ne"gotiation _of Upper Colorado River Basin 
Compact), 1948, ll, Meeting 7, 19 - 43. 

220. lbid., I, Meeting 5, 26 —- 32. The Snake River Compact 
negotiated two years later, however, provides that no water of the 
Snake shall be diverted in Wyoming for use outside the drainage area 
e')'<'<':'e'pt ‘with the approval of Idaho, a_nd Idaho is similarly prohibited 
from exporting water of the tributary Salt'Rive'r. (Art. V, 64 Stat. 
29 (1950)). 

221. The Colorado River, 1946, 3 -— 5. 

222. Official Record, ll, Meeting 7, 111 — 129. 

223. Upper Colorado River Basin Compact, 63 Stat. 31 
(1949). 

224. P.L. 485, 84th Congress, 2nd Sess., approved April 11, 
1956. 

2_25. The storage units are Glen Canyon, Navaho, Flaming 
Gorge and Curecanti. The number of participat_i_ng projects has 
increased since the Act was passed. For details on the progress of 
construction and repayment, see Annual Reports of the Upper 
Colorado River Commission (Salt Lake" City). 

226. For example, the San Juan-Chama Project will take 
110,000 acre-feet of water out of the Colorado and into the Rio 
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Grande Basin in New Mexico. And the Central Utah Project will 
d_ivert water i_nto the Great Basin. 

227. A good account of federal agency rivalry and the divisive 
elements vv_h_ich_ the Pick-Sloan plan was supposed to reconcile can 
be found in Henry ‘C. Hart, The Dark Missouri (Madison: University 
of Wisconsin Press, 1957), 125, 168. 

223. P.L. 534, passed December 22, 1944, 53 Stat. "387 -8, 
u.s.c. -701-1b (1944). 

229. Widmer, op. cit., 267 — 271. 

230. See _B_ruc_e Harding, "Water from Pend Oreillez Gravity 
Plan for irrigating the Columbia Basin," Pacific Northwest Quarter- 
ly, XLV (1954), 52 — 60. 

231. A full account of the rivalry between the Grand Coulee 
and Pend Oreille plans and the frictions which ensued among 
neighboring states is, given by Bruce _Mitc_hel_l, Flowing Wealth, the 
Story of Water ,Re_sourca Development in North Central Washington, 
1870-1950 (Wenatchee: Daily World supplement, March 6, 1967), 
esp. 24 — 29. 

232. See George Sundborg, Hail Columbia (New York: Mac- 
millan, 1954), 74. 

233. See Charles McKinley, Uncle Sam in the Pacific North- 
west (Berkeley and Los A_r_igel_es: University of Calihfornia Press, 
1952), 54. A reaction to federal prerogative at this time took the 
form of a Northwest States Development Council which collapsed 
soon after the proposal was withdrawn, 

234. U.S. Army Departmen_t, Corps of §ngi,n_ee_rs, 308 Report 
on the Columbia River _and its Tributaries, 3 Vols. (Washington, 
1948): U.S._ Department of the Interior, The Columbia River, House 
Doc. 473, 81st Cong., 2n'd Sess. (1950). For an analysis of the 
difficulties_ encountered i_n securing more upstream‘ storage, see 
Marion ‘E. Marts, "Upstream Storage Problems in Coluinbia River‘ 
Power Development," Annals of the Association of_vAmerican 
Geographers, XLIV (March, 1954), 46 = 49. 

235. See Columbia Interstate" Compact‘ Commission, First 
through Twelfth Annual Reports, (Spokane: 1952 through 1964). 

236. Columbia Interstate Compact Commission, Eleventh An- 
nual Report, (July 1, 1962 to June 30, 1963), 4. 

237. See John V. Krutilla and Otto Eckstein, Multiple Purpose 
River Development, published for R_eso_ur,ces* for the Future,_ Inc. 
(Baltimore: John Hopkins Press, 1958), Chap. 5. 

238. See Letter of Transmittal in The Columbia River (1946). 
For discussion of the principle of basin account, see Chapter 3. 

239. For example, P.L. 577, passed July 17, 1952, provides 
the basis for the Secretary of the lnterior to study and seek 
authorization_ for irrigation of lands in the vicinity of the Chief 
Joseph cam Project which could _be provided_ fin_a_ricial aid‘ from 
excess power reven_ues. Since enactment ‘of'P-.L'.‘ 577, such aid has



been authorized for th'e Greater Wenatchee Division and for some 
extension of irrigation units i_n the Olganagan Valley. 

240. Specifically, from the Minidoka‘ and Pallisades projects in 
southern Idaho. 

_241. Remarks of Senator Len B. Jordan of Idaho before the 
Pacific’ Northwest Trade Association, Portland, April 12, 1965. 

242. Calif. Water Code 1230, Idaho Code 42 — 401 ff. Rev._ Code Mont. 89-849, Utah Code Ann. 73~2-8, Wash. R.C.W. 
90-‘1'6_-.110, Wyoming Comp. Ann. 71-265. 

243. "For the purpose of aiding and preserving unto the state 
of Colorado and all its citizens the use of all the waters of the 
springs, lakes, ponds, creeks, rivets, streams and watercourses of this 
state, which waters do not increase with the growth of population 
and which are necessary for the heaolth and pr‘o's_p'e‘rity of all of the 
citizens of the state of Colorado, and for the growth, maintenance and welfare of the state, it ‘shall be unlawful for any person, 
corporation or association to divert, carry or transport- by ditches, 
canals, pipes‘, conduits, natural streams or watercourses, the waters 
of any springs, reservoir, lake, pond, creek, river, stream or 
watercourse of this state into any other state for use therein." 
[Colo. Rev. Stat. 143-14 (1963)] . 

244. 209 U.S. 349 (1908). 

245. West v. Kansas Natural Gas Co. 221 U.S. 229 (1911). 

246. 262 US. 553 (1923),. 

g 

247. Words used by Mr. Justice Holmes, in giving the decision 
of the court in Hudson County Water Co. v. Mccarter. 

248. See Thomas- P. Hoardman, "The Right of a State to 
Restrain the §xpo’rta“tionV of its Natural Resources." West Virginia Law Quarterly, XXVI (No.vei'nber, 1919), 1-20: also Charles E. 
Corker, _'—'Water Rights in Interstate Streams", Waters and Water 
Rights. R.E. Clark editor.-.in-chief, II, 319-324. 

249. 221 u.s.- -229 (1911). 

250. 255i=. Supp. 328, affirmed 335 u.s."35 (1966). 

251. Ibid._ For the Texas statute, see Vernon's Tex. Rev.; Civ. 
Stat. An_n,, 2-74776 (1965). 

252. Maine's Fernald Law became effective in 1909 and was 
repealed in 1,955,. Nebraska's policy wasnclarified in Kirk v. State Board of Irrigation, 90 Neb. (627, 134 I\'I.W. 167 (1912). Both states 
lgased their stand on an assumed hydropower advantage. 

253. 88 Opinions Wash. Att. Gen. (March 4, 1964). 

254. The most comp_Iete record of arguments, of course, comes from House and Senate Hearings on the Central Arizona Project, the 
. (Lower) Colorado Fliver Basin Project and the National Water Com- 
mission bills, and from the Reports which followed them. These are 
listed chronologically: 

U.S., Senate, Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation of the 
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, Hearings on 8.1658, 
Central Arizona Project, 88th C_ong., 1st and 2nd Sess., August and 
October, 1963, and April, 1964.; 

U.S., Senate, Lower Colorado River Basin Project, 88th Cong., ;2_nd 
Sess., August, 1964, S. Rept. No. 1330 to accompany 8.1658. 

U.S., House, Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, Hearings on H.R. 4671, Lower Colorado River Basin Project, 89th Cong., 1st Sess., August 
and September,- 1965. 

U.S., House, Subcommittee on Irrigati_on and Reclamation of the 
Committee on Interior and Insular Affai_rs, Hearings on H.R. 4671 and Similar Bills, Lower Colorado River Basin Project, 89th Cong., 2nd Sess., May, 1966. 

U.S., Senate, Cornfnittee on Intériorand l_nsu_lar Affairs,‘l-_learings on 
S.3107, National Water Commission, 89th Cong., 2nd Sess., May, 
1966. 

U.S., Senate, National Water Commision, 89th Cong., 2nd Sess.-,~ 
June, 1966, S. Rept. No. 1212 to accompany S.3107. 

U.S., House, Colorado River Basin Project, 89th Cong., 2nd Sess., 
August, 1966, H. Rept. No. 1849 to accompany H.R. 4671. 

U.S., House, Subcorn_mitt_ee on Irrigation and Reclamation of the Committee an Interior and l‘ns_ular Affairs, Hearings on H.R. 3.390 and Similar Bills, Colorado River Basin Project, 90th Cong., 1st 
Sess., March, 1967. 

U.S., Senate, Subcommittee on l_N,a_ter and Power Resources of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, Hearings on S. 1004, 
Central Arizona Project, 90th Cong., 1st Sess., May, 1967. 

U.S., Senate, Central Arizona’ Project, 90th Cong., 1st Sess., July, 1967, S. Rept. No. 408 to accompany S.1004. 

U.S., House, Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation of the 
Comrnitteeyon Interior and Insular Affairs, Hearings on H.R. 3300, 
C0./orado River Basin Project, (Part II), 90th Cong., 2nd Sess., January and February, 1968. ‘ 

U.S., House, Colorado River Basin Project, 90th Cong., 2_nd Sess., 
April, 1968, H. Rept. No. 1312 to accompany H.R. 3300. 

U.S., House, Conference Report, Central Arizona Project, 90th 
C_ong., 2nd>Sess.-, September, 1968, H. Rept. No. 1861 to accom- pany 5.1004. 

Finally, as the legislative outcome of the House _._and Senate 
Conference, Colorado River Basin Project Act, P.L. 90-537, 90th 
Cong., 2nd Sess., September 30, 1968. 

255. Hearings on H. R. 4671, 1965, 137. 

256. Morris K. Udall, "Countdown on the Colorado", address 
before the Town Hall of California, Los Angeles, December 19, 1967 (reprinted in his Congressman’: Repjort, January 15,1968, 3). 

257. In the eleven states of the Columbia and Colorado Basins, 
the difference between a_uth_ori_zation and appropriations for these 
agencies in 1969 was five billion c_loIlars.. See Minutes.of_ the 
Fifteenth Meeting, Mar'¢':h_18, 1969, Resolution — Appendix C,- 
Western States Water Council. 

258. "About one-third of the tonnage of all commodities
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shipped by rail out of the Columbia River States goes to the 
Colorado River States." A wealth of commodity and travel statistics 
are employed by Wilbur McCann to support the "Economic 
Inter-Dependence of the Western States" (Los Angeles, 1968). 

259. See dialog between Senator Jackson and Representative 
Hosmer in U.S., House, Subcommittee on Irrigation and Recla- 
mation of the C_om_m_itt_ee on Interior and Insular Affairs, Hearings 
on H. R. 7496, Third Power'PIanr, Columbia Basin Account, 89th 
Cong., _1st Séss., September, 1965, 10ff_.~ The p_r_efere_n_ce_ legislation 
for Pa'cific:Northwest power marketing was enacted in August, 1964 
as P.L—. 88-552. 

260. The Council was established in 1965 under the sponsor- 
ship of the Governors of the eleven contiguous states lying in whole 
or part west of the Rocky Mountains. Priority in the first two years 
of its existence was given to criteria for interregional water transfers; 
this was later realized to be a rn_i_stak,e. See Raphael J. Moses, 
"Western States Water Council, A Status Report," address before 
the Western Water Congress, April 7-8, 1969, Wenatchee. 

261. Title II, Sec. 207(a) in the 1965 version of the bill. 

_ 
262. Ernest A. Engelbert, "Planning for Western Regional 

Water Development," Proceedings of the (Second) Western Inter- 
state l'1_/a_‘t_,e_r Conference, Corvallis, 1965’(_Univ. of Calif. Printing 
Dept.-, 1966), 29.

2 

263. Wright Hiatt, "The Western States Water Council," 
Northwest-Southwest Water Diversion Issues (Corvallis, Oregon 
State Univ., 1967), 105-106. The Pacific Northwest River Basins 
commission was established in March. 1967. 

264. H.R. 4671, Title IV, Sec. 403, 1965. See Table 10. 

265. The following quotation from a letter written by Rep. 
Udall of Arizona to Rep. Al Ullman of Oregon, dated July 13, 1965, 
ilIustr"a'tes"the "sweetening" approach:

‘ 

'‘I would think that_ this program [of diversion] would have all of 
these advantages to you and the ‘people you represent: 1.— There 
would be an _8- to‘ 1_0-year construction program with a total cost of 
up to perhaps $2.5 billion. I would think that as much, $1 billion 
might be spent in Oregon for the aqued_uct,— plus a related series of 
dams, pumping plants, interim storage reservoirs, etc. 2. After the 
construction were completed, there would be s_u_bstant_ial, per- 

- manent Federal installation de_a_ling with the maintenance and 
operation‘ of these works and providing" jobs for your area. 3. It 

would be very easy to design these works and create them with such 
capacity to drop off suppglemental irrigation water for areas in 

Oregon‘ near the main aqueduct. 4. Such a program would inevitably 
require large quantifies of BPA electricity, the sale of which would 
bring benefits to’ the whole region and make BPA an even more 
sound investmentthan it already is.” . 

Even after the 1968 legislation which prohi_bi_ted_ studies of 
interregional diversion, Raymond R. Rummonds, Chairman of 
Califor’nia's ,Colorado River: Boafd, was promising benefits to the 
Columbia Basin_ states as a condition of such diversion. 

in_clu_de_d compensation for local p'ovver_gener_at_ion foregone. in- 

creased income frorn a growing Southvyest market, su'ppl_é_rri'ental 

water to arid parts‘ of the N9!.fh.yl(est atlow prices, construction and 
maintenance payrolls. See Western Water News‘, Sacramento,'Ju_n_e,‘__ 
1969, 2. 

266. During the Western States Water Council's consideration 
of principles for interregional water transfer. New Mexico's repre- 
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sentative took exception to the implication that the states of origin 
would "sell" surplus water to the states of fides_ti'na_tion.~ See'_Minute_s 
of the Ninth Meeting, September, 1967, 3-4. Otherwise, the matter 
of a commercial transaction seems not to have been taken seriously, 
except brieflywhen California's representative spoke_ to an_ enquiry 
by the National Water Commission on "tribut_e_". (Mi_nutes of the 
Seventeenth Meeting, August, 1969, 16, Western States Water 
Council). 

267.. C_h_apin D. Clark, "Northwest-Southwest Wa'ter_‘Div'ersion — Plans and Issues," Willamette Law Journal, lll (Fall, 1966), 252. 

268. Letter_from Elmer B. Staats, Deputy Director. Bureau of 
the Budget, to Hon. Henry M. Jackson, Cha_i_rma_n, Committee on 
Interior and l_nsnlar Affairs, Senate, May 10, 1965. This and a 
similar letter to the_ House’ Committee Chairman are included’ in the 
1965 Heariiig‘.sori H.R. 4671. 

269. Although the language of the bill, itself does, not mention 
recapture, House members from the $outhwa_st- were quick to give 
assuranoes that the Northwest could indeed "get. its "water back 
whenever its need for the water developed and ‘whatever the purpose 
of use. (Colorado River Basin Project, 1966, H. Rept.No. 1849, 3.) 

270. Clark, op. cit., 251. Additional doubts about long-range 
protection are syster_na_ti_ca_lly treated by Ralph W. Johnson», "Area 
of Origin Protection for a Columbia River Diversion," Review draft 
completed as part of a study for the Washington Water ,Re__s_earch 
Center, Budget No. 11-1314 (January, 1,970,),~3_2-38. 

271._ See Minutes of the Ninth (Meeting, S_epte_mber,~ 1967, 
Western States Water Council. Ann_e_x_ No. 5 lists "Pr_inciples — 
Standards — Guidelivnas’-', Annex No. 4 consists of California's 
objection to the last of these, quoted above. 

272. The CoIo_rado.R,iver Basin Project Act, P.L. 90-537, 
maintains the earlier versions of area-of-origin protection cla_usas.~ 

(Title II, Sec. 203 [a] and [b]) 

273.’ When the House Interior and l'nsy_l__a_r Affairs Committee 
reported on July 28, 1966 in favor of H.R. 4671, the four 
Northwest members (two Democrats, two Rep,ubI_ican_s) opposed it, 
while the eleven- members from the Colorado Basin states (eight 
Democrats and three Republicans) all voted for it. Congressional 
Quarterly, Weekly Report, XXIV (August 5, 1966), 1697ff. 

274. See, Upper Colorado River Commission, Eigh't1'een'th 

Annual Report (Salt Lake City, 1966). 45. 

275. The influence of conservationists testifying in Hearings 
and dra_m_a_tiz_ing for popular magazines, led tomore’ mai_l opposing 
"destruction" of the Grand Canyon than on any other single issue 
manv Cofieressmen have seen fcir ve.ars- See .l-ans9Wié5¢“°- "Whit 
Water Shortage? ", Readers Digst, January, 1966, 50. 
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276. Staats, Ioc. cit.‘ 

277. Ernest A;_ Englebert, "The Origins of the 4' Pacific 

Southwest Water Plan," 1964 Western Resources Conference, Papers 
(Boulder, 1965), 154. 
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279. "The Commission sha_l_l (1) review present and anti- 
cipated national water resource problems, making such projections 
of ‘ water requirements as may be necessary and identifying 
alternative ways of meeting these requirements—giving consi- 
deration, among other things, to conservation and more efficient u_se 
of existing supplies, increased usability by reduction of pollution, 
innovations to <enc_o_u,rage the highest economic use of water, 
interbasin transfers, and technologica_l advances such as desalting 
and waste water purification and reuse; (2) consider economic and 
social consequences of water "resource development, including, for 
example, the impact of water res_ource development on regional 
economic growth, on institutional arrangements, and on esthetic 
values affecting the quality‘ of life of the American people..." 
(Sec. 3[a] of S. 3107) 

280. Provision for the Commission was included as Title II of 
the bill. 

281. Upper Colorado River Commission, op. cit., 42-44. 

282. Congressional Quaterly, Weekly Report, XXV (February 
10, 1967), 202. 

283. Upper Colorado . . . op. cit, 35-40. 

284. See Presentation of Raphael J. Moses at Western 
Governors Conference, included as Annex No. 5, 6, Minutes of the 

‘ Eighth Meeting, June, 1967,- Western States Water Council. 

285. The 1944 Mexican Water Treaty allocated a portion of 
the Colorado River to that country over California's bitter opposi- 
tion; see Norris Hundley, Jr., Qividing the Waters (Berkeley and Los 
A_ngel_es: Univ. of California Pre§, 1966), Chap. 6. The Colorado 
River Storage Project, an ambitious federal program for translating 
upper basin’ allocations into development, passed into law in 1956 
vvith California alone among the Western states, fighting it; ‘see 
Norris Hundley, ~Jr.,_ ”T he Colorado River Controversy: Federal 
Legislation," Los ,A_nge'l‘es Bar Bullefin, XXX (1955), 227. Arizona 
v. California ended with a cgtback of California's existing use of the 
lower river to its authorized Compact -allocation, and threatened to 
reduce this further as its neighbors to develop their shares 

U._S.~, House, Com'mitt'ee on Interior and Insular Affairs, 
Hearings on H. R. 1500, Central Arizona Project, 82nd Cong., 1st 
Sess., Sec. 2, Part I, 1951, 739. « 

.287. See Resources Agency of California, "Comments of the 
of California on the ‘Pacific Soiu‘th'vvest Water Plan',’'‘ 

(Sacrarnento, 1963), 78. 

288. "Countdown on the Colorado," op. cit. , 4. 

_’ 289._ Luther J.” Carter, "Water R_eso_urces: Congress Favors 
Taking a New Look," Science, CLVII (1967), 906. 

‘ 

290. Congressional Quarterly, Weekly Report, xxvl (May 24, 
1968),11_,8,3-1186. 

291. Beyond official governmental reports, only two reason- 
ably comprehensive accounts are available of the organizational" and 
developmental history of the region's water resources. McKinIey's 
work is concerned, appropriately enough with the federal role, to 
1949; Bessey deals with regional planning and its contributory 
lev_els,- ‘in a more recent but less incisive account. See Roy F. Bessey, 
Pacific Northwest Planning: A Review, Bulletin No. 6, Division of 
Power Resources, Washington Department of Conservation (Olym- 
pia, 1963); and Charles McKinley, Uncle Sam in the Pacific 
Northwest (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California 
Press,_ 1949). 

A number of alternative routes investigated draw heavily 
from Oregon water sources. See U.S. Department of Interior, 

United Western Investigations, Report on Reconnaissance of Califor- 
nia Section (Washington, 1952). 

293. Oregon Water Resources Board, Fifth Biennial Report 
(Salem, January, 1965), 23. 

294. State Water Resources Board, Oregon's Long Range 
Requirements for Water, Summary Report (Salem, May, 196,9), 3. 
In this study, an attempt was made to estimate future water use for 
the whole Columbia Basin, including the Canadian portion. Oregon 
would not become water deficient only if Canada did not avail itself 
of its flows to any important degree. 

295. ldaho Water Resources Board, Report to the Governor 
(Boise, December 20, 1966), Attachment No. 1, 1. 

296. Everett V. Darlington, Address before the Western States 
Water Council, Helena, September 29, 1967. See Minutes of the 
Ninth Meeting, Annex Na. 3. 

297. See Remarks of H. Maurice Ahlquist, Director, Depart- 
ment of Water Resources, Washington State, to Pacific Northwest 
River Basins Commission, Seattle, February 13, 1968. The Depart- 
ment of Water Resources was created on July 1 under provisions of 
Chapter 242, 1967 laws. 

298. See Digest, Report No.2 (Pullman, February, 1967). 

299. The Northwest States i_n_c_reas_e_d their water exp‘e‘nditu'r‘es 
from an average of one-half million dollars in 1965 to one and 
one-half million in 1968, according to the files of the Western States 
Water Council (unpub_lished). 

300. See 142-146. 

301. The principle of basin account and some of its advantages 
and disadvantages are discussed in Chapter 3 of this study. 

Personal correspondence with James T. Harrison, Jr., 
Counsel, Montana Water Resources Board, Helena, December? 
4, 1967._ Montana has little irrigation potential "in the Upper 
Columbia. 

303. ldaho Water Resources Board, op. cit., 1 — 2: "The 
IWRB took the lead among the Columbia Basin States in formula‘- 
ti_ng the final lan'gu'a'g'e of the (Basin Account.) bill. Shoulgl this 
legislation have failed d,uri_ng the 89th Session of the Congress, the 
Basin Accou'nt's future was most in_d_efi_ni_te, and the future of 
several reclamation‘ projects in Idaho would have been ieopar_d_i_zed." The partial a_ocou_nt_ which had existed for a few 'yéa'r's' already in the 
Columbia Basin worked only for irrigation assistance in the vicinity 
of federal po’vve'r projects. Since most of. these were dovv_____tream, most of this k_i_nd ofassistanca was similarly limited. See Chapt r4. 

304. Idaho's Governor Smylie was insistent on a basin account 
before he would cooperate with his fellow governors. See Eugene 
Register — Guard, April 27, 1966, 5A. 

V 

305. Idaho receivejd the unexpected assistance of House 
Interior Committee Chairman, Wayne Aspinall of Colorado. Aspinall 
believed in the principle of basin account-, which already existed in 
one form or another in the Central Valley of California, the 
Missouri, and the Upper Colorado, because it worked in favor of 
reclamation which was becoming increasingly hard to justify-on its own economic merits. As House Committee Chairman, Aspinall 
refused to support Jackson's bill for a third powerhouse at Cjrand Coulee Dam unless Jackson accepted his amendment to that bill, 
providing for an officially-recognized Columbia River Basin Ac- 
count. The deal was co‘ns'ummated as P.L_. 89-448 on June 14, 1966. 

306. ''It is declared to be the policy of "the Congress that
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reclamation projects hereafter authorized in the Pacific Northwest 
to receive fina_ncia_| assistance from the Federal Columbia River 
power system shall receive such assistance only from the net 
revenues of that system as provided in this subsection, and that their 
construction shall be so schedulejd that such assistance, together 
with similar assistance for previously authorized reclamation pro- 
jects (including projects not now receiving such assistance for which 
the Co_ngre's's hereafter authorize financial assistance) will not 
cause increases in the rates and charges of the Bonneville Power 
Admin_istratio_n_. It is further declared to be the policy of the 
Congress that the total assistance to all irrigation projects, both 
existing‘ and future, in the Pacific Northwest shall not average more 
than $30,000,000 annually in any period of twenty consecutive 
years _. ._ ._ 

" 
P.l,, 89-561 (September 7, 1966), 80 Stat. 714, Sec. 

6(3). Idaho's senators appeared satisfied with the compromise; see 
Congresional Record, CXII (July 12, 1966). 

307. Correspondence from H.T._ Nelson, Regional Director, 
Bureau of Reclamation, Boise, to George L. Crookham, Jr., 
Chairman, Idaho Water Resources Board, June 6, 1966 (included 
as Att,a:c:hr'rlent No. 3, ldaho Water Resources Board, op. cit. ). 

308. Columbia Interstate Compact Commission, 5th Annual 
Report, (July 1, 1956 to Jun'e'30, 19,57), 4. 

309. Opinions, Wash. Attorney General, 88 (March 4, 1964). 

310._ A provision requ_i_red concurrence of at least three of the 
states of ldaho, Montana, Oregon and Washington before a 
commission could be established for the Columbia Basin. 

311. P.L. 89-80, 42 USCA, Sec. 1962-1 (d). 

w 

312. Colorado River Association, Nev'vs/etter,- September, 
1966. 

313. Executive Order No. 11331, March 6, 1967. 

314. These had been instituted earlier under the aegis of the 
Columbia Basin Inter-Agency Committee, the Commission's federa_l- 
state predecessor, CBIAC had no staff of its own and no mandate to 
prepare a comprehensive, long-range plan for the region as does the 
new body. 

315. According to the chairman of the Commission: "We will 
have a use for all of the water of the, Pacific Northwest. Our present 
planning effort- is not to determine what portion of the water is to 
be 'u_s_1_ajd, bot _how i_t can best be used. We will float ships and barges 
on it. We will use it as passageway and spawning ground for fish, and 
a resting "place for migratory birds. We will swim in it, water ski on 
it, sail on it, a_nd fish from it. Some will get equal opportunity in 
just looking at it. It will turn our turbines, cool our power» plants, 
and furnish our industries a basic tool ofproduction. We will drink 
it, bathe in _it, water our lawns and golf courses, and our parks and 
playgrounds. We will irrigate our croplands — yes, and millions of 
acres of our" forest lands eventually." See Charles W. l-llodde, "The 
Pa_cifi_t_: Northwest River Basins Commission,” Northwest-Southwest 
Water Diversion lsues (Corvallis: Oregon State University, 1967'), 
1 1 7. 

316. Colorado River.Ba_sin Project, 1968, H. Rept. No. 1312, 
42. Also, see Congressional Record, May 15, 1968; 3774, 3777, 
3792. 

-317. See recent‘ discussion of this aspect of protection by 
Ralph W._Johnson, "The Area of Origin and a Columbia River 
Diversion," Washington Law Review, XLVI (1966), 273-275. 

318. Seattle Times, May 17, 1968, 2. 

319. Colorado River Basin Project Act, P.L. 90-537, 82 Stat. 
885 (1968); see Title‘ I I, See. 201. 
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320. Ibid. 

321. No express provision exists in Ca_na_di_a_n law requiring 
that interprovinciaidisputes be submitted to a higher.authority. The 
Exchequer Court may hear a case only if the provinces agree to 
submit to it. This situation is in sharp contrast to the roleof the 
U._S. Supreme Court on interstate river |itigation.~ See Dale Gibson, 
"The Constitutional Context of Canadian Water Planning," Back- 
ground Papers, Victoria Water Workshop Seminar, (Montreal: 
Canadian Council of Resource Ministers, 196,8), A-3.-,1-. Qne Q} the 
provisions of the 1969 Prairie waters apportionment agreement is 

that the three signatoriesagree to use the Exchequer Court for~any’ 
interpretation they cannot "resolve a'm'o'ng themselves (sfie‘c,tion"8 of 
master agreement); see ref. following. 

322. The impact of the Bennett Dam across the British 
Columbia-Alberta border is, of course, a notable, exception. While 
many water rights i_n the American West were developed simply by 
private use and have yet to be recorded in state water administration 
offices or adjudicated in the courts, such a situation was avoided by 
early and strict regulations north of the border. Before British 
Columbia entered Confederation, the Gold Fields Act of 1859 
specified licenses for some uses; the 1909 provincial Water Act 
created a tribunal which, after "several years of effort, established or 
updated the rights to all c_|ain'1ants to water. See H.D.v DeBeck, 
"Present Use of British Columbia's Water," Transactions, 
Seventeenth British Columbia Natural Resources Conference 
(Kelowna, 1967), 40-41. The Dornin_io_n_ government, which reta_in_ed 
control of the Prairie region's water resources until 1930, enacted 
the North West Irrigation Act of 1894 vesting all surface wa'te'r's in 
the Crown and setting out the con‘d'iti'on‘s unjder vvhich the right to 
use water could be obtained. See Canada, «An Act Respecting the 
Utilization of the Waters of the North l_/‘Vest Territories for Irrigation 
and Other Purposes, 57-58, Victoria (1894), c. 30. 

323. 30 and 3_1,.Victoria, g. 3. 

324. Ibid. sec. 92(10)(a) gives Parliament control over'"vvorks 
and un_derta_kings_. .;. extending beyond the limits of theprovinces." 
The Boundary Waters Treaty, British Treaty Series 1910, No. 23. 
International River-Improvements Act, s.c. 1955, C. 47. 

325. Most ad hoc assistance followed crises of one kind_ or 
another. Thus in the mid-thir-ties, the federal government established 
a farm rehabilitation program in the Prairie provinces and rescued 
some bankrupt i_rrigation dist_ric_ts; i_n_ the mid—fift_ies, after disastrous 
floods in Vancouver, Winnipeg and Toronto, it initiated a shared- 
cost program with the provinces’ to provide flood pr'otecti_o,n_. See‘ 
various Canadian papers, Proceedings, _InternationaI Conference on 
Water for Peace, 8 vols. (Washington: Government Printing Office, 
1967). . 

326. British Columbia clearly worried American nego_tia_tors 
with the threat to build a Peace River dam to serve its power needs 
if the US. would not agree to substantial downstream benefits 
payment for storage in the upper Columbia. The province then‘ 
turned on Ottawa and threatened to pull ‘out of the treaty if its 

downstream power benefits could not be sold to the U.S. See Rfilfih 
W. Johnson, "The Canada"-United _S__tates Controversy‘ Over the 
Columbia River", Washington Law Review, -XLI ll-.\.ugu.st. 1.956). 
726-727, 744-748. . . 

327. The nationa_| governments have power over‘ interstate and 
interprovinci_a,l transportation. Charles B. Bourne considers this 
problem in "Energy and a Continental Concept,” Canadian Bar 
Journal, Vlll (June, 1965), 163. 

328. _Pa_rsons' NAWAPA proposal upset many Canadians with 
its use of the terms "continental resources" with respect to waters 
north of the United States. See_ Ralph M. Parsons Corniiafiv. 
"NAlN_A_PA'-’-, brochure No. 606-2934-19, (Los~AngeIes, 1964). 

329., Suppose that Canada decided to bring additional water



into the Great Lakes from northern Ontario for its own use. Would 
the U.S. have an obligation to pay for benefits like cleaner water, 
navigation and power that would incidentally accrue to it as the 
added flow passed through the Lakes? The agreement in 1940 by 
w_hi_c_h Ogntario Hydro benefitted exclusively from 5000 cfs in 
additional flow from Long Lac and Ogoki for power generation is a 
precedent that suggests that the U.S. should pay. See Bourne, op. 
cit., 167 — 168. 

330. See Chapter 1, footnote 17. 

331. Alvin Hamilton, former federal resources Minister, spoke 
strongly in favour of a total energy approach, including water, to 
improve Canada's bargaining position with the U.S., during a 
Progressive Co_n_se_rvative party policy seminar at Niagara Falls. See 
Winnipeg Free Press November 14, 1969. 

332. "Canada Comes First — Greene," Ottawa Citizen, 
January 16, 1970, 1. 

333. An excellent account of the history and relevant con- 
sequences of Canada's ban on long-term electric power export is 

that of A.E. Da_| Grauer, “The Export of Electricity from Canada," 
Essays in Honour of Henry F. Angus, ed. R_.M. Clark (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1959) 248 — 285. 

334. Ibid., 252. 

335. "We have nothing before us but the suggestion that the 
Dominion of Canada may, at some future time, forbid this 
exportation. This Commission must assume that in'ternationaI 
relations affecting so important a subject as the means of continuing 
great industries which have grown up in reliance upon the use of this 
imported power, and as well the interests of the Canadian-producing 
companies themselves, have become fixed and subject only to such 
changes as will fully protect the great commercial a_nd industrial 
interests and rights now sewed by this power bought from Canada. 
The time has long since passed when go'v'er'nménts proceed ruthlessly 
from pure nat_iona_I brashness or anger to destroy the settled 
accepted commercial relations and formally vested rights of persons 
and corporations." (Arthur V. White, Memorandum Respecting 
Exportation of Electricity, Commission’ of Conservation, May 5, 
1914, 13.) This American interpretation raised a storm in Ottawa. 

336. Grauer, op. cit., 25,8. 

337. O.D. Skelton and TS. Lyon, Correspondence and 
Documents Relating to St. Lawrence Deep Waterway Treaty 1932, 
Niagara Convention 192.9, and Ogoki River and Kenogami River 
/Long Lake) Pro/'ec'ts_and Export of Electrical Power (Ottawa: 
King's Printer, 1938), 39 — 41. 

338. Canada Year Book (Ottawa: King's Printer, 1911). 
".339. During a recent five-year period, Canada realized a net 

export in 1966 and 1969 and a net import during 1965, 1967 and 
1968. The values range between 1% and 3% of the total C_an_adi_an 
el_ec_tr_ic_a| energy generated during these years. See Canada, National 
Energy Board, Energy Supply and _Deman_d in and Export 
Demand for Qnadian Energy, 1966 to 1990; (Ottawa: Queen's 
Pri_nter, 1969). 

340. See Announcement of National Policy by Hon. Mitchell 
Sharp, Canada, House of Commons Debates, October 8, 1963, 3299 
—. 3301. 

341. See Royal Commission on Energy, First Report (Ottawa: 
Queen's Printer, 1968), 43 — 53. 

342. Canada, Departments of External Affairs and Northern 
Affairs ‘and National Resources, The Columbia River Treaty, 
Protocol and Related Documents, (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1964), 
117.

~ 
343. On January 1, 1951, proved reserves of Canadian crude 

oil were 1.2 billion barrels; on January 1, 1969, 8.4 billion. On 
January 1, 1951, proved reserves of Canadian natural gas were 4.7 
trillion cubic feet; on January 1, 1969, 40.7 trillion. Data from 
Minister of Energy, Mines and Res'ou'rce's in published letter, 
Toronto Daily Star, December 11, 1969, 7. New exploration in the 
Western Arctic is beginning to add to reserves again. 

344. Some see a c_|ear parallel in the two situations: "Our 
suggestion is that the export of water resources from Canada is, at 
the present time, in the same raw emotional stage that the export of 
power was viewed ten to twenty years ago and that economic and 
technological advancement will finally dictate Canadian government 
policy." (James A. Beveridge, "The Export of Surplus Water from 
Canada to the United States," Canadian-United States Water 
Resources Problems and Policies, ed. Leonard B. Dworsky‘ (Ithaca: 
Cornell Univ. Water Resources Center, 1965), 18). 

345. Carl Nickle, president of the |‘nde'pende'n‘t Pe'tr'oleum 
Association of Canada, made this proposal at the 1969 Progressive 
Conservative seminar. See footnote 331. 

346. See remarks of Right Hon. C._D. Howe, Canada, House of 
Commons Debates, March 13, 1953; 2929. 

347. Of course energy fuels recovery and transportation also 
pose threats to environmental stability and a_esthet_ics.'Oil spills into 
the watercourses of the Mackenzie Basin or offshore may be at least 
as serious a_s water losses from the basin which are diverted 
southward. in 1970, Parliament approved ‘legislation which atte'mpte'd 
to address both threats in the Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention 
Act and the Northern Inland Waters Act. » 

348. For another view, see Arleigh N. Laycock, "The 
Rationale of Water Export and its implications for Water Resources 
Research in the North," Proceedings, Second National Northern 
Research Conference. Whitehorse, 1968, ed. J.J. Bond (Edmonton, 
1969), 90 — 96. Laycock would risk export now rather than lose 
the opportunity forever, on the ground that technological change, in 
desali_n_a_t_i_on, re_cyclin'g, etc., may gradually take American markets 
away from Canad_ian supplies; thus, repatriation would be no 
problem. 

349. The only such scheme to receive a hearing before a 
Parliamentary comm_itt_ee was Kierans' GRAND Canal. See Canada, 
House of Commons, Standing Committee on M_ines, Forests and 
Waters, Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence, 2nd Sass., 26_th Par|., 
1964-65, 273-281 .

P 

350. Biting at the promise that NAWAPA would make 
Winnipeg the only four-way seaport on the continent-, a Manitoba 
cabinet spokesman responded: “The idea of locks and canals on the 
Nelson and the vision of ocean freighters and even passenger ships 
tied up at the Alexander docks and Selkirk wharfs is certainly a very 
challenging’ one. . . I will support the motion (for a feasi_b_ili'ty 
study)." Motion was carried (Legislétive Assembly of Manitoba), 
Debates and Proceedings, April 26, 1966, 2353 -— 55. 

351. A meeting sponsored by the Water Resources Institute at 
the University of Alaska in 1967 to consider the availability of 
Alaskan water for transport south was not conclusive. See Gus 
Norwojod, "Alaska Water Resources — A Strategic Nat_ional_ Asset," 
Proceedings of the Seminar on the Continental Use of Arctic- 
Flowing Rivers, sponsored by (State of Washington Water Research 
Center (Wenatchee, 1968), 66. 

352. Time, July 1, 1966. 

353. Most of these points have been raised by responsible 
Ministers i_n House of Commons Debates: September _2, 1964, 7575 — 7576; June 28, 1966,- 6995 — 6997; April 3, 1967, 14472 — 
14475;‘ October 10, 1968, 1022; Februa_ry 24, 1970, 4006 —'4008.
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354. Alberta developed an intraprovincial interbasin diversion 
plan called PRIME, as an alternative to NAWAPA; see’ Alberta 
Department of Agricu_ltu_re, 1965 Annual Report (Edmonton, 
1966), 101 — .103. British Columbia's resources minister Williston 
repeated his province's opposition to consider export at the 
Wenatchee Water Congress, April 7, 1969. Saskatchewan's minister 
in charge of the Saskatchewan Water Resources Commission said 
much the same thing in response to a resolution of the Canadian 
Water Resource Association; see Reclamation (C.W.R.A. news- 
letter), October 1969, 2. - 

355. Hydrometric network planning studies were begun in 
1969 with the assistance of provincial governments and consultants. 
The reports have shown that t_he network should be expanded by 
about one half its present size of 2300 water level and flow stations. A significant part of the overall expansion is recommended for the 
northern portion of the provinces and the territories. See Canada, 
Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, Annual Report 
1969-70. (Ottawa: information Canada, 1971 ), 59 — 60. 

356. It is frequently s_ai_c_l that Canad_a has 25 to 40% of the 
world's fresh surface water. Such statements need to be qualified. 
They refer to accumulated storage in the Great Lakes, other large 
lake‘ bodies which stretch along the Precambrian margin and 
uncounted thousands of smaller lakes and ponds in the North. But 
in terms of what is annually renewable, the :picture is not quite that 
impressive; Canadian rivers discharge not 40% or 25%, but probably 
closer to 6% of the world's runoff, or very roughly 2 billion 
acre-feet per year. And when one recalls that the bulk of the world's 
freshwater is stored b_e_l,ow ground, but that so m_uc_h of Canada is 
bared of soil cover, i_rnp_regnated with permafrost and underlaid by 
impermeable crystalline rock or by saline formations, there. is indeed 
some reason to qualify the picture. Still, an export of 1% of the 
n,at,io_nal renewable supply would still exceed the flow of the 
Colorado River. ‘ 

357. Electric Power in Canada, (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 
annually). 

358. A seminar was held in Vancouver i_n December, 1967, to 
bring together the best minds available for the task of water demand 
forecasting, but no program emerged out ‘of the‘ se'mina‘r.,See lN.- R. 
Derrick Sewell and Blair T. Bower et al, Forecasting the Demands 
for Water, Policy 84 Planning Branch, Department of Energy, Mines 
& Resources (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1968). 

359.,'Out of this initiative, joint federal-provincial studies 
eme'r'g"ed on the Oka'n'a‘g'ajn in British Columbia, the ’Qu‘Appelle in 
the P'rai_ries, and the Saint John in New’ Brunswick. See Energy, 
Mines and Resources Annual Report 1969-70, 54 — 56. 

360. C_apt_a_i,n Palliser, Journals, Detailed Reports and _Obser- 
vations Relative to the Exploration of British‘ North America 
(London, 1863).

‘ 

361. SaskatcheWan~Nelson Basin Board, Annual Report, Year 
e‘nding'lVl_arch 31,_ 1969, 7 —'- -10 (terms of reference). This study is to 

completed by 1972. 
‘ ' 

362. See R.E. Bailey, "Recent Progress and Programs - 
Co-operation in (Water Management i_n the Prairie Provinces”, 
Proceedings of the A_tla_ntic Water Seminar (Montreal: Canadian 
Council of R_e_sou_rce Ministers, 1970), 188 -- 190. -' 

363. Saskatchewan-Nelson Basin Board, op. cit., 1__6 — 17. 
The study is assessing 55 dam and 23 diversion‘ possibilities 
a'cc'o’rding‘ to enigineering feasibility and cost only. 

364.; The signing of Agreements for the Apportionment of 
lnterprovincial Waters on the Prairies by the provincial and federal 
ministers took place -on October 30, 1969, in Regina. The upstream 
provinces may make a net depletion of no more than hal_f the 
natural flow of water ‘rising within their boundaries, permitting the 
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remaining half of the natural flow of each stream to pass into the 
neighboring province on the east. (C.W.R.A. ‘newsletter, Recla- 
mation, X (January, 1970), 1)’ The southern Prairies is the only 
major _region ‘in "Canada which has experienced interprovincial 

. conflict over vi/‘at’e'r consumption of a comparable magnitude to that 
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